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Preface 

This thesis deals with applications of pcrturbative many-body theories to selected nuclear systems al low 
and intermediate energies. Examples are the properties of neutron stars, the calculation of shell-model 
effective interactions and the microscopic derivation of the optical-model potential for finite nuclei. The 
line of research leans on what is commonly denoted the microscopic approach, i.e. an approach which 
aims at describing nuclear properties from the underlying free interaction between the various hadrons. an 
interaction described via the introduction of phcnomenological lagrangians, where parameters like meson 
coupling constants define the lagrangians. These constants are constrained through a fit to the relevant 
data. In this sense, although elaborated many-body methods are introduced, the theory is not a fundamental 
one. but rather an effective one, since this work docs not deal with the fundamental particles of the strong 
interaction. However, although it is an effective theory, the only parameters which enter the theory 
are physically motivated ones, like the masses of the various hadrons. The rcnormalization of this free 
interaction in a nuclear medium can then be studied within (he framework of the many-body approaches 
presented here. The emphasis in this work is then on the behavior of the various components of the free 
interaction in different nuclear media, in order to understand how these components are affected by the 
studied nuclear correlations. 

This thesis is divided into six chapters, and attempts at giving a unified overview of results published 
in several papers 1. Each chapter of this work has a summary section, which deals with the various results 
and methods discussed in that chapter. In this way, the reader who is already familiar with the formalism, 
may skip those chapters/sections he/she may feel are irrelevant. Chapter 6 gives a brief summary of the 
results presented in the previous chapters, together with selected perspectives for future works. 

Finally, some personal remarks. Many-body theory bas its beauty in the many facets of its applicability, 
and its link between the outer and the inner worlds. The mathematical descriptions of this link provide 
a key to the dialectics of the many-body approach. Moreover, the applications of the various many-body 
theories, this thesis being a mere example, also form part of the dialectics of many-body theory. In the 
light of all these facets of many-body theory, the impatient student has to struggle against ending up as 
" a jack of all trades and master of none". I have always found this difficult, and the quotation included 
below serves, unfortunately, only as a corrective, not as a consolation... 

. . .and it is feared that the French public, always impatient to come to a conclusion, eager 
to know the connections between general principles and the immediate questions that have 
aroused their passions, may be disheartened because they will be unable to move on at once. 

That is a disadvantage I am powerless to overcome, unless it be by forewarning and 
forearming those readers who zealously seek the tnjlh. There is no royal road to science, and 
only those who do not dread the fatiguing climb of its steep paths have a chance of gaining 
its luminous summits. 

Karl Marx, preface to thefrench edition of Capital (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1954). 

However, having been able to work with many-body theories, is a privilege I would not have been 
without. For this I will forever remain indebted to Eivind Osnes. Not only for accepting me as his 

1 These papers are referred to in the text. 
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PhD. student and tutorially introducing me lo the field, bul for the immense freedom of research I love 
experienced under his guidance. Eivinds clarity and search for quality in research, will hopefully stand as 
guidelines not only for me. but for future students as welt, fn addition fe) Eivind. Torgeir Engeland hat 
been or vital importance in the final outcome of this work. I owe to Torgeir his constructive critlsclsm, 
which in several cases has prompted other ways of solving or looking at a problem, his teaching me good 
computational skills during our work on the large shell-model code Peer Gym. the many discussions and 
last but not least, I owe lo Torgeir and Eivind their combined action in teaching us young people. With 
this I mean especially the possibility to ask almost whatever questions on nuclear phenomenology. For 
a novice in nuclear physics. I had my background in solid state and atomic physics, to understand the 
phenomenology is not only essential in writing good papers, but it is the bridge lo future works and/or 
new perspectives. 

Further, second to none, through Eivind and Torgeir. I got in contact with Tom Kuo. Herbert Mather 
and Artur Polls. The final outcome of this work is to a large extent also the merit of their experience, 
their introducing me to new fields and the kind hospitality offered to me during the several visits at the 
Universities of Barcelona and Tubingen. For everything, thanks. 

Finally, I remain indebted to Harald Andds, Gang Bao, Marcello Borromeo. Paul Ellis. Lars Engvik. 
Anne Holt, Marios Kagarlis, Mariana Kirchbach. Ruprecht Machleidt, Dan Olof Riska. Finn Ravndat. 
Kazuo Tsushima. Jan Vaagen and Erlend Østgaard, for many discussions on common works or problems 
in many-body theory. 

Albeit all these interactions, whatever flaws, misconceptions or errors may occur in this work, they are 
entirely due lo me and my present understanding. 

Morten Hjorth-Jensen 
Oslo, september 1993 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The scope of this work is to attempt at a presentation of recent progresses in perturbative many-body 
theories, with applications to effective effective interactions for selected nuclear systems, such as finite 
nuclei and nuclear matter. The perturbative many-body approach discussed here is within the framework 
of degenerate or nearly degenerate Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation theory [1-8]. Furthermore, 
since some of the nuclear systems we will cover are described in terms of valence holes and/or particles, 
a convenient scheme which microscopically accounts for the empirical shell model and the optical model, 
is provided by a so-called valence-linked perturbative expansion '. 

In short, the philosophy of this work is to derive properties of selected nuclear systems from a r,,i-
croscopic point of view. With microscopic we will mean a nuclear many-body approach outlined in the 
following three steps: 

• First, one needs a baryon-baryon interaction V which is appropriate for nuclear physics at low 
and intermediate energies. Since we deal with strong interactions, a really microscopic approach 
would be to derive nuclear expectation values from the underlying theory of the strong interaction, 
namely quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Due to the strongly non-perturbative character of QCD 
in the regime of nuclear physics, such an approach is at present not available. However, there 
are both theoretical and experimental indications that interaction models based on meson-exchange 
offer a viable scheme at low and intermediate energies. With microscopic we will therefore mean a 
theory which starts from selected haryons and mesons as the nuclear constituents. The baryon-baryon 
interaction is then described in terms of the exchange of selected mesons., see e.g. refs. [ 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ] 
for some of the meson-exchange models. 

• Secondly, in nuclear many-body calculations, the first problem one is confronted with is the fact 
that the repulsive core of e.g. the nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential V is unsuitable for perturbative 
approaches. This problem is however overcome by introducing the reaction matrix G, which serves 
to renormalize the free potential and render it suitable for a perturbative treatment. The G-matrix is 
given by the solution of die Bethe-Goldstone equation 

G=V+V %TTTG< (1-1) 

where u is the energy of the interacting nucleons in a medium, and H0 is the unperturbed hamiltonian. 
The operator Q, commonly referred to as the Pauli operator, is a projection operator which prevents 
the interacting nucleons to be scattered into states occupied by other nucleons. 

• Finally, employing the G-matrix defined in the previous step and the perturbalivc techniques to be 
discussed in this work, one can derive expressions for effective transition operators and interactions 

'The technicalities of the peitoirnalive expansion are relegated to chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

in terms of the C-matru. The effect of higher-order term» in the pcrturbative expansion account for 
nuclear comlations which modify e.g. the prediction! made within the framework of the independent 
or simple shell-model picture. The appealing feature o; perturbation theory is that it offer» a scheme 
by which one can interpret medium effects in terms of contributions lo the perturbalive expansion. 
Pictorially, various terms in perturbation theory are conventionally exhibited by way of so-called 
Feynman diagrams. The latter offer a physical and intuitive understanding of perturbation theory. 
The main emphasis of this work rests on this diagrammatic representation of perturbab've methods, 
though, our microscopic approach presumes all three steps of the algorithm we have outlined. 

After the above introductory remarks, we are rc^dy to set the agenda for this work. We start with the 
last step in our algorithm and discuss in chapter 2 the perturbative methods necessary to our calculations. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion on potential models for baryons interacting through meson-
exchange. We review nucleon-nucleon (NN) and nucIeon-A isobar (NA) interactions. Further, this chapter 
details the renormalization of lh." bare interaction in a nuclear medium in terms of the C-matrix discussed 
above. An extensive discussion on properties of the G-matrix in both nuclear matter, applications to neutron 
stars and finite nuclei is given. In this chapter we restrict the attention to first order in the perturbation 
expansion, determined by the G-malrix. This is done in order to assess how the nuclear medium changes 
the various ingredients which enter the free nucleon-nucleon interaction. Rcla'jvistic degrees of freedom 
are also accounted for. In summary, this chapter encompasses the first two steps of our microscopic 
approach. 

Chapter 4 is the first on applications of the pcrturbative methods we exposed in chapter 2. Here we 
review results from two-body effective interactions applied to several nuclei with two or more valence 
nuclcons. The nuclei we investigate are in the mass regions of oxygen, calcium and tin. A key point to 
the investigation in this chapter, is the evaluation of folded diagrams [1,81 in connection with the valence-
linked expansion. Folded diagrams arise in Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation due to the removal of 
the dependence of the exact energy in perturbation theory. A major function of the folded diagrams is to 
account for the fact that the valence particle(hole), is not in the singlc-particlefhole) slate i all the time. 
This correction may actually be important, as its effect is to renormalize the non-folded terms by a wound 
integral factor, being the probability that the valence particle(hole) is absent from orbit i. 

Chapter S deals with the interplay between the optical-model potential and the shell model. The 
pcrturbative techniques discussed in chapter 2 are used to derive microscopically the nucleon self-energy. 
The latter is intimately related to the optical-model potential, and provides a microscopic justification for 
the real and imaginary parts of the scattering potential of a free nucleon interacting with a nucleus. The 
wealth of data which exists on elastic riucleon-nucleus scattering and (e,c') experiments provide significant 
information about excitation modes of nuclei. The theoretical description of such properties are linked 
to the self-energy. As an example, the self-energy can be used to define properties like the spectral 
functions. The integration of the spectral functions with respect to the energy yields information about e.g. 
the occupation probability of a single-panicle configuration. In the simple shell-model picture for a nucleus 
like l s O , the occupation probabilities for single-particle (sp)2 states below the Fermi energy ate one and 
zero for single-particle states above. As such, the self-energy determines the deviation from the naive 
single-particle picture due to nuclear correlations. These remarks serve to demonstrate that the self-energy 
of a baryon can be considered & a starting point fur many investigations of nuclear structure. Thus, quite 
a lot of effort has been made in order to evaluate the self-energy [13), though most attempts to determine 
this quantity are based on studies in nuclear matter, where the single-particle states can be described in 
terms of plane waves. One of the main obstacles for theoretical investigations in finite nuclei is related 
to the fact that one has to consider a representation for single-particle states in terms of both bound and 
scattering states. To overcome this problem, a method has recently been devoloped which allows a direct 
calculation of the self-energy for the nucleon in terms of matrix elements derived from a realistic interaction 
for the baryons of interest. The novelty of this method, resides in the fact that one is able to calculate the 
self-energy from a microscopic approach, where scattering states are described in terms of plane waves 

2 Hereafter we will only lue the short huld ap for single-particle. 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 

while bound states are described by the wave functions of the harmonic oscillator. The self-energy we 
obtain from these calculations, is then used lo derive an optical potential which is parametrized in terms 
of a local and energy dependent Woods-Saxon potential. 

We conclude this presentation with an overview and perspectives for future investigations in chapter 6. 
Finally, the reader should be aware of the fact that extensive review articles exist which cover in depth 

the subjects discussed in chapters 2 to 5. The derivation of potential models based on meson-exchange is 
extensively detailed in the works of Machleidt and co-workers (9. 101. Tl* connection between the shell-
model and the optical-model potential is tutorially detailed in the recent review by Mahaux and Sartor [13], 
although from a phenomenological approach. Our approach in chapter 5 is to obtain an optical potential 
following the above-defined microscopic approach. Further, a work which follows much of the philosophy 
of the present work. i.e. our microscopic approach, was recently presented by DickholT and Muther [141. 
In that work, recent developments in many-body theory applied to nuclear systems, were reviewed with 
an emphasis on a self-consistent Green's function approach. As a collaliun. it ought lo be mentioned that 
in the present approach, except for an illustratory discussion of nuclear and neutron matter in chapter 3, 
we do not attempt at describing bulk properties of nuclei, such as total binding energies or mean radii of 
nuclei like 1 6 0 . A viable approach to this problem is offered by variational methods, reviewed by e.g. 
Pandharipande in ref. [IS]. 



Chapter 2 

Perturbative approaches 

2.1 Introduction 
One1 of the motivations behind the use of perturbative methods in nuclear many-body problems is the 
possibility of reducing the SchrOdingcr equation for an ,4-nuclcon system given by 

J / | * , ) = E, |*,-) , (2.1) 

to a secular equation acting solely within a physically selected subspace of the full Hilbcrt space, denoted 
as the model space. The hamiltonian H is given as H = T + V, and |+,) and E, are die corresponding 
exact wave function and eigenvalue of a state i. The Hilbert space is commonly divided into a model 
space and an excluded space, defined by operators P and Q which project the exact wave function into a 
model part and an excluded part, respectively. The SchrOdingcr equation is then rewritten as 

PHt/lP\*i) = EiP\Vi), (2.2) 

where Hr!l is the model space effective hamiltonian to be defined below. 
There are basically two main approaches in perturbation theory used to define the effective hamiltonian, 

each with its hierarchy of sub-approaches. One of these main approaches is an energy-dependent, i.e. 
depending on the exact energy Et, approach, known as Brillorin-Wigner perturbation theory, while the 
Rayleigh-Schrfldinger (RS) perturbation expansion stands for the energy independent approach. The latter 
is the most commonly used approach in the literature [I, 7], Thus, in this work as well, we will only 
review methods within the framework of time-independent RS perturbation theory2, and within this theory 
we will mainly deal with the open-shell many-body problem for a degenerate model space, see chapters 
four and fire. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, we will focus on the summation of a subset of 
diagrams to infinite order, namely the so-called folded diagrams, which arise due to the removal of the 
energy dependence of the effective interaction in the Orillouin-Wigner perturbation theory. 

For systems like symmetric nuclear matter and neutron matter discussed in the next tfiaptsr, we will 
limit the attention to perturbation theory through first order, i.e. first order in the interaction G. 

Before we proceed in deriving a general formula for RS theory, it will be useful to introduce the 
notations to be used. In perturbation theory it is customary to introduce an auxiliary single-particle potential 
V such that II can be rewritten as 

H = H0 + HU H0 = T+U, Hl = V-U. 
'TTlc prctentation here follow» M. Hjorth-Jcnien, T. Engeland, A. Holland E. Oancs, PrrturtMtive many.body approaches to finite 

nuclei, Phya. Reporti in pren. 
3 For a review on the time-dependent approach, ice e.g. rrfs. II. 5. 26]. 
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In nuclear many-body theory. V Is replaced by the C-raatrii Inuoduccd in lie previoat chapter and to 
be detailed In die t int chapter. If £' is chosen such that II, becomes small, then II, can be treated as a 
perturbation, flo defines die unperturbed hamiMonian. wilb dfeavimes r, and dgealunctions tø). The 
operators P and Q are then defined as 

p=:r>.)(*,i. 
1=1 

and 

i=w+i 

with d the dimension of the model space. Note that P1 = P, Q7 = Q and PQ = QP = 0. We define die 
projection of the exact wave function | # ( ) as P |*() = | * " ) and a wave operator fi which transforms 
all the model states back into the corresponding exact states as (•,) = ft | + f ) . The latter statement is 
however not trivial, it actually means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the d exact stales 
and the model functions. For a proof of this statement see cg. ref. [1J. 

We will now assume that the wave operator (1 has an inverse and consider a similarity transformation 
of the hamiltonian H such that eq. (2.1) can be rewritten as 

Q-lHaa-l\*i) = EtQ-l\*i). (2.3) 

Recall also that |*,) = fi | * , w ) . which n-tans that ft-11*,) = | » f ) insofar as the inverse of fi exists. 
Let us define the transformed hanultonian H = ft~'//T>, which can be rewritten in terms of the operators 
P and Q(P + Q = I)as 

H = PUP + PHQ + QnP + QHQ. 

The eigenvalues of H are the same as those of H, since a similarity transformation does not affect the 
eigenvalues. If we now operate on eq. (2.3), which in terms of the model space wave function reads 

H\*?) = Ei\*?), 

with the operator Q, we readily see that 
QHP = 0. (2.4) 

Eq. (2.4) is an important relation which states that the eigenfuncu'on P |*j) is a pure model space 
eigenfitnetion. This implies that we can then define an effective model space hamittonian 

HeJj = PHP = PSl~l HSIP, 

or equivalently 
HQP = ilPH,//P, (2.5) 

which is the Bloch [16] equation. This equation can be used to determine the wave operator fi. 

2.2 Folded diagrams and the effective interaction 
At this stage we should point out that there are no unique representations for the wave operator fi. There 
is a considerable degree of variation in choice of fi. yielding different approaches to the perturbative 
expansion of the effective interaction. As a consequence, since in applications we truncate the perturbativ: 
expansion at a given order, different choices for the wave operator fi may then give different results for 
the effective interaction. There are however two facets to the above statement. Firstly, we write the wave 
operator fi as 

fi = i + x, 
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where x l> known as die correlation operator. Observing that POP = P, we ice thai Ike correlation 
operator x has the properties 

P*P = 0, Qi)P = QxP=xP (2«) 

Since |*,) = ft | * " ) determines the wave operator only when h operates to the right on the model space, 
i.e. only the DP pat Is defined, the term (IQ never appeals in the theory, and we could therefore add the 
conditions Q\Q - 0 and PxQ = 0 lo eq. (26) This leads to the following choice for x 

X = QxP (27) 

This has been the tradilonal choice in perturbation theory. A more general ansatz is represented by the 
coupled-cluster method (CCM) of KUmmel. Cocster and co-workra [ 171. In the CCM the wave operator 
is also defined in the Q space. For a review of the CCM, see e.g. the works of Lindgren and co-workers 
171. 

Secondly, it is worth noting that there exist different methods for solving eq. (2.7) for the correlation 
operator x. and these may lead to different results. II is the scope of the next subsection to review two such 
methods, one of these is the so-called folded-diagram theory of Kuo and co-workers, whereas the other 
method was presented by Lee and Suzuki [18]. Hereon we will refer to die method of Lee and Suzuki as 
the LS method, whereas the abbreviation FD is reserved for the folded-diagram method exposed e.g. in 
ref. [11. 

2.2.1 Summation of folded diagrams 
Having defined the wave operator f! = 1 + x ("Ote that ft-1 = 1 — x) w"b X given by eq. (2.7) we can 
rewrite eq. (2.4) as 

QHP-XHP + QHx-xHX = 0. (2.8) 
This is the basic equation to which a solution to x is to be sought. Since we will work with a degenerate 
model spave we define 

PH<SP=JP, 

where u is the model space eigenvalue (or starting energy) in the degenerate case, such that eq. (2.8) reads 
in a slightly modified form (H = H0 + tfi) 

(<J - QH0Q - QHWx = QH,P- xPHi,P - XPHiQx, 

which yields the following equation for \ 

x=^WQQHiP-^hHQx{PH,p+piriQxP)- ( 2 9 ) 

Observing that the P-space effective hamiltonian is given as 

H<„ = PHP + PHX = PH0P + Ve„(x)> 

with V,n(x) = PHiP + Ptfix, eq. (2.9) becomes 

x=^mQ^p--^mxV"'M- p.io) 
Now we find it convenient to introduce the so-called Q-box, defined as 

Q(,u>) = PHlP + PHiQ L—QHiP. (2.11) 
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Tlie<)-bm(smadteispofi)on-foltødJagrinuwhfchare A diagram is «tid 
to be irreducible if between each pair of vertices there is at lean one hole stale or a particle state outside 
the model space. In a valence-linked diagram Ihe interactions are United (via fermlon lines) to at least one 
valence line. Note thai a valence-linked diagram can be either connected (consisting of a single piece) 
or disconnected. In Ihe final expansion including folded diagrams as well, the disconnected diagrams are 
found to cancel out II]. We illustrate these definitions by the diagrams shown in fig. 2.1. where an arrow 
pointing upwards (downwards) is a particle (hole) stale. Particle states outside Ihe model space are given 

i 

. 
3 

Figure 2.1: Different types of valence-linked diagrams. Diagram la) is irreducible and connected, lb) is 
reducible, while lc) is irreducible and disconnected. 

by railed lines. Diagram (a) is irreducible, valence linked and connected, while (b) is reducible since 
the intermediate particle states belong to the model space. Diagram (c) is irreducible, valence linked and 
disconnected. 

Multiplying both sides of cq. (2.10) with PHi and adding Pli, P to both sides we get 

PH,P + PHiX - PHiP + PHiQ^Z^HQQHlP- PHl

u-QHQxV"'M-

which gives 

Vt„(x) = Q(u)-PHl- ;XV«//(X). (2.12) 
u-QHQA 

There are several ways to solve eq. (2.12). The idea is to set up an iteration scheme where we 
determine \„ and thus K e//(x„) from Xa-i awl K/ / (^»- i ) - For the mere sake of simplicity we write 

v.';; = v.„'xn). 
The FD method 

Let us write eq. (2.12) as 
V'U-^-p^Z~0WQ^n 

The solution to this equation can be shown to be [181 

(»-D 

(2.13; 

Observe also that the effective interaction is V''"j is evaluated at a given model space energy u. If 

VJP,' = V}j7l\ the iteration is said to converge. In the limiting case n -* oo, the solution VJff agrees 
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with die formal solution of Bnndow |8| and Dei Cloizeau 119) 

The expansion in eq. (2.13) is customarily rewritten as 

V.// = f > (215) 

where F, is 

F 2 = <3,W + £?,<?,£? l ' ' 
F3 = QiQQQ + Q,Q,QQ + Qj t j t j ié + Q i f t W + QiO.OiO 

and so forth, where we have defined Qm = ^ i ^ S - Note that although Q and its derivatives contain 
disconnected diagrams, such diagrams cancel exactly in each order [ I ], thus yielding a fully connected 
expansion in eq. (2.13). It is further important to note both in connection with the FD expansion and in 
the subsequent discussion of the LS r ethod, that a term like Ft = Qi Q actually means Fx = PQiPQP 
since the Q-box is defined in the mouel space only. Due to mis structure of the terms F, with i > I, only 
so-called folded diagrams contain P-space intermediate stales. 

The perturbation expansion of eq. (2.14) diverges if so-called intruder states are present in the low-lying 
spectrum, as shown by Schucan and Weidenmuller [20]. Typical examples of intruder states for nuclei with 
two valence nucleons are represented by four-particle two-hole core-deformed states. Several technique; 
to handle the intruder state problem have been discussed during the last two decades [2, 21, 22, 23]. Here 
we merely observe that a regrouping of the perturbation expansion as given by the partial summation of 
the folded diagrams in the FD method, may result in a converged result even if intruder states are present 
If the FD expansion converges, the converged solutions are then those states which have the largest overlap 
with the chosen model space [18], If the coupling between the model space states and the intruder stales is 
weak, as in the weak coupling m.idel of ref. [24], the derived two-body effective interaction is expected to 
reproduce fairly well the spectra of nuclei with few valence nucleons. These topics will be further studied 
in chapter 4. 

The LS method 

Another iterative solution has been presented by Lee and Suzuki [18]. In their approach eq. (2.12) is 
rewritten as 

•#' = {1 + ^ ^ W - 1 } " ' é(w)' ( 2 I 7 ) 

for » > 1 and with the equation for Xn given as 

Since the wave operator fi is given as fi = P + x. a natural zeroth approximation to xo would be to set 
Xo = 0, resulting in 

and 

K(lr = CO). 
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i.e. the ban: Q-boi only evaluated al i given model space energy u. No folded diagrams we included at 
this stage. The next iterative slep yields 

and 

The solution to this iterative scheme is given as (18] 

Q. (2.19) 

It should be noted that the FD and LS expansions may give different results for Vtll if terminated after 
a given, finite number of iterations. For example, if we expand the LS expression for V^Jj, we obtain a 
geometric series in Qi 

1 — Vi 
which includes the term Fi = QiQ of the FD expansion. We see thus that (he LS method contains terms 
which appear in higher-order iterations of the FD method. This property explains also why the convergence 
of the iterative LS method is faster than that of the folded-diagram method. 

The LS expansion has also been shown to converge even when intruder states are present [18]. The 
converged result gives the energy of those states which have their energy closest to the unperturbed energy 
u. Thus, if we choose a starting energy which is close to a state dominated by Q-space components, the LS 
method should then be able to reproduce this as well. Compared with the FD expansion, the convergence 
of the LS procedure is independent of the actual structure of the wave functions of the cigenslates of 
concern. We will come back to these convergence criteria in chapter four. Moreover, approximations to 
the Q-box are also discussed in that chapter, together with applications to finite nuclei. 

Finally, in the calculations of the effective interaction in chapter four, we will employ the experimental 
sp energies. The one-body terms should therefore not be included since they are already accounted for 
by the experimental sp energies. The first term of the FD or LS expansions is just the Q-box. At this 
level we simply subtract the one-body diagrams from the Q-box. For terms in the LS or FD expansion 
beyond the first term, one has to be aware of the fact that the experimental sp energies already include 
folded-diagram contributions. Since we use the experimental sp energies we have to subtract from the 
effective interaction all terms in which one-body diagrams with a spectator valence line are folded upon 
themselves. This can be done by introducing the so-called 5-box, which consists of all one-body diagrams 
with a spectator valence line. The FD effective interaction is men defined as 

F» = F„(Q) ~ Fn{S), (2.20) 

to retain only two-body connected diagrams. Similarly, for the LS expansion we have 

K = R„(Q) - Rn(S), (2.21) 

wim 

5. (2.22) 

é'-E4» II 

MS) = v$(S) = I-SI-EA. n o*> 
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2.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have reviewed two approaches wilMn die framework of time-independent Rayfcigh-
SchrOdinger perturbation theory, namely the summation of the folded diagrams u advocated by the methods 
of Kuo and co-workers ( l | and Lee and Suzuki |I8|. 

However, these method are. due to the inclusion of folded-diagrams, in general non-hermilian. This 
hermilicity is in most actual calculations rather weak, and a standard approach to obtain a hermitian 
effective interaction, is 

tøl W.(};r) M = 5 ( t ø l «J?;*r > l*i) + tøl H%1'r> l**>) . (2-23) 

where (her) and (nher) stand for hermitian and non-hermitian, respectively. The non-hermiticity of the 
folded-diagram method is not unphysical since we deal with the projection of the true eigenvector to the 
right of Hi and the unperturbed wave function to the left. The effective interaction depends therefore on 
which states are the final and initial ones. The resulting effective interaction is therefore non-hermitian. 
The question now is whether we may obtain a hermitian secular equation for the effective interaction. Such 
an approach was recently presented by Lindgren [7] for the CCM and by Suzuki et al. [25] for the LS 
method. For the FD method a generalized hermilian effective interaction is derived within the framework 
of time-dependent perturbation theory in ref. [26]. However, since the non-hermiticity is in general weak, 
we will limit the attention to the expressions presented here. 



Chapter 3 

The nucleon-nucleon interaction and 
the G-matrix 

3.1 Introduction 
In nuclear structure and nuclear matter calculations one has to face the problem that any realistic nucleon-
nucleon (NN) potential V exhibits a strong short-range repulsion, which in turn makes a perturbative 
treatment of the nucleir many-body problem prohibitive. If the potential has a so-called hard core, the 
matrix elements of such a potential (VIV W evaluated for an uncorrelated two-body wave function 4>(r) 
become very large, rince the uncorrelated wave function is different from zero also for relative distances 
r smaller than the hard-core radius. Similarly, even if one uses potentials with softer cores, the matrix 
elements of the potential become large at short distances. The above problem is however overcome by 
introducing the reaction matrix G (displayed by the summation of ladder type of diagrams in fig. 3.1) 
which accounts for the etfects of two-nucleon correlations. The matrix elements of the potential V then 
become 

where * is now the correlated wave function. By accounting for the correlations in the two-body wave 
functon ¥ , the matrix elements of the potential become finite, even for a hard-core potential V. Moreover, 
as will be discussed below, compared with the uncorrelated wave function, the correlated wave function 
enhances the contributions to matrix elements of V at distances for which the interaction is attractive. 

The G-matrix is given by the solution of the Bethe-Goldstone equation (1.1), redisplayed here 

G=V + V ^ J T H G ' 
u - QHoQ 

where u is the energy of the interacting nucleons (the starting energy) in a medium and 1' is the free NN 
potential. The energy of the intermediate states is given by the unperturbed hamiltonian Ha. Similarly, 
the wave function * is given as 

* = V + — ^ - C f (3.1) 
w — no 

The G-matrix applies to bound states, thus, for scattering states, the G-matrix is replaced by the T-matrix. 
The difference between the matrices resides in the medium dependence provided by the Pauli operator and 
the energy u of the interacting particles. 

In this chapter we will discuss how quantities like the free nucleon-nucleon potential is renormalized 
in a medium. The presentation in this chapter is restricted to first order in the interaction matrix G. the 
reason being that the G-matrix offers a rather clear and physically appealing link to the NN potential and 

II 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the ladder renormaliiation of the free NN potential. The wavy line 
may represent either the scattering matrix T or the medium dependent reaction matrix G. The latter differs 
from the scattering matrix since it contains the Pauli exclusion operator Q and medium dependent single-
particle energies. The physical interpretation of either T or G is that the particles must interact virtually 
with each other an arbitrary number of times in order to produce a finite interaction matrix element. 

its behavior in a nuclear medium. The first section is devoted to potential models for the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction, with emphasis on meson-exchange models. To avoid unnecessary overlaps with already existing 
review articles/books on the subject [9, 10, 27, 28], only a brief exposition of the underlying theory is 
given. The reader is referred to the above extensive works for the more sophisticated details. The two 
subsequent sections deal with the renormalizalion of the free NN potential in nuclear matter and neutron 
matter, respectively. In sec. 3.5 we discuss the O-matrix appropriate for finite nuclei. We conclude this 
chapter with a calculation of the (7-matrix for nucleons and isobars (A). 

3.2 Potential models from meson exchange 
Since quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is commonly accepted as the theory of the strong interaction, the 
NN interaction V is completely determined by the underlying quark-quark dynamics in QCD. However, due 
to the non-perturbative character of QCD at low energies, one is still far from a quantitative understanding 
of the NN interaction from the QCD point of view. This problem is circumvented by introducing models 
containing some of the properties of QCD, such as confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. One of 
the most used models is the so-called bag model, where a crucial question is the size of the radius (R) of 
the confining bag. If the bag radius is chosen as in the "Little bag" (R < 0.5 fm) [29], then low-energy 
nuclear physics phenomena can be fairly well described in terms of hadrons like nucleons, isobars and 
various mesons, which are to be understood as effective descriptions of complicated multiquark interactions. 
Moreover, other models which seek to approximate QCD also indicate that an effective theory in terms of 
hadronic degrees of freedom may very well be the most appropriate picture for low energy nuclear physics. 
Although there is no unique prescription ft • how to construct a free NN interaction, a description of the 
NN interaction in terms of various meson exchanges is presently the most quantitative representation of 
the NN interaction [10, 30) in the energy regime of nuclear physics. We will assume that meson-exchange 
is an appropriate picture at low and intermediate energies. Further, we will restrict the attention to one-
boson-exchange (OBE) models only. 

In the next subsection we discuss the three-dimensional reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and 
the phenomenological lagrangians which define the interactions between the various baryons and mesons. 

+ : 
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3.2.1 The one-boson>exchange interaction and the Bethe-Salpeter equation 
l b describe the interaction between the various baryons and mesons of table 3.1, we choose the following 
phenomenoiogical lagrangians ' for spin 1/2 baryons 

and 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

for pseudovector (pv), scalar (s) and vector (v) coupling, respectively. Tin «actors g" and g' are the vector 
meson exchange vector and tenser coupling constants, respectively. Similarly the factors g' and gp" are 
the phenomenological coupling coefficients for scalar and pseudoscalar meson exchanges, respectively. 
These coupling constants may be constrained by e.g. the nucleon-nucleon scattering data. In the above 
equations, we have defined * to be the baryon field for 3pin 1/2 baryons, while ^'K p f ' ' and ^(°> are 
the corresponding meson fields for pseudoscalar, scalar and vecior mesons, respectively. Fig. 3.2 shows 
the relevant interaction vertices for meson-NN and meson-N A systems. 

(a) 

/ a / P 

* 

P a 

(b) 

Finite 3.2; (a) Meson-nucleon-nucleon and (b) meson-nucleon-isobar vertices. The single line denotes a 
nudeon. the double line an isobar whereas the dashed line is the meson. 

The mesons we discuss in the present work are shown in table 3.1 2 . Note that the above equations are 
for isoscalar mesons, however, for jsovector mesons, the fields ø trivially modify to T</> with r the familar 
Pauli matrices. For spin 1/2 baryons, the fields 1 are expanded in terms of the Dirac spinors (positive 
energy solution shown here with uu = 1) 

,. . / E ( t ) + r 

B(k)+mX 

(3.5) 

'Notation ai in Itzykson and Zuber [31]- Throughout this work we wjJJ «Jjo jet c = Å = G = I. where (7 is the gravitational 
ccniUnt. 

3 Note that we keep the nunc 6 for the scalar ijovector meson with m a » 980 McV, in order to abide to the usage in previous 
work) [10]. The recent label is a 0 ( 9 8 0 ) . 
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Table 3.1: List over baryons and mesons discussed In this work. We also Include strange hadrons since the 
non-relaiMstlc transition potential apply to these hadrons cs well. Though, only NN and N& potentials will 
be applied in calculations of nuclear properties. 

Baryons Mass(MeV) Mesons Mass(MeV) 

938.926 ir 138.03 
1116.0 n 548.8 

£ 1197.3 ff » 550.0 
A 1232.0 P 770 
£* 1385.0 ut 782.6 

6 983.0 
K 495.8 
K* 895.0 

with x the familiar Pauli spinor and E(k) = \/m2 + |k|2. The field * reads 

1 _ 
(2JT)3/ • W = 72^37? 5 > ( * ' ) ' ~ ' * ' « k . . < 3 6 > 

with a a fermion annihilation operator. Similarly, the spin 3/2 field operator ¥„ are represented in terms 
of the Rarila-Schwinger spinors u„, a spin 1/2 spinor coupled to a four-vector, which h the rest-frame 
readS 1 1 1 1 

« A ^ I ^ ^ r M J , » , ) , i = -2'~r2'2' ( 3 7 ) 

where C is a Clebsch-Gordan coeflicient, c^ a spin-1 spinor and u(0, a,) the free Dirac spinor in the rest 
frame with spin projections <r2 = ±£, The U/,(0,j) can be boosted to an arbitrary frame such that the 
Rarita-Schwinger field is 

* " ( I ) = (2^57? E Mts)e-ik'ak!. (3.8) 
k j 

The lagrangians which describe e.g. the interaction between a spin 1/2 and a spin 3/2 baryon are 

Cp. =s p ' '**„9 'V ( '" ) , (3.9) 

for the exchange of a pseudoscalar meson and 

£„ = IJ«'*T57P*" ( M i " ' - ^ ^ " ) ) + *•=•• (3-1°) 

for the exchange of a vector meson. The coupling parameters will be defined below where we discuss the 
explicit exchange potentials. Note also that we have omitted the isospin degree of freedom here. 

Employing the above lagrangians, it is then possible to construct an one-boson-exchange potential 
model. Typically, a contribution ( / O B E arising from the exchange of a scalar meson between two spin 
1/2 baryons wifh equal masses is given by 

« * n ? M b>.n)=p?" ( ^r ( p ' 2 ) : - p i ) u (

2

p 2 ) . 
( P I - P I ) -">. 
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where m, is the mass of Ihc exchanged scalar meson3. Trie diagrammatic structure of (his equation is 
shown in fig. 3.3. 

p 2 1 , . 1 

— 
,.•"* + • • • - . . _ 

<J,S — 
,.•"* + • • • - . . _ 

Pi' 
i Å 

Figure 3.3: Diagrammatic representation of the exchange of a scalar boson between two equal mass and 
spin baryons. The leftmost picture is a shorthand for the two time-orderings to the right. 

In order to obtain the parameters which define an NN potential derived from OBE models, the Bethe-
Salpeter equation is used as the starting point for most calculations. This equation serves to define a two-
particle interaction T, meant to reproduce e.g. properties like low-energy scattering data. A self-consistent 
comparison with the data, may in turn define the parameters of the NN interaction, such as meson cutoff 
parameters, or coupling constants not constrained by the data. The fully covariant Bcthe-Salpeter equation 
reads (suppressing spin and isospin) 

(p'iPi|7"|p,pi> ={p,

lp'2\V\pip2)+~yJdik{p'ip'2\V\P + k,P-k) (3.11) 

xSm(P + k)Sm(P-k)(P + k,P-k\T{plP2), 

where we have defined P to be halftiie total four-momentum, i.e. P = | (p ! +p 2 ) , and i to be the relative 
four-momentum. The term S ( i) is the fermion propagator, which for e.g. positive energy spin 1/2 baryons 
reads 

S ( j,(p) = ( A - « « + " ) • ' . 

with the subscript i referring to baryon i. 
In principle V is supposed to represent all kinds of irreducible two-particle interactions, though it is 

commonly approximated by lite lowest order two-particle diagram. With this prescription we obtain the 
familiar ladder approach to the Bethe-Salpeter equate , similar to the approach discussed in connection 
with the G-matrix. The schematic structure of the ladder equation, representative for both the scattering 
matrix and the reaction matrix G, is shown in fig. 3.1. Eq. (3.11) is a four-dimensional integral equation, 
which is rather tedious to solve numerically. It is therefore commonly replaced by a three-dimensional 
quasi-potential equation, where the time components of the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing 
particles have been fixed by some adequate choice. Eq. (3.11) becomes 

(PiPil T |pip 2) = (5>'lP'2| V |p,p 2) + ~-^ J d3k (pipil V |P + k, P - k) (3.12) 

y(M)<P + k , P - k | 7 > 1 p 2 ) . 

V is now the so-called "quasi-potential", with fixed time components of the in- and outgoing particle 
momenta. As such, it is no longer an independent quantity. A much favored choice for the time components 
of the four-momenta is to fix p\ = p% = i^/s, s = (p, + p 2 )

2 being one of the familiar Mandelstam 

'Detailed expressions for the one-boson-exchange contributions can be found in e.g. refs. {9, 10], 
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invarianls. This prescription puts the two particles symmetrically off-shell, and is used in connection with 
the Blankenbeclcr-Sugar (32) and the Thompson (33) equations. The latter are twc possible of several three-
dimensional reductions of the Belhe-Salpeter equation. The quantity g is related to the baryon propagators 
5(i)5(}) through 

S ( M ) = - . / <HDS( , ) ( * )5 ( , , ( - * ) . 

The Blankenbecler-Sugar choice for 9 gives (ignoring the negative energy solutions and assuming mi = m 2 

and spin 1/2 fcrmions) 

s ( k ' * ) = £F-T7-£ j + .£ ' ( 3 - ' 3 ) 

and the Thompson choice 
m i A+ (k)A+(-k) 

Note that the above equations are in the two-baryon center-of-mass frame with P = 0. Here A,+(k) is 
the projection operator for positive energy states with spin 1/2. The corresponding projection operator for 
positive energy spin 3/2 stales is a four-tensor, see e.g., refs. [34,35) for analytical expressions. The mere 
fact that we have fixed the time component of the four-momenta of the incoming baryons to be equally 
offshell, implies that tiie exchanged bosons transfer three-momentum only. The meson propagators then 
reduce to 

rt^r < 3 1 5 > 
with ma the mass of the exchanged boson. This prescription for the meson propagators yields a so-
called static interaction. The one-boson interaction takes then the form (omitting spin/helicity and isospin 
assignements) 

v = fi(p,')i(p2') ( ^ S c ) ^ ] «(PIHP 2). (3-16) 

Here Fj 0 = 1. •••. 5) denote the Fermi invariants SVTAP defined as: 

S =.<».<»>, V = •#>•»?>, T=i«r#«rg> , 

or if we wish to have a pseudovector coupling for the pseudoscalar mesons one has to replace P with the 
on-sheli equivalent pseudovector invariant 

with the labels (1,2) meaning the interacting baryons land 2. v ; refers to the appropriate meson propagator 
defined in eq. (3.15), including the appropriate coupling constants. In general, the coefficients vj(k) are 
functions of the three Mandelstam invariants s, I and u, though we have chosen the interaction to depend on 
the momentum transfer, i.e. we have a static interaction. As mentioned above, we choose a pseudovector 
coupling for the pseudoscalar mesons, the main motif being that a pseudovector coupling for the pion results 
in a strong reduction of negative energy states compared with the pseudoscalar choice [36]. It ought also 
to be stressed that neither the Blankenbecler-Sugar nor the Thompson approximations are by no means 
unique approaches. However, the extensive compilations of Zuilhof and Tjon [36] indicate that the three-
dimensional Blankenbecler-Sugar reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation gives only small differences 
compared with the results obtained by solving the full four-dimensional eq. (3.11). This conclusion applies 
to the Thompson choice as well [10, 38]. 
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Expanding the free Dirac spinors in terms of 1/m (m is here the mass of the relevant baryon) results, 
to lowest order, in the familiar non-relalivistic expressions for baryon-baryon potentials. Explicitly, in 
momentum space, (he non-reiao'vistic version of eq. (3.16) reads 

V(t) = £ » , ( * ) / } . (3.17) 

Here me operators Is are given by the Tamilar expressions 

#1 = 1, Fj = -i(tr, + <r2) • It X P, F3 = iri • <r2k2 - 3<Ti • k<r2 • It, 

Ft = <ri<r3 / i = <r, • It x P<rj • It x P. 

In certain models also operators like L 3 or an anti-symmetric spin-orbit terms appear [10, 39], but these 
can be expressed as linear combinations of the above set on the energy shell [40]. Velocity dependent 
terms are also omitted, a is the spin operator for spin 1/2 particles. We end this subsection by displaying 
the expression for a baryon-baryon interaction in configuration space. The configuration space version of 
the interaction can be obtained through Hankel transformations of the above momentum-space components 
[40]. The following expressions listed below are for a general baryon-baryon interaction for spin 1/2 
fermions where the baryons at each vertex may have different masses. Hereafter, baryon masses are always 
represented with a capital M, with the nucleon mass given by the average of the proton and neutron masses 
MN. Following Greenberg and Lomon [39] we have the time-honored expression (omitting isospin) 

V(r) = { c S + C i + C„<r,-<r2 + O r ( l + ^ : + ( ^ ) 5 1 2 ( r ) (3.18) 

+M^+^) I ' .s}^f. 
S ] 2 is the familiar tensor term. The coefficients are as follows. For a scalar meson exchange (<r or 6): 

C c = - ? ^ l m a < (3.19) 

C, = CT = 0. (3.21) 
For a pseudoscalar meson exchange (ir, 17, K): 

C°c = Ci

c = CSL = 0. (3.23) 

For a vector meson exchange (p,u, K'): 

C° = ^ - [ c 1 G 2 - | ^ ( M 2 + A / 2 ) - ^ l (A / 1 ' + M 1 ) + | g ( M ; + M1)(Mi + M 2)], (3.24) 

and 

and 

•uh { (JST ~ J?T) (*fc - *b) ~ ^v^ ~ T^b^\ (32S^ 
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- f t ø f ^ f ø f e - ^ + fø + lfe)} 
g.»; {(»',+"•) f i i w / i . i U 

+^T> { ^ ^ («J + M,) ( ^ + B ^ J ) 

+ (Ml + «.) fø + £ ) + (tf{ + tf,) fø + £)}]. 

c « = - S i 2 G i G 2 ( « j i ? : + Mp?J + MpiTT + jffpB;) (3-27) 

M ^ M[M, "*• M, "•" «J SS Mj^ 
Gjjj (M[+Mi . i . 2 1 1 \ 

_ ~ 5 T ' v M;W S

 + w; + J?J - J?T _ 1*77 

- # W + Mi) M + *•) (nfo + sĵ W) 

The j , are the standard scalar and pseudovector coupling constants of the meson-baryon-baryon vertex, 
the g\ are (he vector meson exchange tensor coupling constants, and 

and 

and 

(3.28) 

where the g* are the vector meson exchange vector coupling constants. 
As an example, consider the NN potential. Here we may have e.g., the exchange of T,rj, p,u,a and & 

mesons. Then we have M[ = Mi = M'2 = M2 = M/v and the coefficients for the exchange of a T meson 
become 

= cT = tot*.. 

and 

AT 12M}, 

Cc = Cc = C5L = 0. 

For the exchange of a i meson we have 

C? = 9NNI 
4JT 

AC\ = - C i £ 
4ir 2A/ W ' 

and 
C„ = CT = 0. 

Further, for the vector mesons we will througout this work use the relations 

4 ^ = 6.1, 
9*pNN 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 
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and 
i*B£- = 0.0. 
KKN 

(3.3S) 

In so doing we follow reference 110). The fact thai we choose inch a strong factor for the relation between 
g' and g* for the p meson, leads to a tensor force for the NN Interaction which is weak. Recall that the 
other important ccuributien to the tensor force slems from the exchange of the r meson. Although die 
coupling constants for the various mesons in different potential models vary (the variation is in general 
rather small), the g',NNlg\NN relation of e.g. the Bonn potentials [10) smpnyed here remains fixed. As 
we will discuss in the subsequent section, the strength of the tensor lorce is of central importance in 
explaining how a free NN potential is modified in the nuclear medium. 

3.2.2 The nucleon-nucleoo potential 
One of the key topics of this work is the behavior of the NN interaction in a nuclear medium. We therefore 
restrict the attention bere to those details of the NN interaction which we fee! are essential to our purposes. 
For details on the theoretical foundation of the one-boson-exchange (OBE) picture, we refer the reader 
to the literature, see e.g. refs. [9, 10.41). Here we will however briefly recast some of the arguments 
presented by the Bonn group [9,10) to juslify the OBE picture. During the last three decades, several NN 
potential models have been presented, however, the reason for focusing on the Bonn potential is the fact 
that, to date, this model offers perhaps the most consistent approach to the nuclear many-body problem at 
low energies. Throughout this work, the reader will be exposed to several arguments, both from nuclear 
matter and finite nuclei, which attempt at shedding light on how the various properties of the NN potential 
relate in a medium. 

As our line of approach is based on one-boson-exchange models, we need to present arguments which 
justify this effective picture. The full Bonn potential model includes higher-order meson-exchange pro
cesses. Typical examples of such higher-order contributions are shown in fig. 3.4. The diagrams with 

N 

V V'f V V'f 
N 

V V'f 

M 1 P, A| 

Figure 3.4: Selected contributions to 2ir exchange processes. The single line represents a nucleon, the 
double line is an isobar A, while the dashed line is the w-meson. The circles represent TTIT correlations. 

circles in fig. 3.4 represent contributions from mr correlations, while the remaining diagrams represent 
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exchanges of two pions. giving rise to the contributions of tie longest raage. WMk tne two-pta* cor
relations in the P-wave form a resonance (the p meson), there is no proper resonance In (he S-wave. 
However, there are strong correlations in the S-wave at low energies, and Durso tt of. (42] have shovm 
thai these conelationa can be described in terms oT a broad suss dutfbution or shout MO ±260 MeV. That 
can then in turn be approximated by a zero-width scabr-isoscalar meson of mass « 550 MeV. The latter 
serves to Justify the Introduction of the fictitious a meson in one-boson-exchange models. For peripheral 
partial waves, the low-energy scattering data can be accounted for by the construction of a potential which 
includes x + i n and w-meson exchanges. At shorter intemucleonic distances, this model gives however loo 
much attraction. The necessary repulsion at the snorter ranges, and correspondingly tower partial waves, is 
provided by the inclusion of the tp diagram» shown in fig. 3.5. As examples of the predictive power of the 

N 
X 

N N 
X 

N N 
X 

T r 
P N 

N A 

yAyV 
A 

*M 
N N N N N 

Figure 3.5: Selected up contributions to the NN potential. 

full Bonn potential model, we show in fig. 3.6 the fit to the scattering data for selected partial waves. The 

-« 3 P „ 
«* 
Si • / • " • * . 

x _ x ..» x r *v .:,i x • • i 

* , ,- -, LOB- ENERCr I HE*) 

Lfifl. £NE*Gt i*Ev LHB. EXERCT mcv 

Figure 3.6: Comparison between potential models with and without xp contributions for selected low partial 
waves. The dashed curve is obtained when the ir + 2ir + w model is used, while the solid curve includes -xp 
diagrams as well. Taken from ref. [I0J. 
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fuU Bonn potential model can be approximated by a one-boson-exchange model, where selected neaom 
(with masse» below 1000 MeV) are included. Thus, as in the full Bonn model, the only parameters which 
enter the nuclear many-body approach exposed in this work are the coupling constants and cutoff param
eters which serve to regularize the potential at snort distances. As an example we redisplay in table 3.2 
the mesons and their related parameters which define the Bonn potential models employed in this work. 
These potential models employ the Thompson reduction of the four-dimensional Bethe-^alpeter equation 
and are defined in table K2 of ref. [10). In total there are twelve parameters which need to be determined 
through a fit to die low-energy scattering data. An overview of die fit of phase shifts by these potential 

Table 3.1 The meson parameters which define the Bonn A. B and C potentials of table A2in ref. (10]. 

A B C 

Meson massfMeV) g*/4* A(GeV) g2/4* A(OeV) g*/4x A(GeV) 

14.9 1.05 14.6 1.2 14.6 1.3 
7 1.5 5 1J 3 1.5 

0.99 1.3 0.95 1.3 l.9.i 1.3 
20 1.5 20 1.5 20 1.5 

8.3141 2.0 8.0769 2.0 8.0279 1.8 
0.7707 2.0 3.1155 1.5 5.0742 1.5 

models is given in fig. 3.7. Although we will concentrate on the Bonn potential models, other potential 
models will also be discussed, such as the Paris [11] or the Reid-soft-core potentials [12]. In principle, all 
NN potentials reproduce essentially the same set of low-energy NN scattering data (i?i<,j < 300 MeV) and 
properties of the deuteron. These are referred to as the "on-shell" properties of an NN potential, since all 
potential models result in a roughly similar on-shell scattering matrix T. As discussed by Machleidt and 
Li [41 J, the on-shell properties of various potentials yield only rather small differences in nuclear structure 
observables. The crucial point is then the differing off-shell behavior of the NN potentials. Since the 
body of scattering data is conventionally given in terms of partial waves, the Thompson approach to the 
four-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equation reads in the center-of-mass system 

T,? (kk'Ku) = V$ (**') + W ° ° -£« I,» (kg) —t-z-T?,,, (gk'Ku), (3.36) 
^f Jo \*x) w — «o 

where we define the unperturbed hamiltonian Ha as twice the relativisrJc quasiparticle energy, and u is the 
energy of the scattered nucleons. Note here that eq. (3.36) is calculated with positive energy Dirac spinors. 
The non-relativisti- scattering equation has the same schematic form, except that the sp wave functions 
are obts'ned from the Schrodinger equation. The shorthand 

Tfi,(kk'Ku) = {kKlLJST\ T(u) \k'Kl'LJST), 

is introduced to denote the T-matrix with momenta lb and k' and orbital momenta ( and I' of the relative 
motion, and K is the corresponding momentum of the center of mass motion. Further, L, J, S and T 
are the orbital momentum of the cm. motion, the total angular momentum, spin and isospin, respectively. 

T 138.03 
i) 548.8 
p 769 
u 782.6 
<r 550 
6 983 
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Figure 3.7: Phase shifts for the Bonn A (dotted line), Bonn B (dashed tine) and Bonn C (solid line) fo 
various partial waves. Taken from ref. 138J. 
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They are all represented by the label a. Far intermediate stales in eq. (3J6) with k # e, energy is 
not conserved and the nudeons are off their energy shell. II is this aspect of various potentials which 
becomes of importance in a nuclear medium. Consider the contribution lo the above scattering matrix for 
the 3Si partial wave, exhibited in fig. 3.8 lo second order in the ladder appnnimaiion. The second-order 
terms contain contributions from intermediate stales in the »D, partial wave and connects only through 
the tensor force of the NN interaction. The 3 S i - s 0 i matrix elements account for the largest second-order 
contribution. Since various potentials yield essentially the same on-shell r-matri». contributions lo the 
3Si partial wave may be obtained from rather different first and second- or higher-order terms lo the 
T-natrix. As an example, the tensor force contribution from the 3D% intermediate state shown in fig. 3.8 
may be rather weak as compared to the first contribution arising from the scalar part of the potential. The 
converse may also be the case, but the outcome may still yield the same on-shell TMnatrix. These remarks 

_ 

3*. t 
Figure 3.?: Contributions through second order in the interaction V to the T-matrixfor the 3S\ partial 
wave. 

about the off-shell properties of the NN potential plays in turn, as we will discuss below, an important 
role in explaining properties of nuclear systems, such as the binding energy of nuclear matter. Actually, 
among the above potential models, the recent versions of the Bonn group [10] have been rather successful 
in reproducing properties of nuclear many-body systems. The success of these potential models have by 
several investigators been ascribed to the strength of the much debated tensor force, «amplified in fig. 3.8 
by the 3 Si - 3 Di contribution to the 3 Si partial wave. Akin to the Bonn potentials is a rather weak tensor 
force compared to older and commonly employed potential models like the semi-phenomenological Paris 
potential [11] or the purely phenomenological Reid-soft-core [12] potential. 

The strength of the tensor force in meson-exchange models is mainly dominated by the partial can
cellation of the tensor components from the pseudoscalar T-meson and the vector p-meson. The larger 
(smaller) the tensor-coupling constant of the p-meson, the weaker (stronger) the tensor force of the NN 
potential. A measure of the strength of the tensor force is given by the Z>-state probability of the deuteron. 
Typical values for the Bonn potentials range from Pa = 4.47 for the Bonn A potential, PD = 5.10 for 
the Bonn B potential and to Pa = 5.53 for the Bonn C potential [10], whereas the Paris and the Reid 
potential cited above 'lave PD = 5.8 and PD = 6.5, respectively. In conclusion, one should note that 
although the potentials discussed hitherto exhibit different tensor forces, all potentials arc fit essentially to 
the same set of scattering data, v'iuch in turn implies that a potential with a weak (strong) tensor force 
needs a stronger (weaker) centra] and/or spin-orbit part to arrive at the same on-shell scattering matrix 
for free nucleons [10]. The behavior of these potentials in the nuclear medium will be discussed in sees. 
3.3-3.S and chapters 4 and 5. 

The reader should be aware of the fact that the tensor force is not a directly measurable quantity. 
Information on the strength of the tensor force can be obtained through the determination of the mixing 
parameter ci. The recent reanalysis of the NN scattering data below 160 MeV by Henneck [44] seems to 
favor a strong tensor force in the NN interaction. This conclusion, as will be shown throughout this work, 
is at askance with most present compilations of nuclear matter and finite nuclei and the results presented 
here. 

\J\/\/> 
S, 

s , ,, 

tv, +: 
- 3s 

+: 
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3.2.3 /VA - NN and A A - /V/V interactions 

The isobar ii a highly unstable panicle with a natural width r a llQMeV much larger than the spacing 
between nuclear levels. It is therefore unclear whether the isobar should be treated as an elementary 
fermion. a three-quark cluster or as a pion-nucleon resonance. In the present work we will treat the 
isobar as a nuclear constituent in the same way as we treat protons and neutrons. We present here a 
non-rclalivistic description of the isobar interacting with nucleons through two-body forces. Calculations 
of nuclear properties based on the assumption that nucleons (and isobars as well) interact through an 
instantaneous potential is obviously only to be considered as a first approximation. In this work we will 
limit the attention to the exchange potentials (b) and (c) shown in fig. 3.9. For a nucleon and a A isobar 

up itp rrp 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 

Figure 3.9: (a) is just the VNN potential for the exchange of ir and p mesons while (b) represents the 
VN&NN potential and (c) shows the VAAJVJV potential. Exchange terms are omitted. 

interacting through the exchange of T plus p mesons, the non-relativistic transition potential VNNNA is 
usually written in momentum space4 as [34, 37] 

VNNN^k) = -\D^(k)f-^Ji - j -kS-k + O ) IVA/n/pWy/pWA o- x k S x k 1 T T , (3.37) 

with S(T) the transition matrix which creates a spin (isospin) 3/2 object from a spin (isospin) 1/2 one. 
The meson propagator 25T | / )(k) is defined in [43] 

VNNWO 

DNA(k) = - ( - + 

i potential is easil 
yielding 

i 
™,,f(M& - MN)j 

(3.38) 

Similarly, the VNN&A potential is easily evaluated by simply replacing a —> S, T —• T and f„,pNN —' 
f..pNA in eq. (3.37), yielding 

Si kS 2 k + Df a ( k ) i ^ S i x k • S 2 x k } TiT 2 , (3.39) 

The meson propagator for the V&& transition potential is given as 

D?$W -• I 
m%iP+V + mT,t(M*- MN)' 

(3.40) 

*The corresponding equations in configuration space are trivially obtained. Note alsr that we employ the pseudoscalar coupling 
constant fNNw = j W J » ^ for the ir meson. 
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The coupling constant for the » meson is given by a relation obtained from the non-relativistic quart model 
137] 

f.N* = | N / 2 / , W W = l^l"">$fa< (»•«) 

which gives A/v/v/Awa = 1.7, slightly smaller than the experimental value of 2.15. Similarly we have 
for the p meson 

ffNa = ̂ 3,„N^(l + p L ) . (3.42) 

. i 
Recall that 3 ^ = 6.1 in this work. In addition we need to include form factors in order to regularize 
the potentials at short distances. These are chosen to be of the monopole type, as in ref. [43]. The cutoff 
masses used here are A, = 1.2 CeV and A, = 1.3, which are identical to those of the Bonn B potential. 

Table 3.3: NN.NAand AA partial waves ( 2 5 + 1 L J r ) included in the evaluation of NA- NN and A A - NN 
potentials. 

NN NA AA 

'So 'Do lSo*Da 
lD2 

5 S 2

3 0 2

5 D 2 5 C 2 5 S 2

 1Di

iD^Gi 
lGA 

5 a , 3 G 4

5 G 4 

5 D 4 'C4 5 G 4 

3Po 3Po 3 Po r Fo 
3 P . 3 P 1

5 P 1

5 F i 3Pi7Fl 
3P2-3F2 

3 P 2

S P 2

3 / 2 5 P 2 3P2

7P2

3F,7F, 
3F3 'Pt3F3

iF3 

7P3

3F3

7F3 

3F< 3 F 4

5 P 4 

7Pi

3Fi

7Fi 
3Sl-3Dl 

3S1

3Dl

7Dl

7Gl 
3D2 

3D2

7Di7G2 
3D3-3G3 

7S3

3D3

7D3

3G3

7G3 
3G, 7D,3Gi

7Gi 

'P i lPJ

iPisFi 
lF3 *P3

lF3*F3 

3.3 Nuclear matter 
In the remaining parts of this chapter we will focus on calculations to first in order in the G-matrix, in order 
to study how the free NN potential and scattering matrix change in a medium. Central to the discussion is 
the Bnieckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) approach, where variational methods arc used to obtain self-consistent 
sp energies and wave functions. 

Nuclear matter is an idealized infinite medium with an equal number of protons and neutrons and 
the Coulomb interaction between the protons being artificially removed. These restrictions imply that the 
phenomenological Weizsacker mass formula, extrapolated to A —* oo, gives a binding energy per particle 
£ IA = 16 ± 1 MeV. A main purpose of nuclear matter theories is to derive this binding energy £ /A from 
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first principle, i.e. trom the underlying NN interaction. Follow jig this microscopic line of approach, one 
can in him determine the equilibrium nuclear matter density no and 0» incompressibiliry coefficient x. 
From electron-nucleus scattering experiments one has estimated n 0 ~ 0.17 fm - ' . and from the analysis 
of nuclear breathing models it is of the order ~ 200 MeVfm-3, both results for nuclear matter. Finally, 
calculations are simplified in nuclear matter, since the solutions lo either the Dirac or the sp SchrOdinger 
equations are given in terms of plane waves. 

Until recently, most microscopic calculations of the energy per particle for nuclear or neutron mat
ter have been carried out within a non-relativistic framework [45. 46, 47J, where the non-relativistic 
SchrOdinger equation is used to describe the sp motion in the nuclear medium. Various degrees of sophis
tication are accounted for in literature [10], ranging from first order calculations in the reaction matrix G 
to the inclusion of two- and three-body higher order effects [14.45,46,47]. A common problem lo non-
relativistic nuclear matter calculations, is however the simultaneous reproduction of both the binding energy 
per nucleon (£jA = -16 ± IMeV) and the saturation density, with Fermi momentum kF - 1.35 ± 0.05 
fm~'. Results obtained with a variety of methods and nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions, are located along 
a band, denoted the "Coester band", which does not meet the empirical data for nuclear matter. Albeit 
these deficiencies, much progress has been achieved recently in the description of the saturation properties 
of nuclear matter. Of special relevance is the replacement of the non-relativistic SchrOdinger equation with 
the Dirac equation lo describe the sp motion, referred to as the Dirac-Brueckner (DB) approach. This is 
motivated by the success of the phenomenological Dirac approach in nucleon-nucleus scattering [48] and 
in the description of properties of finite nuclei [49], such as e.g. the spin-orbit splitting in finite nuclei 
[50]. Moreover, rather promising results within the framework of the DB approach, have bee:* obtained by 
Machleidt, Brockmann and Mulher [38, 51, 52], employing the OBE models of the Bonn group. Actually, 
the empirical properties of nuclear matter were quantitatively reproduced by Brockmann and Machleidt 
[38]. 

3 3 . 1 Non-relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach 

In a medium such as nuclear matter, we must account for the fact that certain states are not available for 
the scattering particles. This is achieved by introducing the medium dependent Pauli operator Q in eq. 
(3.36). Further, the energy u of the incoming particles, given by a pure kinetic term in eq. (3.36), must 
be modified so as to allow for medium corrections. How to evaluate the Pauli operator for e.g. nuclear 
matter is, however, not straightforward. Before discussing how to evaluate the Pauli operator for nuclear 
matter, we note that the G-matrix is conventionally given in terms of partial waves and the coordinates of 
the relative and center of mass motion, as in eq. (3.36). If we assume that the (7-matrix is diagonal in a, 
eq. (1.1) can then be recast in the form of a coupled-channels equation in the relative and center-of-mass 
(RCM) system [53] 

G?,,(kk'Ku) = V,f,{kk') + Y.J £^Vff.(kq)^^Gf..l,{qk'Ku). (3.43) 

This equation is similar in structure to the relalivistic scattering equation defined in subsec. 3.2.2, except 
that we now have introduced the Pauli operator Q and a medium dependent two-particle energy u. Recall 
also that a is a shorthand for J, T, S and L. Note however that the G-matrix may not be diagonal in a. 
This is due to the fact that the Pauli operator Q is not diagonal in the above RCM representation. The 
Pauli operator depends on the angle between die relative momentum and the center of mass momentum. 
This angle dependence causes Q to couple states with different relative angular momentum J. A partial 
wave decomposition of eq. (1.1) becomes therefore rather difficult. The angle dependence of the Pauli 
operator can be eliminated by introducing the angle-average Pauli operator, where one replaces the exact 
Pauli operator Q by its average Q over all angles for fixed idative and center of mass momentum. The 
choice of Pauli operator is decisive to the determination of the sp spectrum. Basically, to first order in the 
reaction matrix G, there are three commonly used sp spectra, all defined by the self-consistent solution of 
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the following equations 

e„ = £(i„) = t„ + u„ = J £ - + ti„, (3.44) 

and 

«« = £ (o*l C(u = £„ + n ) loAJ^j i < k„, 
s7l, (345) 

«i = 0, i > kM. 

For notational economy, we set | k a | = t a . Here we employ anil-symmetrized matrix elements (AS), and 
kM is a cutoff on the momentum. ta is (he sp kinetic energy and similarly u„ is the sp potential. The 
choice of cutoff km is actually what determines the three commonly used sp spectra. In the conventional 
BHF approach one employs kM = kF. which leads to a Pauli operator QBHF ('" , n e laboratory system) 
given by 

?»,(*-.*.) = { J,' m , n ( *:/ 5 t" ) > "F • (3.46) 
or, since we will define an angle-average Pauli operator in the RCM system, we have 

_ f 0 k < ^kj. - tf2/4 
QBHF{k,K)={ 1 i > i F + tf/2 (3.47) 

I K'/l+k'-ij. , 

with i-f- the momentum at the Fermi surface. 
The BHF choice sets m = 0 for k > kF, which leads to an unphysically large gap at the Fermi 

surface, typically of the order of 50 — 60 MeV. To overcome the gap problem, Mahaux and collaborators 
[46] introduced a continuous sp spectrum for all values of k, i.e. they set k\f = oo. The divergencies 
which then may occur in eq. (3.43) are taken care by introducing a principal value integration in eq. (3.43), 
to retain only the real part contribution to the G-matrix. 

Finally, the model-space BHF approach which we also will employ, adopts a cutoff kM = akF, where 
a is a constant Thus, the cutoff km is given as a multiple of the Fermi momentum. A frequently used 
value [45] is o = 2, a choice also used here. This means that we extend the BHF spectrum to go beyond 
kF. The resulting Pauli operator QMBifF ( m t n e laboratory system) for the model-space BHF method is 

7? a. t \ _ / li m i n ( i m , i „ ) > kF and max{km,k„) > kM , , . . 
^MBHFKkm.'n) - < Q e ( s e [•S-48) 

If we set Jbjif = kF , we obtain the traditional BHF choice. 
In connection with the model-space BHF method, it is worth noting the following: relating the model-

space BHF approach to the conventional BHF sp spectrum and the continuous sp spectrum, one may say 
that the model-space BHF is an intermediate scheme, in the sense 'hat we introduce an extended Pa-Ji 
operator in eq. (3.48), such that we have a continuous sp spectrum lor k < kM, while for k > km the 
spectrum is that of a free particle. Moreover, the model-space BHF definition of the Pauli operator, gives 
a G-matrix which does not account for scattering into intermediate states if both particles have momenta 
between kF and kM. This is however a welcome feature of the model-space BHF method as it allows one 
to consider collective excitations like the summation of particle-particle hole-hole (pp-hh) terms without 
doublecounung problems [54]. Finally, a more general approach to eq. (3.45) would be to replace the 
G-matrix with the self-energy vertex function, which includes higher-order effects in G as well. However, 
as already pointed out earlier, we will limit our attention to G only. 

It ought to be remarked that although we have removed the angle dependence of the Pauli operator 
in e.g. eq. (3.47), the energy denominator still depends on the angle between the relative and center of 
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mass momentum. This angle dependence is handled by the so-called effective mass approximation. The 
single-particle energies in nuclear mailer are assumed to have the simple quadratic form 

ft**' 

(3.49) 

«'*•?, ,. . 

where Mf, is the effective mass of Ihe nucleon and MN is the bare nucleon mass. For particle states above 
the Fermi sea we choose a pure kinetic energy term, whereas for hole states, the terms M'N and A, which 
is an effective single-particle potential related to the G-malrix, are obtained through the self-consistent 
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) procedure. This self-consistency scheme consists in choosing adequate 
initial values of the effective mass and A. The obtained G-matrix is in turn used to obtain new values 
for Mf, and A. This procedure continues until these parameters vary little. The starting energy u is then 
determined by the energy of the interacting nucleons 

A 2* 2 h2K2 „ A 

u = 1 h 2A. 
M'N

 + 4M'„ + 

Finally, the non-relativistic energy per particle S/A is formally given as 

£ / A = J^S- + é i £ (hh'\G(u, = e h + C l l . ) \ h h ' ) A S . (3.50) 

We present5 the results of our non-relativistic calculation in fig. 3.10. There we show the saturation 
curves employing both the BHF and the MBHF choices for the sp spectrum. As can be observed from this 
figure, both the BHF (full line) and the MBHF (dotted line) choices for all potentials miss the empirical area, 
a feature common to all non-relativistic calculations of nuclear matter. Moreover, (he potential wilh Ihe 
weakest tensor force, Bonn A, gives (he largest binding energy per nucleon. The latter can be understood 
from the following qualitative argument [10). The G-matrix6 in eq. (3.43) can be approximated by 

CxVc + VrQ—~QVT, (3.51) 

where Vc refers to the central part of the potential while Vr is the tensor contribution. Since all three 
potentials are fit to the same set of data, a potential with a weak (strong) central force needs a strong (weak) 
tensor force to arrive at the same on-shell scattering matrix for free nucleons. When the NN potential is 
embedded in a medium, both die Pauli operator Q and the energy denominator, with u being the energy of 
the interacting nucleons in a medium, serve to quench the second term on the right hand side of eq. (3.51). 
Thus, the weaker ( stronger) the tensor force, the smaller (larger) the quenching of the second-order term 
in eq. (3.S1). Since all potentials give essentially the same scattering matrix, they are quenched differently 
in a medium. At small densities where both the Pauli operator and the starting energy are small, the 
potentials yield similar results, irrespective of whether we use the BHF or the MBHF choice for the sp 
spectrum. However, as die density increases, die quenching cf 

becomes significant for potentials with a strong tensor force. Fig. 3.10 illustrates this point clearly. In 
connection with the non-relativistic calculations, it is worth noting that the saturation density is left almost 

s The»ereiul t i»re taken from L Engvik, M. Hjorth Jensen, T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osnes. Truncation cf model-space BHF calculations 
in nuclear matter, to be published. 

6 We henceforth omit the overline in ihe Pauli operator. 
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? 4 

Nuclear matter saturation curves 

M i l l . i I i_J ' ' ' ' ' ' I I I I 
1.8 2 2.2 

Fermi level kp [ fm'] 

Figure 3.10: The nuclear matter saturation curves as functions of the Fermi momentum kF for the Bonn 
A, B and C potentials discussed in the text. The full lines are the results obtained with the conventional 
non-relativistic BHF method, while the dashed line represents the results with the MBHF method. The 
rectangular box describes the empirical data. 
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unchanged irrespective of sp spectrum approach, i.e. with the same potential employing the BHF and 
MBHF methods. The binding energy per nucleoli at saturation changes however with approximately - 3 
MeV for each potential when we replace the BHF choice with the MBHF choice. This is solely due to me 
introduction of additional short-range effects through the enlargement of the model space. Trie increased 
importance of short-range correlations in the MBHF method is also reflected in (he change of the 3S, 
- 3Di partial wave contribution. With kF = 1.5 fm"1. this partial wave contribution to the potential 
energy per particle for the Bonn A potential changes from -20.22 to -21.57 MeV for the BHF and the 
MBHF choices, respectively. For the remaining partial waves the changes are less significant or negligible. 
The choice of km also explains why our results introduce less attraction compared to the calculation of 
Brockmann and Machleidt (38). Recall that the latter authors employ the continuous choice for the sp 
spectrum, implying ku = °o- In our non-relativistic calculation we obtain a binding energy of -22.1 
MeV at kp = l.Sl f m - 1 for the Bonn A potential, whereas the authors of [38] obtain a binding energy per 
nucleon BE/A = -23.55 al kr = 185 fm _ 1 . At this point we would like to mention that the inclusion 
of so-called ring diagrams [34] by the authors of ref. (55], indicate that these higher-order contributions 
introduce more attraction ( « 1 — 2 MeV) and decrease die saturation density by K 0 1 - 0.2 fm"-1. Thus 
the inclusion of these long-range correlations would result in BE/, -• -23 MeV and kp « 1.6 - I 7 
fm"' for the Bonn A potential. 

Finally, it is instructive to consider the behavior of different potentials in a nuclear medium, by analyzing 
the renormalized wave functions arising from these potentials. We see from the eq. (3.1) that the second 
term contains the Pauli operator Q, such that the difference between the uncorrclated wave function and 
the correlated, commonly referred to as the defect function, contains only contributions compatible with 
the Pauli principle. In configuration space, for a given value of jfc, we can write the wave function * as 
[531 

« . ,T ts _ ,- l l r U . 2 f <*112M<ir)Q(q,K)G?,(i]kKu) ta.lr,k)-jl{kr)Stt. + -Jt u-H*t.K) ' ( 3 5 2 ) 

with the stalling energy w defined above7. To calculate the wave function * we employ here the Bonn A 
potential defined by the parameters of table A.2 in rcf. [10], the Paris potential [II] and the Rcid-soft-core 
potential [12]. The tensor force of the Paris potential is similar to that of the Bonn C potential. The 
BHF self-consistent results with kp = 1.4 fm""1 have been used. In fig. 3.11 we show (he defect wave 
function, i.e. the second term in the righthand side of eq. (3.52), in coordinate space for the above three 
potentials for the 3Si channel. We also include the defect wave function obtained with the short-range 
parametrizaljon j0(kr) (1 - j0(tr)) with q = 800 MeV (roughly the mass of the heaviest mesons in OBE 
models for the NN potential). The latter parametrizalion has been a much favored choice in the literature 
[34, 56], and it is amusing to see how well these Bessel functions agree with the defect function of the 
Reid potential. However, it is important to note that tig. 3.11 reflects the fact that potentials with a weaker 
tensor force exhibit the smallest defect function at short distances and at distances were the potential is 
attractive. This leads in turn to larger G-matrix elements and explains why potentials like the Bonn A 
result in more binding energy for nuclear matter and finite nuclei. Finally, it is also worth noting that all 
potentials result in similar defect wave functions at larger r values, where one-pion exchange dominates. 

3.3.2 The Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach 
The properties of objects like neutron stars depend on the equation of state at densities up to an order of 
magnitude higher than those observed in ordinary nuclei. At such densities, relau'vistic effects certainly 
prevail. 

Among relativistic approaches to the nuclear many-body problem, the so-called Dirac-Hartree and 
Dirac-Hartree-Fock approaches have received much interest. One of the early successes of these ap
proaches was the quantitative reproduction of spin observables, which are only poorly described by the 

TThis defect wave function was employed in M. Hjonh-Jensen. M. Kirehbach. D.O. Riska and K. Tsushima, Nuclear renofmal-
initio* of the isoscatar axial coupling constant?. Nuclear Physics A in press. 
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Defect wave function for the 3 S, channel 
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Figure 3.11: Contributions lo the defect wave function for the 3Si partial wave from the Bonn A. Paris and 
Reid-soft-core potentials discussed in the text, k = 0.8 fm - 1 . 
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non-rclativistic theory. Pertinent to these methods, was the introduction of a strongly attractive scalar 
component and a repulsive vector component 157] to describe the nucleon self-energy. The sp motion iJ 
described by the Dirac equation which includes this self-energy. Due to the scalar Geld, the nucleon mass 
is reduced enhancing thereby the ratio between the small and large components of the Dirac spinon. More
over, the scalar field decouples causing a strongly density dependent repulsive effect. In a non-relau'vistic 
language, the reduction of the nucleon mass means that the repulsive spin-orbit term in the NN potential 
is enhanced at large densities. 

Inspired by the successes of the Duac-Hartree-Fock method, a relativistic extension of Bruecfcner theory 
was proposed by the Brooklyn group [38], known as the Dirac-Brucckner theory. The Dirac-Brucckner 
approach differs from the Dirac-Hartree-Fock one, in the sense that in the former one departs from the 
free NN potential which is only constrained by a fit to the world NN data, whereas the Dirac-Hartree-
Fock method pursues a line where the parameters of the theory arc determined . , as to reproduce the 
bulk properties of nuclear matter. It ought however to be stressed that the Dirac-Brueckner approach 
[35, 38, 58], which departs from NN potentials based on meson-exchange, is a non-renormalizable theory, 
where the short-range part of the potential depends on additional parameters like vertex cutoffs, clearly 
minimizing the sensitivity of calculated results to short-distance inputs. This should be contrasted to the 
Dirac-Hartree-Fock method pioneered by Walecka and Serot [57,59], the so-called quantum hadrodynamics 
model. Nonetheless, one of the appealing features of the Dirac-Brueckner approach is the self-consistent 
determination of the relalivistic sp energies and wave functions. The description presented here for the 
Dirac-Brueckner approach, follows closely that of Brockmann and Machleidt [38]. We will thus depart 
from the meson-exchange models of the Bonn group, defined in table A.2 of ref. [10]. There the three-
dimensional reduction of the Betne-Salpeter equation as given by the Thompson equation [33], is used 
to solve the equation for the scattering matrix. Thence, including the necessary medium effects like the 
Pauli operators discussed in the previous subsection and the starting energy, we will rewrite eq. (3.43) 
departing from the Thompson equation. Then, in a self-consistent way, we determine the abovementioned 
scalar and vector components which define the nucleon self-energy. In this sense we also differ from the 
non-relativistic approach discussed above, where the parameters which are varied at each iterative step are 
the non-relaiivisb'c effective mass and the effective sp potential A. 

To account for medium modifications to the free Dirac equation, we introduce the notion of the self-
energy E(p). As we assume parity to be a good quantum number, the self-energy of a nucleon can be 
formally written as 

£(p) = S s (p) - 7o£°(p) + fVSv(p)-
The momentum dependence of 2° and S s is rather weak [57]. Moreover, £" « 1, such that the 
features of the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock procedure can be discussed within the framework of the 
phenomenological Dirac-Hartrce ansalz, i.e. we approximate 

E as Es - 7oE" = US + Uv 

where Us is an attractive scalar field and Uv the timelike component of a repulsive vector field. The finite 
self-energy modifies the free Dirac spinors of eq. (3.5) as 

E(p) + MN I *' J 
2MN 1 . g-p. „ I ' 

\ £(,>)+»„A' / 
where we let the terms with tilde represent the medium modified quantities. Here we have defined [38,57] 

u(p,«) = 

Mr, = MN + Us 
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Figure 3.12: Comparisons of the total binding energy for nuclear matter obtained with the BHF method 
with both a relalivistic (dotted line) and a non-relativistic (solid line) approach. The results have been 
obtained with the Bonn A potential. For comparison we also include the Dirac-Brueckner-Harlree-Fock 
results (dashed line) from ref. [38j. where the continuous choice is used in the definition of the nuclear 
matter sp spectrum. 
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The leUiviMic analog of eq. (3.44) b |38| 

U= Ea + Vv |P.I<*« 
(3.S3) 

= É* Ip.l > **. 
where ku = *F gives Ihe traditional BHF sp spectrum while ku - akF with a > 1 results in Ihe MBHF 
approach. The sp potential is given as 

u « = £ •pir(<>h\6lÉ = i.+il,)\ah)AS, (3.54) 

or if we wish to express it in terms of the constants Us and Uv, we have 

u„ = ^-Us + Uv. (3.55) 

In eq. (3.54). we have introduced the relalivistic C-matrix, which in a partial wave representation is given 
by 

Gf„(kk'KE) = V,r,(kk') + W - ^ ^ . ( t , ) f" r Q % K ) Gf-AtfKÉ), (3.56) 

where the relativistic starting energy is É = 2E^K+t. Equations (3.54)-(3.56) are solved self-consistently 
in the same fashion as in the non-relalivislic case, starting with adequate values for the scalar and vector 
components Us and Uv- This iterative scheme is continued until these parameters vary little. The 
calculation are carried out in the nuclear matter rest frame, avoiding thereby a cumbersome transformation 
between the two-nucleon center of mass system and the nuclear matter rest frame. The additional factors 
Mfi/E in the above equations arise due to the normalization of the nuclear matter spinors u>, i.e. v^w = 1 
[38J. 

Finally, the relativistic version of eq. (3.50) reads 

e / A = l E ^ + P i + ^ E fL{hh-\G(É = ill + e,)mAS-MN. (3.57) 

The importance of relativistic effects are clearly demonstrated in fig. 3.12. At small densities the BHF 
relativistic and non-relativistic results almost coincide, whereas at higher densities the repulsivity accounted 
for by u increased medium-dependent spin-orbit term yields clear differences. Including the results from 
ref. [38] for the Bonn A potential [10], one almost meets Ihe empirical data. We have deliberately omitted 
any discussion on higher-order contributions. At higher densities these may be of importance in calculations 
of nuclear matter properties. It was actually shown by Jiang el al. [60] that the inclusion of so-called 
ring-diagrams in the MBHF scheme reproduced the empirical nuclear matter results and gave a softer 
equation of state, i.e. the binding energy at higher densities was less repulsive in the relativist»: case. The 
Bonn A potential gave an incompressibility coeffiecient K of 150 MeVfm-3. 

It is also worth noting that the difference between the relativistic results obtained with the standard BHF 
method and the continuous choice, are rather small at densities below 2.0 fm~'. At larger densities, the 
standard BHF choice is much more repulsive. This is quite different from the results we displayed in fig. 
3.10. There the MBHF choice gave a difference in binding energy of « 2 MeV at saturation compared with 
the standard BHF result The qualitative difference between the results shown in figs. 3.10 and 3.12, may 
be understood from the different momentum dependences of the relativistic and non-rebtivisu'c sp spectra. 
In the relativistic case, the sp energy depends linearly on the momentum, whereas in t-.e non-relativistic 
case, the dependence is quadratic. Thus, the starting energy in the non-relativistic case should have a more 
pronounced dependence on momentum at high densities compared with the relativistic starting energy. 
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3.4 Applications to neutron matter 

The physics of compact objects like neutron staa * offers an intriguing interplay between nuclear pmccaact 
and attrophysical observable» (61, 62). Neutron stan exhibit condition far from those encountered on 
earth: typically, expected densities of a neutron star interior are of (he order I0 3 or more lhan the density* 
neutron drip. 10" gcm~3. Thus, central to calculations of neutron War properties, is the extermination of an 
equation of state for dense matter. This determines the mass range as well as roe mass-radius lelanttonship 
for these stan. It is also an important ingredient to the determination of the composition of dense matter 
and to bow thick the crust of a neutron star is. The latter influences neutrino generating processes and the 
cooling of neutron stars [63]. 

Pertinent to this study of neutron star properties is the derivation of the equation of state (EOS), i.e. the 
functional dependence of pressure P on density, for dense neutron matter from the underlying many-body 
theory, departing from a realistic nucleon-nucleon (NK) interaction. The line of approach for neutron stars 
is the same as that detailed in the previous section on nuclear matter. For neutron matter however, the 
calculations simplify since only partial waves which carry isospin T - 1 contribute. From the energy per 
particle we will in turn derive the equation of state, which is the starting point for calculations of neutron 
star properties like total mass and radius. 

In the next subsection we briefly sketch how to calculate the total mass and radius for a neutron star 
from the EOS. Subsequently, we derive both a rclativistic and a non-relabvistic EOS, and present our 
results for the above neutron star properties, i.e. mass and radius . 

3.4.1 The EOS, mass and radius for neutron stars 

We will assume that the neutron stars we study exhibit an isotropic mass distribution. Thence, from the 
general theory of relativity, the structure of a neutron star is determined through the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkov eqs. 

dP _ {/Kr) + f(r)}{Af(r)+4Tr 3 P(r)) 

dr~ ~ r> - 2rAf (r) ' { i i b > 

and 

^ = 4 " 2 , ( r ) , (3.59) 

where P{T) is the pressure, M(r) the gravitional mass inside a radius r, and p(r) is the mass energy 
density. The latter equation is conventionally written as an integral equation 

M(r) = 4T / p(r')r'2<ir'. (3.60) 
Jo 

The final ingredient in a calculation of astrophysical observables, is the equation of state (EOS) 

*<»> = » ' ( £ ) • (3.61) 

with c = £/A the energy per particle and n being the particle density. Eqs. (3.58), (3.60) and (3.61) are 
the basic ingredients to our calculation of neutron star properties. 

To calculate the total mass and radius, we employ the EOS defined in eq. (3.61) with the boundary 
conditions 

Pc = P(n e) M(0) = 0, 

where we let the subscript c refer to the center of the star and ne is the central density, which is the input 
parameter in calculations of neutron star properties. 

8 P a m of ihii lection ire taken from G. Bao, L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Omei ind E. Østgaard, Neutron star properties 
from modern meson-exchange potential models, lubmitted to Nucl. Phys. A. 
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As mentioned in section 3 3 . the replacement of die non-retobvistJc Schrodinger equation by the Dine 
equation, offer» a quantitative reproduction of the saturation properties of nuclear mai'er |38|. Central to 
these results, is the use of modem meson-exchange potentials with a weak tensor force. The strength of 
the senior force is reflected in the D-«lale probability of the deuteron. The main differences in the strength 
of the tensor force in nuclear mailer arise in the T = 0 3S,-'D. channel, though other partial waves also 
give rise to tensor force contributions. To derive the equation of stale, we will depart from the Bonn NN 
potential models discussed in sec. 3.3. These potentials are recognized by the labels A. B and C, with die 
former carrying the weakest tensor force. In neutron matter we have only contributions from T = 1 partial 
waves, and die important 3 5 1 - 3 £ ) | channel does not contribute to die energy per particle. The difference 
between die various potentials is therefore expected to be small This is indeed die case, as reported by Li 
el al. [52] in a recent neutron matter calculation. We exhibit die same result in fig. 3.13. There we plot in 
the upper part die BHF results by using the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation to describe die sp motion, 
see die discussion in sec. 3.3. On die scale of fig. 3.13, there is barely any difference. Further, with die 
existing uncertainty of neutron star properties, die differences between die binding energies derived from 
potentials Bonn A, B and C are not expected to be significant, see also die discussion below. A similar 
conclusion is reached when we perform die rclativislic model-space BHF calculation. 

In die lower part of fig. 3.13 we compare first die non-relativistic BHF and MBHF results. As can be 
seen from die corresponding curves, solid line and dashed line for die non-relativistic MBHF and BHF 
results, respectively, there is barely any difference. This is again primarily due to die fact mat we do 
not have contributions from the 3Si-3Di channel in neutron matter. The nuclear matter calculations in 
section 3.3 indicate also tiiat the most significant difference between the MBHF and BHF approaches arise 
in die 3Si-3Di channel, with differences of the order of » 2 MeV. This could be understood from die 
fact that die MBHF approach with kM > kr introduces intermediate state contributions of shorter range, 
contributions which are predominantly accounted for by die 3Si-3Dl channel. 

The fact thai die MBHF and the BHF approaches give similar results for neutron matter is a gratifying 
property, though the MBHF method9 is to be preferred since it allows for a consistent treatment of 
higher-order contributions in the perturbative expansion, such as the summation of die particle-paiticle-
hole-hole ring diagrams without double-counting problems. The investigations of such effects are die 
scope of a future work. Here we limit our attention to first-order in die interaction G. However, die 
most important contribution from ring diagrams stems from die 3Si-"D, channel, which is absent in our 
neutron matter model. Thus, the most significant differences between various equations of slate, are due to 
relativistic effects. This is clearly seen from die lower part of fig. 3.13. The relativistic MBHF calculation 
gives an increased repulsion at higher densities and correspondingly stiffer EOS than die non-relativistic 
approaches. In mis figure we plot only die relativistic MBHF results, since they are similar to the relativistic 
BHF results10, in analogy to die non-relativistic results discussed above. Using die non-relativistic and 
die relativistic equations of state, we wish to study how these two extremes reproduce various neutron 
star properties. Note also that within die Dirac-Brueckner approach, die Bonn A potential reproduces the 
empirical nuclear matter binding energy and saturation density [38J. This gives a more consistent approach 
to pure neutron matter. The reader should however keep in mind that there are several mechanisms ( to 
be discussed below) which may reduce die stiffness of die above equations of state. 

The equation of state can then easily be obtained through die use of eq. (3.61). The pressure can also 
be fitted numerically by die following polynomials; 

P(n) = 0.048376 x n4/3 - 0.036704 x n 5 ' 3 + 4.959151 x n2 

- 21.095163 x n 7 / 3 + 32.922084 x n 8 / 3 - 14.213806 x n 3 , (3.62) 
for die non-relativistic EOS with die Bonn A potential obtained with the MBHF approach, and 

P(n) = -1271.125 x n 4 ' 3 + 2010.914 x n 5 ' 3 + 29279.687 x n 2 

9 The equations of stale we will employ in the derivation of neutron star properties have «II been obtained with the MBHF approach, 
both the non-relativistic and the relativistic EOS. 

I 0 Our relativistic results are also similar to those reported by Li el al. (S?.|. 
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Figure 3.13: The energy per neutron as function of density p for various many-body approaches. The upper 
part of this figure shows the results obtained with the non-relativistic BHF approach for the Bonn A (solid 
line), B (dashed line) and C (dotted line) potentials. In the lower part we exhibit the non-relativistic MBHF 
(solid line), the non-relativistic BHF (dashed line) and the retativistic MBHF (dotted line) results. All these 
results have been obtained with the Bonn A potential. 
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-59189.0540 x n 7 ' 3 - 403313.402 x n"3 + 2067381.296 x n 3 

-4162678.316 x n 1 0 ' 3 + 4400107.684 x n " ' 3 

- 2422293.924 x n 4 + 550123.976 x n l 3 / 3 , (3.63) 

for the relativistic EOS obtained with the MBHF approach. The pressure is given in units of [10 3 4 N/m'I. 
The range of validity for these two equations of state is 0.1 fin-3 < n < 0.8fm"3. 

To calculate mass and radius we need the EOS for all relevant densities. The above equations of state 
have a limited range, 0.1 fm~3 < n < 0.8mv~3. We must therefore include equations of state for other 
densities as well. These equations of state are discussed below. They are chosen among 12 published 
equations of state, and they seem to be the best ones coupled together in the total density range. 

For the lowest densities, we use the Haensel-Zdunik-Dobaczewski (HZD) [641 equation of state. This 
equation of state is obtained in the following way: The pressure is fitted by a polynomial consisting of 9 
terms, i.e., 

9 
P(X) = £ C i X \ (3.64) 

i=l 
where 

X- 1.6749 x 105n, (3.65) 

n is given in [fm~3J, and the values 

n = 0.077, 0.154, 0.395, 0.762, 1.575,3.147, 6.443, 12.240, 26.551, 

in [10" 5/fm 3], are chosen to give the coefficients C,. The corresponding equations are solved by matrix 
inversion, and we obtain 

P(X) = 8.471521942A"1'3 - 40.437728191 A 2'3 + 74.927783479X 

-67.I02601796X" / 3 + 30.01 H22630A- 5 ' 3 - 4.207322319A'2 

- l.419954871X 7 / 3 + 0.589441363A"8'3 - 0.060468689A"3, (3.66) 

where P(X) is given in units of [10 2 7 N/m2] and in the density range of 2x10" e f m - 3 < n < 2.84 x 1 0 - 4 

fm - 3 . We need all the decimals in the different terms to get an accuracy of at least two decimals in the 
net equation. 

The Baym-Belhe-Pethick (BBP) [65] equations of state are taken from Øvergard and Østgaard [66]. 
The given data are fitted by two five-term polynomials to give (BBP-1) 

P(n) = 4 .3591n 4 / 3 - 122.4841n5 / 3 + 1315.2746n2 

-6180.0702n 7 / 3 + 10659.0049n8''3, (3.67) 

where P(n) is given in units of [10 3 4 N/m2] for n in the density range of 0.00027 fm~3 < n < 0.0089 
fm- 3 , and ( BBP-2) 

P(n) = 0.092718n4''3 - 0.035382n5'3 + 1.193525*2 

- 2.424555n7'3 + 2.472867n8'3, (3.68) 

where P(n) is given in units of [10 3 4 N/m2] for n in the density range of 0.0089 fm~3 < n < 0.3 fm" 3. 
The Amtsen- Øvergard (AØ-5) [66] equation of state is given by a five-term polynomial, i.e., 

P(n) = 9.4433n 5/ 3 - 34.6909n2 + 102.6575n s / 3 

-87.6158n 3 + 14.3549n"' 3, (3.69) 

where P(n) is given in units of [10 3 4 N/m2] for n in the density range of 0.4 f m - 3 < n < 3.6 Cm - 3. 
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The Fandharipande - Smith (PS) |67) equation of slate is laken from Øvergard and Østgaard (661. The 
given data are fitted by a five-term polynomial lo give 

P(n) = 4.0378n 4 ' 3 - 27.853n 5 ' 3 + 52.0859n* 

- 20.7073n 7/ 3 + 5.5808n8/3, (3.70) 

where P(n) is given in units of I10 3 4 N/m3] for n in the density range of 0.1 fm- 3 < n < 3.6 f m - 3 . 
For our non-relativistic equation of state (BEHOØ-nr) we find that the following equations of state are 

the best to cover the whole range of densities in a neutron star, and we use: 
HZD in the density range of 

n < 0.000256, 

BBP-1 in the density range of 
0.000256 < n < 0.003892, 

BBP-2 in the density range of 
0.003892 < n < 0.08, 

BEHO0-nr in the density range of 
0.08 < n < 0.8, 

A0-5 in the density range of 
0.8 < n < 3.46, 

and PS in the density range of 
n > 3.46, 

where n is given in units of [ fm - 3 ] . 
For our rclativistic equation of state (BEHO0-r), we have coupled the following equations of slate. 

HZD in the density range of 
n < 0.000256, 

BBP-1 in the density range of 
0.000256 < n < 0.003892, 

BBP-2 in the density range of 
0.003892<n< 0.115, 

PEHO0-r in the density range of 
0 .115<n<0 .7 , 

and PS in the density range of 
n > 0.7, 

where n is given in units of [ fm - 3 ] . 
Fig. 3.14 shows Uie total mass and radius as functions of the central density and the mass versus radius. 

From fig. 3.14 we find a maximum mass of 

Mm„ss 1.46A/0, 

at a central density of ne a 2.15 fm~3 with a radius R « 7.45 km for our non-relativistic equation of 
state. The maximum mass for our rcialivistic equation of slate is 

Afm« I=s2.37M0, 

at a central density of nc a 0.8 fm" 3 with a radius R « 12.12 km. 
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Figure 3.14: The upper figure to the left gives the total mass as function of central density for neutron 
stars. To the right we display the total radius as function of central density for neutron stars. Finally, the 
lower part gives the total mass as function of radius. NR indicates the non-relativistic equation of state 
(BEHOØ-nr) and R the relativistic equation of State (BEHOØ-r). 
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These results agree very well with "experimental results" from observations of binary pulsars, which 
give neutron star masses of [66,68] 

1.0Mo < M m „ < 2.2Af0, 

or possibly [69, 70] 
\AMe < Mm„ < 1.85Af0l 

and imply that stars calculated with stiff equations of state have greater maximum mass, lower central 
density and thicker crust than stars obtained with soft equations of state. 

At present, no reliable measurements of the radius of a neutron star exist. But general estimates give 
[66] R ti 9 km . If this estimate is close to the true value, then the results from our non-relativistic 
equation of state may look more reasonable than those from the relativistic one. However, theoretical 
calculations of the radius of neutron stars can not be confirmed very well by observational data, and are 
more dependent than the total mass on the low-density equation of state. 

For some other compact astrophysical objects like, for example, white dwarfs or supeimassive black 
holes in galactic nuclei, theoretical calculations of mass, radius, etc. can provide constraints on physical 
models. Theoretical calculations for neutron stars, however, can not really give such information due to 
uncertainties of their internal structure. Instead, we may obtain some information about the nuclear physics 
of the interior of the star. 

Data on the nuclear equation of state can, in principle, be obtained from several different sources such 
as the monopole resonance in nuclei, high energy nuclear collisions, supemovae. and neutron stars. Until 
recently it has, for instance, been assumed that the compression modulus was reasonably well known from 
the analysis of the giant monopole resonance in nuclei [72, 73, 74J. Later, however, some questions have 
been raised in connection with the above results, see e.g. ref. [75]. 

Supernova simulations seem to require an equation of state which is too soft to support some observed 
masses of neutron stars, if sufficient energy shall be released to make the ejection mechanism work 
[76,77,78]. Supernova explosions can then probably not give a reliable constraint on the nuclear equation 
of state. Some analyses of high energy nuclear collisions, however, have indicated a moderately stiff or 
very stiff equation of state [79,80,81], although ambiguities have been observed [82,83]. Various nuclear 
data and neutron star masses then seem to favour a rather high compression modulus of ~ 300 MeV 
[84,85]. However, no definite statements can be made about the equation of state at high densities, except 
that the neutron star equation of state should probably be moderately stiff to support neutron star masses 
up to approximately 1.85 Me [70]. 

With the above observations, one may be tempted to state that our relativistic EOS is too stiff, since 
the predicted mass Af m a r » 2.37M e and radius are larger than the estimated values. However, there are 
several mechanisms which serve to soften a given EOS. Amongst these, pions may be likely to condense in 
neutron star matter, favoured by charge neutrality because neutrons at the top of the Fermi sea could decay 
to protons plus electrons. Condensation then could possibly occur if the pion energy becomes degenerate 
with the normal state, but the real situation is still not clear [87]. Also, kaon condensation through the 
s-wave interaction of kaons with nucleons may be energetically favourable in the interior of neutron stars 
[88, 89). Kaon condensation would, like pion condensation, increase the proton abundance of matter [87], 
and could cause a rapid cooling of neutron stars via the direct URCA process. Kaon condensed neutron 
star cores may also undergo a phase transition to strange quark matter, and neutrino trapping in newly 
formed neutron star matter could shift both the kaon condensation and the quark matter transition to higher 
densities. The equation of state for neutron stars would be softened considerably due to pion oi kaon 
condensation because of the lower symmetry energy of nuclear matter, and maximum masses are then 
reduced correspondingly from the cases with no condensates. This should have important implications for 
the formation of black holes in stellar collapse, and the number of black holes in the Galaxy should then 
be substantially higher than estimated earlier. 

Further processes which can soften the equation of state are also conversion of nucleons to hyperons 
or a phase transition to quark matter at high densities, which would both lower the energy by an increase 
in the number of degrees of freedom. 
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Albeit the description of the matter inside the star is a complicated many-body problem, we have in 
this section used equations of state for neutron matter only, in order to assess the importance of relativistic 
effects in neutron star calculations. Our conclusions are that the relativistic EOS yields a too stiff EOS, 
however, many-body effects not included here, may soften the EOS and bring the relativistic EOS close 
to the estimated values for mass and radius. 

3.5 Finite nuclei 
Hitherto we have considered calculations of the G-matrix 

Q G=V + V C, w-QHaQ! ' 
for nuclear or neutron matter. For these systems, within BHF calculations, the intermediate particle 
spectrum represented by QH0Q is given by the kinetic energy term only (note that both G, P. Q and Ho 
are two-body operators), since we set the auxiliary potential U = 0 above kr- Further, the Pauli operator 
was given by the angle-average choice and the sp wave functions were given by plane waves. For finite 
nuclei however, the situation is not that straightforward. First, we have to describe the sp states which enter 
the calculation of the G-malrix with wave functions which represent bound, loosely bound or scattering 
states. This means in turn that the QH0Q term has to be evaluated considering a given auxiliary potential. 
In the calculations of effective two-body interactions discussed in chapter 4, the sp wave functions are 
taken to be those of the harmonic oscillator (h.o.). Secondly, a Pauii operator which takes into account the 
given nuclear medium, e.g. 4 0 Ca, must be properly defined. 

For the calculations of the nucleon self-energy in chapter 5, a mixed representation of h.o. wave 
functions and plane wave functions will be employed (see below). 

Before we proceed in detailing the calculation of the G-matrix appropriate for finite nuclei, certain 
approximations have to be explained. 

As discussed in chapter 2, the philosophy behind perturbation theory is to reduce the intractable full 
Hilbert space problem to one which can be solved within a physically motivated model space, defined 
by the operator P. The excluded degrees of freedom are represented by (he projection operator Q. The 
definition of these operators is connected to the nuclear system and to (he perturbative expansions defined 
in chapter 2. Consider the evaluation of the effective interaction needed in calculations of (he low-lying 
states of , 8 0 . From experimental data and theoretical calculations the belief is that several properties of 
this nucleus can be described by a model space consisting of a closed l 6 0 core (consisting of the filled 
Os- and Op-shells) and two valence neutrons in Ule 1 .Od-shell. In fig. 3.1S we exhibit this division in 
terms of h.o. sp orbits. The active sp states in the IsOd-shell are then given by the Orfs/j,0rf3/2 and i s t / 2 

orbits, labels 4 - 6 in fig. 3.15. The remaining slates enter the definition of Q. Once we have defined 
P and Q we proceed in constructing the G-matrix and the corresponding perturbative expansion in terms 
of the G-matrix. There are however several ways of choosing Q. A common procedure is to specify 
the boundaries of Q by three numbers, nj , n 2 and n 3 , explained in fig. 3.16. For l s O we would choose 
(ni = 3, n 2 = 6, n 3 = oo). Our choice of /"-space implies that the passive single-particle states start 
from the lp0/-shell (numbers 7-10 in fig. 3.15), and orbits I, 2 and 3 are passive hole states. Stated 
differently, this means that Q is constructed so as to prevent scattering into intermediate two-particle states 
with one particle in the Os- or Op-shells or both particles in the IsOd-shell. This definition of the Q-space 
influences the determination of the Q-box discussed in chapter 2. Consider the diagrams displayed in fig. 
3.17. Diagram (a) of this figure is just the G-matrix and is allowed in the definition of the Q-box . With 
our choice (n t = 3, n 2 = 6, n 3 = oo), diagram (b) is aot allowed since the intermediate state consists 
of passive particle slates and is already included in the evaluation of the G-matrix. Similarly, diagram 
(c) is also disallowed whereas diagram (d) is allowed. Now an important subtlety arises. If we evaluate 
the G-matrix with the boundaries (ni = 3, m = 10,113 = 00), and define the P-space of the effective 
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1 

Figure 3.15: Classification of harmonic oscillator single-particle orbits. 

n2 . 

nl . 

Figure 3.16: Definition of the P (shaded area) and Q operators appropriate for the definition of the G-
matrix and the effective interaction. Outside the shaded area limited by the boundaries n ^ n j and n 3 P = 0 
andQ = 1. 
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Figure 3.17: Examples of diagrams which may define the Q-box . Greek letters are active sp states while 
orbits which define Q are given by latin letters, with pt and hi representing particle and hole state i, 
respectively. An upgoing arrow represents a particle state (both active and passive) while a downgoing 
arrow is a hole state. 

interaction by including orbits 4 to 6 only, then diagrams (b) and (c) are allowed if11 7 < pi ,p 2 < 10. 
In this way we allow for intermediate two-particle states as well with orbits outside the model-space of 
the effective interaction. The reader should notice the above differences, i.e. that the Q-space defining the 
G-matrix and H,// may differ. Throughout the rest of this wort we will apply such different Q-spaces, and 
label the Q-operator of the G-matrix by Q. Several arguments for choosing («i = 3, n 2 = 10, n 3 = oo) 
in calculations of the G-matrix appropriate for 1 8 0 can be found in refs. [90, 91). Here we limit the 
attention to the removal of the dependence on the auxiliary potential 17 in the definition of G. Since the 
interaction term Hi = V - U is used to define the Q-box , there certainly are diagrams with U vertices in 
'he Q-box. Certain of these diagrams can be removed by adding ladder type diagrams with U insertions 
to the intermediate states of the G-matrix. Such terms are shown in Sg. 3.18. By adding such diagrams 

(a) Cb) 

r^ys^sT^I 

Figure 3.18: Examples of ladder diagrams with U and BHF insertions to the intermediate particle states. 

(this amounts to sum a geometric series in U) we obtain a new G-matrix G 

G = V + V- —G, 
u-QTQ 

(3.71) 

defined as the sum of all ladder diagrams with U insertions to the intermediate states as well. The question 
now arises, which G-matrix should one choose, G or G? Here we recast some of the arguments given by 

n A word 00 noUlioiu: In referring to model-space diagrams, greek letters will always represent the sp orbits which define 
the model space, whereas latin letters represent the remaining orbits. Notice however, that particle or hole labels may run over 
model-space orbits as well. In this cue , the total two-body wave function does not belong to the chosen model space. 
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the authors of ref. [yl). First, since the hamillonian H does not depend on U one should seek to minimize 
the dependence of G on U. This is actually accounted for in our definition of G. Secondly. Ine BHF 
self-energy insertions for high-lying states in diagram (b) of fig. 3.18 may not cancel the corresponding 
U insertion diagram in (a), since the BHF insertions to a particle line are off the energy shell. For low-
lying particle states the off-shell character of the BHF insertions is in general rather weak [91], and the 
cancellation between diagrams (a) and (b) is approximately exact For high-lying states it is not clear 
whether this cancellation may take place. Thus a G-matrix defined in eq. (3.71) is to be preferred since the 
G-matrix of eq. (1.1) presupposes that U and BHF insertions to intermediate particle states cancel exactly. 
There are also considerations which favor G from studies of three-body clusters in nuclear matter [91]. In 
those studies, certain three-body clusters nearly cancel diagrams with BHF insertions to the intermediate 
particle states, leaving only terms with U insertions included in G. 

The above remarks made the authors of ref. [91] to suggest a two-step approach to the calculation of 
the G-matrix for finite nuclei. The intermediate states are divided into two parts, high-lying and low-lying. 
For the low-lying states one ignores all self-energy insertions, due to the above nuclear matter argumenta. 
Thus one should use G for high-lying intermediate states only. For the low-lying states, one assumes that 
the U and BHF insertions cancel approximately, leading to the G-matrix of eq. (1.1) with V replaced by 
G and Q restricted to low-lying intermediate particle states. This explains also our choice of boundaries 
for P and Q, given by (m = 3, n 2 = 10, n 3 = oo) for l s O . 

Below we will discuss how to compute G. The quenching of the tensor force due to the dependence 
of the starting energy and the Pauli operator are also discussed. Finally, the reader has probably noted that 
in the above examples we have set n 3 = oo. This is however not feasible in actual calculations, which in 
turn dictates an approximation to n 3 . We discuss such approximations as well. 

In this work we solve the equation for the G-matrix for finite nuclei by employing a formally c,;acl 
technique for handling Q, originally presented by Tsai and Kuo [90] and discussed in ref. [91]. Tsai and 
Kuo employed the matrix identity 

QAQV A A PA-IP A' 

with A = u-T-V, to rewrite eq. (3.71) as 1 5 

G = GF + AG, (3.72) 

where GF is the free G-matrix defined as 

GF = V + V-^—GF. (3.73) 

The term AG is a correction term defined entirely within the model space P and given by 

AG = - y i p ' p l y . (3.74) 
A PA-'P A ' 

Employing the definition for the free G-matrix of eq. (3.73), one can r'write eq. (3.74) as 

AG = -GF-P^ ^P-GF, (3.75) 
e P[e-i+e-lGFe-i)P e F' w ; 

with e = u - T. 
We see then that the G-matrix for finite nuclei is expressed as the sum of two terms; the first term 

is the free G-matrix with no Pauli corrections included, while the second term accounts for medium 
l 3 W e will emit the libel G for the C-malrix for finite nuclei, however it if understood that the (7-matrix for finite nuclei is 

calculated according to eq. (3.71). The label Q and P remain in order to distinguish these from those employed in the definition of 
the effective interaction. 
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modifications due to the Pauli principle. The second term can easily be obtained by some simple matrix 
operations involving the model-space matrix P only. 

To calculate GF one needs only to solve eq. (3.73) via e.g. momentum space inversion techniques [53J. 
The equation for the free matrix Gf is solved in momentum space and we obtain 

(kKILJST\ GF \k'Kl'LJS'T) . (3.76) 

Transformations from the relative and center of mass motion system to the lab system will be discussed 
below. 

To obtain a G-matrix in a h.o. basis, eq. (3.76) is transformed into 

[nNlLJST] GF \n'N'l'L'JS"r), 

with n and A' the principal quantum numbers of the relative and center of mass motion, respectively. 
Moreover, the wave function \nlNLJST), with nNIL the oscillator quantum numbers of the relative 
motion and center of mass, is related to \klKLJST) by [93] 

\nlNLJST) = f k2K2dkdKR„i(\/2ak)RNL(y/T/2aK)\klKLJST), 

with a being the oscillator length and R^: and RNL the h.o. functions in momentum space. 
Depending on the choice of single-particle basis, the G-matrix elements needed in the evaluation of the 

above expressions take different forms. The most commonly employed sp basis is the harmonic oscillator, 
which in turn means that a two-particle wave function with total angular momentum J and isospin T can 
be expressed as [92] 

|(na/.i.)(n4W4)jr> = \ J2 £ F x < o 6 l A 5 / > 
VI1 + "ill xs J nNIL 

-( I 1 A 1 ( 3 7 7 ) 

x ( - » — A { £ j ^ } 
x (nlNLlmlimh) \nlNLJST), 

where the term (nltf Uniting!?) is the familiar Moshinsky bracket, see e.g. ref. (92], The term (ab\LSJ) 
is a shorthand for the LS — jj transformation coefficient. 

{ 'a sa ja 
h Sb ji 
X S J 

(ab\XSJ) = jJbXS { h sb j t \ . (3.78) 

Here we use i — \/2x + 1. The factor F is defined as F = K U when s„ = s 4 , i.e. if we 
have either two nucleons or two isobars which define \ab), or F = \/2 if we have one nucleon and one 
isobar. The latter is introduced in order to define an ann'-symmetrized ff.va-matrix (see below). This is 
of importance, since we want to employ anti-symmetrized matrix elements in the evaluation of the various 
diagrams included in this work. 

file:///nlNLJST
file:///klKLJST
file:///nlNLJST
file:///nlNLJST
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The C-matrix in terms of harmonic oscillator wave runctions reads 

((al,)JT\C\(cd)JT) = •£ £ A l - u ' w i - H v( 1 -<- 1 >'* 5 * T > 

x^ilAS/JfcrflA'S'y) <nWX|n.W.A) (nTjV£|ne/,n^A'> ( 3 ygj 

* * - „ — { . i j } { s ; j } 
x (nNlLJST\ G [n'N'l'L'JS'T), 

where G is given by the sum G = G«- + A C The label a represents here all the single particle quantum 
numbers nj„ja. 

The only approximation needed in (he calculation of the G-raatrix is the choice of the boundary variable 
n 3 . In table 3.4 we display matrix elements of the id-shell for / = 0,1 and T = 0,1 using different 
approximations to n 3

1 3 . The starting energy is - 2 0 MeV. The most significant contribution sterna from 
values of m < 21, whereas greater n 3 values give only small/insignificant contributions. For the above 
matrix elements this can be understood from simple considerations on conservation of the center-of-mass 
momentum. The matrix elements are given for valence space states, and the valence particles have 
momentum around kF. This means that an intermediate particle state in the calculation of the G-matrix 
can at most achieve a momemtum ~ 3/tf, when the boundaries are defined as (3,10, z), since the hole 
momentum can at most be equal kp. It is worth noting however that the T = 0 matrix elements show a 
much weaker convergence compared with the T = 1 elements. The latter can be approximated with the 
choice (3,10,45), whereas the T = 0 matrix elements show differences of the order 0.5% when going 
from n 3 = 45 to n3 = 78. For n 3 - 9 1 the difference is negligible. Could this poorer convergence in 
the T = 0 channel be retraced to the tensor force? To better understand this let us single out the matrix 
elements 

((0su,f JT = W\G \{0Slf2)2 JT = 10), 
and 

< ( 0 « 1 / 2 ) 2 j r = 01|G \(0sU2f JT = 01) . 
The first matrix element receives contributions from the 3Si partial wave only. The aZ?i partial wave 
comes in as an intermediate state contribution in the evaluation of the G-matrix and serves to quench the 
second- and higher-order contributions. Thus, the first matrix element allows us to study the dependence 
upon the tensor force. Also, the partial waves 3Si and 3 D j are the most important ones in the analysis 
of the tensor force (recall the nuclear and neutron matter discussion). The second matrix element receives 
contributions from the 'So partial wave only. 

In order to test the dependence upon the tensor force we display in table 3.S the results for the above 
two matrix elements obtained with both the Bonn A and C potentials, with the C potential exhibiting 
the strongest tensor force. We see from this table that the JT = 01 matrix elements converge rapidly, 
irrespective of potential. The difference between the two potentials is also neglible, reflecting the fact that 
'So partial wave does not receive contributions from the tensor force. The JT = 10 matrix elements 
stabilize first around n 3 ~ 78 - 91. However, we see that the convergence of the Bonn A potential is faster 
compared to the Bonn C potential. The difference between (3,10,45) £Td (3,10,78) is only 0.13% whereas 
for the Bonn C potential we have 0.18%. Although these differences ar: small, they reflect that potentials 
with a weak tensor force experience a larger quenching of GF in the 7 = 0 channel. We demonstrate this 
in figs. 3.19 and 3.20 where we plot both the total G-matrix and Gp as functions of the starting energy 
for both potentials with a Pauli operator defined as (3,10,45). Fig. 3.19 shows the results for the JT = 01 
channel, whereas fig. 3.20 shows the JT = 10 matrix elements. 

13Hereafter we Abbreviate (wi = 3,n 3 = 10,m = x) to (3,10,:c). 
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Tible 3.4: Dependence of the G-matrix on the choice of n* for matrix elements In the id-shell for J =0,1 
andT = 0,i. 

JT j . H h U (3.10.21) (3,10.45) (3,l0j66) (3.10.78) 

10 
01 

ds/t <*j/a ^5 /2 <*5/a -0.916 
-1.580 

-0.910 
-1.578 

-0.908 
-1.577 

-0.907 
-1.577 

10 
01 

<*5/2 <*5/2 rfj/J <fe/2 1.890 
-3.130 

1.886 
-:..129 

1.884 
-3.129 

1.883 
-3.129 

10 
01 

<*5/2 rflS/2 «1/2 «1/2 -0.408 
-0.752 

-0.412 
-0.751 

-0.415 
-0.751 

0.417 
-0.751 

10 
01 

^3 /2 ^3 /2 l t i / 2 ^3 /2 -0.604 
-0.302 

-0.594 
-0.300 

-0.592 
-0.300 

-0.591 
-0.300 

10 
01 

d3/2 <fe/2 «1 /2 «1 /2 -0.325 
-0.614 

-0.325 
-0.614 

-0.321 
-0.613 

-0.320 
-0.613 

10 
01 

«1/2 «1 /2 «1 /2 «1 /2 -3.228 
-2.229 

-3.134 
-2.208 

-3.104 
-2.206 

-3.092 
-2.206 

Tible 3.5: Dependence of the ( (0s i / 2 ) 2 |C | (0«i / 2 ) : ! ) matrix element on the choice of n3 for Ike Bonn A 
(first row in each entry) and the Bonn C potential (second row) for a starting energy —5 MeV. 

JT <(0s 1 / 2) 2|G|(0s,/2) 2) (3,10,45) (3,10,66) (3,10.78) 

10 -8.7613 -8.7528 -8.7503 
-8.3563 -8.2842 -8.2730 

01 -6.2167 -6.2166 -6.2166 
-6.2086 -6.2085 -6.2085 
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Quenching of the G-matrix 

G.GF+4G 

' ' • ' ' ' ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' L L I I I 

-60 -40 -20 0 

Starling energy [ MeV] 

Figure 3.19: The free G-matrix (GF) and the G-matrix (G)for ((Osl/2fJT = 0l\G \(0tlft)'JT = 01) 
obtained with the Bonn A (solid lines) and C (dashed lines) potentials described in the text as a junction of 
she starting energy. 
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The JT = 01 matrix elements obtained with the Bonn A and C potentials show only negligible 
differences, both Tor GF and G. This explains to a large extent why the convergence in the above table 
is rather similar for the two potentials. Moreover, the difference between CF and G is not so large in 
the IT = 01 channel. For the JT = 10 matrix elements at small starting energies (in absolute value), 
the difference between GF and G is much more dramatic, as shown in fig. 3.20. The Gf-matrix fo. die 

Quenching of the G-matrix 

Starting energy [ McV| 

Figure 3.20: The free G-matrix (GF) and the G-matrix (G)for {(Os,/2)2JT = 10| G | ( 0 j 1 / 2 ) 2 . / r = 10) 
obtained with the Bonn A (solid lines) and C (dashed lines) potentials described in the text as a function of 
the starting energy. 

two potentials differs already at small energies, by roughly 2 MeV. This explains to a large extent why 
potential A converges faster in table 3.5. The quenching of GF as a function of the starting energy for 
the two potentials is not so different however, though the quenching of Gp for the Bonn C potential is 
slightly larger. GF for the Bonn A potential is quenched 63.3% when going from a starting energy of - 5 
MeV to -140 MeV. The corresponding number for the Bonn C potential is 66.6%. For the final G-matrix, 
which now takes into account both the Pauli operator and the starting energy through AG, the quenching 
is much stronger than that for GF- The G-matrix of the Bonn A potential is quenched 18% when going 
from - 5 to -140 MeV in starting energy, whereas the corresponding number for the C potential is 28%. 

It is also worth noting that the effect of the Pauli operator is more important in the T = 0 channel at 
small starting energies. 

The quenching due to the Pauli operator and the starting energy, explains why a potential with a weak 
tensor force results in G-mafrix elements which in general are more attractive compared to a potential 
with a stronger tensor force. We will see examples of this in chapters 4 and 5. For the applications of 
the G-matrix to calculations of the effective interaction in chapter 4, we will approximate n3 = 45. For 
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id-shell nuclei we then have the boundaries (3,10,45). For nuclei in the mass region of calcium, the sp 
states in the lpOf shell are used to determine the model space appropriate for the effective interaction. 
The boundaries n,, n 2 and n 3 become then (6,15,45), see fig. 3.15 for the number assignments. For nuclei 
in the mass region of tin, we choose Ihe 2tld0g shell (except the U$9/j orbit) as our model space and the 
G-matrix is calculated with the boundaries (11.21,45). 

Finally, instead of a h.o. basis ve could employ a representation for Ihe two-particle wave function 
were both particles are represented by plane waves. In this case we have (93,94,95] 

(3.80) 

Kk.lJMktUMJT) = £ f k7dk f K'dKF x {ab\\SJ) 

x (klKL\kJakhh) \klKLJST), 

where the term (klKL\kalakblb) is the vector bracket defined in refs. [94, 95], We could correspondingly 
define a G-matrix in terms of plane waves only, or in a mixed representation by noting that the two-particle 
wave functions with \(nalaja)(kiltjb)JT), can be obtained from the latter equation through 

|(no'.i«)(ttfcA)Jr) = J'«rjrft.fi,,.,. (ai„) | ( t . / 0 i . ) ( l»/»A)/T). (3.81) 

In calculations of the effective interactions in chapter 4 we will limit our attention to a h.o. basis, although 
this might not be too realistic in calculations of highly excited states, however, the numerical expenditure 
grows tremendously in a plane wave basis, since roughly 30 to 50 nesh points are needed to describe a sp 
state in momentum space. The reader can easily convice himseH/herself that the dimensionality of such a 
G-matrix, taking into consideration all relevant quantum numbers and the starting energy, would exceed 
the capacity of most modem computers. 

However, for the evaluation of the nucleon self-energy in chapter 5 we will make use of the transfor
mations in eqs. (3.80) and (3.81). This gives us the possibility to obtain a representation of the G-matrix 
where we employ both h.o. functions and plane waves. Though, to calculate the G-matrix we will employ 
a G-matrix calculated in nuclear matter, as defined in section 3.3. The finite medium is taken into account 
through the use of h.o. wave functions to represent hole states (see chapter 5 for further details). 

3.6 A GAjv-inatrix 
Starting from the transition potentials Vføvya and VAWAA we are now able to construct the corresponding 
G-matrices GNA and CAA, respectively, by Jefining 

G«A(<") « VNNN& + GNN(u)Q ^vjQVXrmvA, (3.82) 
u — w ij 

and 

CAA(W) * W N A A + GNN{u)Q jr=-rQVWJVAA. (3.83) 
(J — \fi y 

In defining the G-matrices we include partial waves for J,l < 4, defined in table 3.3. This approx
imation was found to be sufficient in ref. [43]. The structure of the above equations is shown in fig. 
3.21. The above approximations imply that we neglect terms involving NA —< NA, AA —• NA and 

file:///klKLJST
http://'�rjrft.fi
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Figure 3.21: Graphical representation O/GNA (a)andG&& (b). The wavy line represents the NNG-matrix 
whereas the dotted Une represents the transition potentials due to it and p meson exchanges. 

AA -» AA transitions. These terms are displayed in in fig. 3.22 . Actually, eqs. (3.82) and (3.83) 
represent approximations to coupled sets jf Bethe-Goldstone equations which read 

and 

GN& = VNNN& +GNN — V/VA +G0VA — VVANA + GAA — VAA/VA, 

GAA = VjvwAA +GNN—VAA + G « A — V V A A A + GAA—VAAAA, 

(3.84) 

(3.85) 

where e = u - QTQ. The termr. WAATA . VVAAA and VAAAA are given in fig. 3.22. For these transition 
potentials we only depict the direct term, an exchange term is understood to be included. The problem with 
these transition potentials is the fact that they contain a AA-meson vertex on which very little is known. 
In the one-boson exchange picture employed here to describe the interaction between baryons, any meson 
which contributes in the NN case also contributes to the transition potentials VVA.YA m ( i KIAAA- But, 
whereas in the NN case the contributions from the various mesons are constrained by a fit to the NN data, 
no such restrictions are present for the transition potentials of fig. 3.22. The attitude in the literature has 
been either to ignore these contributions totally or to include only IT and p mesons explicitly as done in refs. 
[35, 96]. If one only includes it and p mesons, the contributions from e.g. VVAJVA is found to be rather 
small [43, 97], and will not alter the qualitative aspect of our results since our choice of / , 2

w a already 
represents an uncertainty of some 40% due to the range of values available. Moreover, as a consequence 
of omitting the above terms in the calculations of G,VA and GAA < we also omit some of the leading terms 
to the self-energy of the A isobar, and if further contributions to the latter self-energy are neglected, the 
single-particle spectrum of the A isobar can be approximated by a pure kinetic energy term plus the mass 
difference between the isobar A and the nucleon N, i.e. 

£A = (MA - M!;) + *A 

2 M a ' 

If we now take the self-energy of the isobar to be composed of both a real and ar, imaginary part, the 
isobar energy reads 

k2 

EA = jjj*- + Wi - MN + £ A 
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( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 

Figure 3.22: Transition potentials (a) Vjvajva. (b) V/x^Nb and (c) v& a AA • 

with an in general energy and momentum dependeni self-energy 

£ A (w a , i i ) = ReEA (« i , *A ) + i/mEa («4, *A ) • 

As there exist no direct experimental measurements of the A self-energy, which, combined with the 
fact that the coupling constants which determine e.g. the IOVAJVA potential discussed above, are unknown, 
one has in principle little control on whether a theoretically derived self-energy is reliable or not. Typical 
contributions to Ea(w a , ka) are displayed in fig. 3.23. Diagram (a) involves the decay of the isobar into 
a nucleon and pion, and gives rise to the free A width if the nucleon and the pion were free particles. 
However, the intermediate nucleon states are partly blocked for the decaying isobar, since some of these 
states are occupied. These contributions lead to an energy dependent correction due to the Pauli principle 
(Pauli blocking) of the free width (98). Diagrams (b) and (c) represent further A-nucleus interactions. 
Experimental data for pion scattering and absorption at energies covering the isobar resonance region, 
suggest that the dominant process for absorption of pions at low energies is represented by diagram (b), 
which couples the isobar to two-nucleon one-hole states (A + N —» 2N). Within the terminology of 
the isobar-hole model [37, 99], diagram (c) is then supposed to represent the rcscarrerirjg of e.g., a real 
pion, so-called reflection contributions to quasi-free scattering. Diagram (d) is an example of a self-energy 
contribution arising from three-body absorption mechanisms. 

Albeit one in principle is not able to derive a theoretically consistent A self-energy, indirect information 
about the self-energy can be derived from e.g. pion-nucleus scattering. In the extensive analyses of ref. 
[100], contributions arising from diagrams like (b) and (c) in fig. 3.23, are represented by way of a A-
spreading potential, fitted to provide best results for pion-nucleus elastic scattering. Typical contributions 
to both the imaginary and real parts of the self-energy arise from topologies like those diplayed in fig. 3.23. 
In ref. [101], a parametrizaa'on for the imaginary part of the A self-energy is obtained in nuclear matter by 
considering the contributions trom the diagrams in fig. 3.23, accounting thus for quasielastic corrections, 
two-body and three-body absorption. The nuclear matter results are then compared to the A-spreading 
potential from the empirical determination in ref. [100] by allowing for a density dependent self-energy 

fmEa = 7 m £ A

2 + I m S f + fmS2 • (3.86) 

The term Q accounts for the quasielastic part while A1 is the two-body absorption part Finally, A3 
represents three-body absorption. A numerical parametrization for these terms was given by Oset and 
Salcedo [101], while analytical expressions based 1x1 the results of ref. [101] were recently presented by 
Nieves et a/. [102], The effect of a finite isobar self-energy will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.23: Example of diagrams which arise in the evaluation of the self-energy of the isobar, (a) is 
the free width which for finite nuclei also includes a Pauli blocking term, (bl is the two-body absorption 
term, while (c) is an example of a so-called reflection contribution to quasi-free scattering. Finally, (d) is a 
three-body contribution. 

3.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have discussed how to evaluate a free baryon-baryon interaction from meson exchange, 
with emphasis on the NN and NA potentials. Subsequently, these interactions were /«normalized through 
the construction of the G-matrix, thereby taking into account the effects of a given nuclear medium. The 
relation between the G-matrix and the bare interaction was considered by studying properties of nuclear 
matter. Of relevance to the next two chapters is the role played by the tensor force in the NN potential. 
Potentials with a weak tensor force (a large cancellation between the tensor terms from the it and p mesons), 
introduced more binding in both nuclear matter and finite nuclei. 

Moreover, relativisuc effects were also considered by employing the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
approach in the calculations of the binding energy for nuclear matter and the equation of sf £ (EOS) for 
neutron stars. At densities which occur in the interior of a neutron star, a relativislic calculation is almost 
mandatory. Of importance here is the fact that a relativistic nuclear matter calculation with the Bonn 
A potential [38) meets the empirical nuclear matter data, a feature not accounted for by non-relaQvistic 
calculations. The relativistic effects become important at densities around and higher than the saturation 
density for nuclear matter, and their main effect is to stiffen the EOS at these densities. This mechanism 
is due to the fact that the relativistic effective mass of the nucleon becomes smaller compared to the free 
mass, an effect which in turn enhances the repulsive spin-orbit term. 

In calculations of the effective interaction in the next chapter, we will not introduce relativistic effects, 
since we will mainly deal with valence particles, whose density is rather low. This is confirmed by 
calculations of the effective interaction for nuclei like , 8 0 . The authors of ref. [103] show that the difference 
between a non-relativistic and a relativistic calculation of the interaction through second-order in the G-
matrix, is negligible. 



Chapter 4 

Effective two-body interactions 

4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we calculate effective interactions appropriate for nuclei in the mass regions of l s O , 4 0Ca 
and 1 0°Sn, using the formalism presented in chapter 2 and G-matrices obtained with the Bonn A, B and 
C potentials from table A.2 of f 10], However, before presenting these results, we need to deal with 
technicalities and problems which arise in the evaluation of the effective interaction, typical problems 
which arise are the convergence of the order-by-order perturbative expansion. It is a well-known fact that 
the presence of so-called intruder states [ 1,20) may lead to the divergence of the order-by-order pertubative 
expansion for He!J. These problems are dealt with in the first section of this chapter. In section 4.2 a 
simple 2 x 2 model is employed in order to demonstrate the convergence properties of the folded-diagram 
(FD) and Lee-Suzuki (LS) expansions when intruder states are present. In the section 4.3 we investigate 
the properties of the LS and FD methods for the realistic effective interaction by employing l s O as our 
pilot nucleus. It ought to be noted that in the simple 2 x 2 model we are able to define an exact Q-box , 
whereas in the realistic calculation the Q-box has to be approximated to a given order in the interaction 
G. The results for nuclei in the mass regions of 4 0 Ca and 1 0 0 Sn are presented in the subsequent section. 
For nuclei in the mass region of *°Ca we put emphasize on the behavior of the different nucleon-nucleon 
potentials in a nuclear medium, following the discussion in chapter 3 for nuclear matter. For sd-shell 
nuclei, such an analysis has already been carried out in several papers, and we refer therefore the reader 
to e.g. refs. [4, 104, 105,106]. Concluding remarks are given in section 4.3. 

4.2 Convergence of the effective interaction 
To understand the intruder-state problem, let us illustrate their meaning and importance by considering 
the spectra for the three lowest-lying 0 + states in l s O. These are displayed in fig. 4.1. hi calculations of 
effective interactions for l s O . one normally chooses a model space consisting of a closed 1 6 0 core with 
two nucleons in the sp states of the sd-shell. This model space consists of two-particle states only, and 
for J = 0 we have three 0 + states. However, from model calculations of energies and electromagnetic 
properties and experimental data, the belief is that the Oj state is predominantly of a four-particle-two-hole 
nature, while the ground state and the Oj state are classified as two-particle states. In the left part of fig. 
4.1 we show, in a schematic way, the unperturbed eigenstates with a degenerate model space, arising from 
the unperturbed hamiltonian fl0. The model space states are separated from those of the excluded space by 
an amount A. We let the hamiltonian of the system be described as H0 + zHi, where Hi is the inter; ction 
terms and 0 < z < 1 is just a strength parameter with z = I resulting in the fully interacting system, ns 
we switch on the interaction term zH\, the Q-space terms come down into the f-space region, and we 
have a situation where one CJ-space eigenvalue becomes the 0J" state. Thus, as inferred by Schuchan and 
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Figure 4.1: Intruder stales in l s O . 

WeidenmQUer [20], the order-by-order perturbative expansion should not converge if we restrict a model 
space to consist of two-particle slates only. 

One way to handle intruder stales is that of introducing an enlarged model space which includes 
intruder states. Such calculations do however become prohibitively time-consuming for nuclei heavier 
than sd-shell nuclei. There are also other approaches which aim at overcoming the divergence of the 
order-by-order expansion of Httl. One may e.g. regroup the perturbative expansion and perform infinite 
partial summations to obtain convergence. Two such possibilities are represented by (he summation of the 
folded-diagrams by the schemes discussed in chapter 2, and to be investigated in this work. 

4.2.1 Intrjder states in an exactly solvable model 
The1 LS expansion converges to those eigenvalues which are closest to the chosen starting energy v . This 
means that we should be able to even reproduce the Q-space eigenvalues if we start with an appropriately 
selected slatting energy. This means that if the LS expansion converges for the Oj state of fig. 4.1, the 
structure of the corresponding wave function does not correspond to that of die two-parade space we have 
chosen. In contrast, the convergence criterion for the FD-method states that the converged results must be 
the stales dominated by the model-space components. 

In order to study the importance of intruder states, we let our hamiltonian depend linearly on a strength 
parameter z 

H = H0 + zHi, 
with 0 < z < 1, where the limits z = 0 and 2 = 1 represent the non-interacting (unperturbed) and fully 
interacting system, respectively. The model is an eigenvalue problem with only two available states, which 
we label P and Q. Below we will let state P represent the model-space eigenvalue whereas state Q 
repres?'.is the eigenvalue of the excluded space. The unperturbed solutions to this problem are 

and 

Ho'tp - (pQp (4.1) 

(4.2) 

•The results in this subsection ire taken from PJ. Ettit, T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen. A. Holt md E Osnes, Convergence 
properties of the effective interaction, lubmitted to Nucl. Phyi. A. 
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with (p < cq. We label the off-diagonal matrix elements X, while XP = (*p | / / i |*/>) and ATQ = 
(*g| // i | * Q ) . The exact eigenvalues problem 

(tp + zXr zX \ . , 
\ zX cq + zXQ J {^i> 

yields 

1 [ I 4z1X3 1 
E{') = j j <P + «} + 'XP + ZXQ ± («J - fp + **q - 'XP) x J l + _ t ^ _ ^ - J . 

(4.4) 
The authors of ref. (2] demonstrated how Brillouin-Wigner and Rayleigh-SchrOdinger (RS) perturbation 
theories relate within the framework of this simple model. An RS expansion for the lowest eigenstate 
(defining states P and Q as the model and excluded spaces, respectively) can be obtained by expanding 
the lowest eigenvalue as 

z 2 X 2 z3X2(XQ-Xp) Z4X2(XQ-XP)2 Z4X4 .... 
eP - £Q (ep - cQ)2 (eP - eg)3 (fp - £<j)J 

which can be viewed as an effective interaction for state P in which state Q is taken into account to 
successive orders of the perturbation. In this work we choose the parameters ep = 0, c<j = 4, Xp = 
-XQ = 3 and X = 0.2. The exact solutions given by eq. (4.4) are shown in tig. t as functions of the 
strength parameter z. Pertinent to our choice of parameters, is that at z > 2/3, the lowest eigenstate 
is dominated by $ Q while the upper is <bp. At z = 1 the <fp mixing of the lowest eigenvalue is 1% 
while for z < 2/3 we have a $>p component of more than 90%. The character of the eigenvectors has 
therefore been interchanged when passing z = 2/3. The value of the parameter X represents the strength 
of the coupling between the model space and the excluded space. Thus, this simple model allows us to 
study how the perturbation expansion with a model space defined to consist of state P only, behaves as 
the interaction strength z increases. The order-by-order convergence in eq. (4.5) was discussed by the 
authors of ref. [2]. Here we will thence only repeat their conclusion: For small values of z one obtains 
good convergence to the lower eigenvalue. For larger values of z (i.e. z > 2/3), increasing orders in the 
perturbation expansion yield a divergent perturbation series, as expected [20]. Although the order-by-order 
perturbation expansion diverges, one should note that we started with a perturbation series which is exact 
if considered to all orders. However, it may be possible to group the perturbative expansion in such a way 
that one sums subsets of diagrams to all orders. The hope is then that the expansion becomes convergent 
for appropriate infinite partial summations. This is actually the philosophy behind both the FD method and 
the LS method. Having defined a set of linked and irreducible valence diagrams, the so-called (j-box2, we 
can define an iterative scheme to sum the contributions from folded diagrams. The Q-box serves therefore 
as the starting point for our iterative schemes, and within the framework of our 2 x 2 model we can study 
the FD and LS methods for various approximations of the (j-box. As an example, up to fifth order in the 
parameter z we have 

f. v z2X* z3X2XQ z4X*XQ z*X*X3

Q 

Qs = zXP + + - ^ + - S J + J « j , (4.6) 

ip-iq (tp-cgr v-p-'or (fp-£g) 
and it is easy to see that a Q-box of order / + 2 can be written as 

&»=.*>+ ** x fi-(^n. 
cp-cq-zXq^ \<p-tq) J 3 The <$-box should not be confuted with the exclusion operator Q. 
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which in Ihe limit / - • oo gives" 

Q««ct(<p) = *Xp + ' X , (4.7) 
tp — tq — zJiq 

if 
H^H < 1. (4.8) 
| ep - eq | 

The latter equation clearly restricts the possible values of ep for given Xq and CQ. Actually, if we let ep 
vary, our choices for Xq and <q restrict cp to tp < 1 and CP > 7, in order to have a finite Q-box. 

The exact Q-box may be used to define the first iteration of the FD expansion as function of the starting 
energy u as 4 

A, = u + Q,:M{u) (4.9) 
The subsequent steps are 

and 

In general we have 
m = l 

If this iteration scheme converges we have, with A = A„ = A„_i, 

A = u + zX> + - j - , (4.13) 
A — cq — Xq x ' 

which is just eq. (4.4), so that wc have obtained one of the true eigenvalues. In a similar way we can use 
the LS expansion defined in eq. (2.17) to sum the folded diagrams. We demonstrate the properties of Ihe 
LS and FD methods with an exact Q-box in table 4.1 for two starting energies, 0.5 and 7.5 (arbitrary units). 
Clearly, we see that with a starting energy 0.5 Ihe LS method yields Ihe Q-space eigenvalue at z > 2/3. 
Below z — 2/3, Ihe LS method reproduces Ihe P-space eigenvalue. With a starting energy of 7.5, the 
LS method gives the Q-space eigenvalue for z < 2/3, whereas the P-space eigenvalue is reproduced for 
z > 2/3. Thus, this simple model demonstrates nicely Ihe properties of the LS scheme, i.e. it converges 
to those eigenvalues which are closest to the chosen starting energy, irrespective of the structure of the 
wave function. From table 4.1 we also see that the FD method always reproduces the P-space eigenvalue. 
At z = 2/3, the FD scheme does not stabilize. Ihe eigenvalue fluctuates and there is no convergence. 
More precisely this means that we cannot go from the lower to the upper eigenvalue along the real axis z 
[2]. The fluctuation is intimately connected to Ihe convergence criterion for the FD scheme. If one of the 
solutions contains more than 50% valence state intensity, Ihe FD method converges to that solution. At 
z = 2/3, equal admixtures of $p and $ g occur in the true wave functions. 

This simple example, starling with the exact Q-box, serves to demonstrate significant differences in 
convergence behavior of Ihe two methods. Of importance is Ihe fact that with Ihe LS scheme we are 
able to reproduce a Q-space state insofar we define a starting energy which is close to the actual Q-space 
state. However, in actual nuclear structure calculations, we are not able to define an exact Q-box. The 
question we wish to bring to the attention in this work, is if approximation to the Q-box still gives the 

3 i = 0 givel i lecond-order 3-box, t = 1 a third-order ^-box and so Forth. 
'We replace here cp with or. 
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Table 4.1: The exact solutions EP (model space) and Eq (excluded space) of eg. (4.4) as functions of the 
strength parameter z. The results obtained with the LS and FD methods with an exact Q-box as functions 
of the starting energy u are also given. 

u z Ep Eq FD LS 

0.5 0.0 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 
0.2 0.60 3.40 0.60 0.60 
0.4 1.20 2.80 1.20 1.20 
0.6 1.77 2.23 1.77 1.77 
0.7 2.17 1.83 2.17 1.83 
0.8 2.43 1.57 2.43 1.57 
1.0 3.02 0.98 3.02 0.98 

7.5 0.0 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 
0.2 0.60 3.40 0.60 3.40 
0.4 1.20 2.80 1.20 2.80 
0.6 1.77 2.23 1.77 2.23 
0.7 2.17 1.83 2.17 2.17 
0.8 2.43 1.57 2.43 2.43 
1.0 3.02 0.98 3.02 3.02 

same difference between the LS and FD methods at z = 1. l b shed light on this, we exhibit in fig. 1 
results obtained with various low-order approximations to the Q-box, recall eq. (4.6). The starting energy 
for the LS and FD calculations was set equal 0.5, since we are interested in seeing whether the convergence 
criterion for the LS method holds for an approximate Q-box. Clearly, with a Q-box of second order in 
the interaction, the difference5 between the LS and the FD method is negligible. A second-order Q-box 
corresponds to setting Xq = 0, which means that in the range of physically interesting z values (0 < z < 1) 
there is no intruder state, yielding an approximately straight line for the ' S method. Up to fourth order 
in the interaction, both the LS and FD methods yield almost Die same value. With a fifth-order Q-box 
the FD method becomes unstable at z = 1. This can be inferred from the structure of the FD expansion, 
which with a fifth-order Q-box reads 

z*X* z3X2XQ Z4X2X% z'X'Xq 
Xn - t p + zXP + K i _ ^ + ( K i _ ^ + ( A n _ ] _ ( ( j ) 3 + ( A n i _ f | j ) 4 . 

The first iteration is just Ai. = cP + Q, which gives a result close to the model space eigenvalue » 3 at 
z = 1. Inserting A, and higher iterations in the above expansion, results in an FD expansion which for each 
iteration will fluctuate between a large value Xandtp+Xp. The large eigenvalue stems from the fact that 
the energy denominators in the higher-order terms become small. With X = 0.2 this oscillating behavior 
sets inn already at fifth order in the interaction, whereas if we choose the coupling between the model 
space and the excluded space to be X = 0.01, this divergence appears first with a Q-box of tenth order. 
However, we will ultimately end up with a series which fluctuates, except for the trivial case X = 0. With 
the given parameters and a Q-box of tenth or higher order in the interaction, the FD method converges only 
if z < 2/3. If the FD method converges, we obtain a result close to the model-space eigenvalue, and, if the 

Mt ought be emphasized that ill results with either the FD or the LS method represent converged eigenvalues, which means that 
contributions from folded diagrams to high order are included. 
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coupling between the model space and the excluded space is weak, low-order perturbation theory works 
rather well. For the LS method we note that with a low-order Q-box we are not able to reproduce the 

Exactly solvable model 
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Figure 4.2: Exact solutions (solid line) and the results obtained with the FD and LS methods with various 
approximations to the Q-box. FD-2nd and LS-2nd (dashed line) indicate that the FD and LS methods were 
used with a second-order Q-box, while FD-4th and LS-4th are the results obtained with a fourth-order Q-
box. Similarly, LS-10th and LS-SOth are the LS results with a tenth- cid fiftieth-orde: Q-box, respectively. 
A starting energy 0.5 was chosen in all calculations. 

lowest eigenstate, even with an adequately chosen starting energy, as slated by the convergence criterion 
of the LS method. We actually have to go as far as to a Q-box of fiftieth order before we get a result 
close to the lowest eigenvalue. However, if !>"• jrder of the Q-box is further increased (~ 150 with the 
above parameters), even the LS method diverg Thus, in summary, the general convergence properties 
of the LS method discussed in the introduction are demonstrated only for an exact Q-box. If the Q-box is 
approximated to a given order in the interaction, the convergence criterion cannot be applied. 

The implications of these results for the ITW»* realistic cases will be discussed in the next section. 

4.3 Realistic effective interactions for srf-shell nuclei 
In this section we discuss first various approximations to the Q-box . Thereafter, recalling the discussion 
in the previous section, we estimate the f- -space admixture of the model-space wave functions. These 
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results are used to illustrate that with a low-order Q-box the FD and LS methods yield almost the same 
results, demonstrating thereby for the realistic case the results shown in fig. 42. 

4.3.1 Choice of Q-box 
To calculate the FD or LS effective interaction we first need to calculate the Brueckner G-matrix by solving 
the Belhe-Goldstone equation. The latter has been solved employing the Bonn A, B and C potentials 
discussed in chapter 3 for various starting energies u , with u = - 1 4 0 , - 9 0 , - 5 0 , - 2 0 , - 5 MeV. The 
Tauli-exclusion operator is defined such as to prevent scattering into intermediate particle slates with a 
nucleon in 0* or Op states or both nucleons in the 1» - 0d or lp - 0 / shell, or in terms of the boundaries 
n i , n 2 and n 3 («i = 3 ,nj = 10,nj = oo). We approximate n 3 = 45 and use an oscillator parameter 
6 = 1.72 fin. The ladder terms with two particles in the IpOf shell are taken into account explicitly when 
we evaluate the diagrams which enter the Q-box. Thus, the next step in the evaluation of the FD or the 
LS expansions, is the calculation of tine Q-box and its derivatives, all evaluated at a given starting energy. 
The open question is then how to calculate the Q-box. Until recently, a Q-box including all finked and 
irreducible diagrams through second order in the G-matrix has been the common choice. Examples of such 
calculations with a second-order Q-box can be found in ref. [107] for the si-shell and the recent work of 
Polls el al. [108] for the p/-shell. The constituent topologies of a second-order Q-box are listed in the 
appendix for the one-body and two-body diagrams respectively, i.e. diagrams (1-1) to (1-4) in fig. A.1 and 
(2-1) to (2-4) in fig. A.2. Conventionally, since the single-particle energies are poorly reproduced, one 
approximates the one-body part with the experimental single-particle energies. Having accounted for the 
one-body terms in an effective way, one could represent the Q-box by only including the bare G-matrix 
and the core-polarization term, diagram (2-2) in fig. A.2. This was the original approach presented by Kuo 
and Brown [109] in order to determine an effective interaction for mass-18 nuclei. In subsequent works 
the remaining second-order two-body diagrams of fig. A.2 were also included [110]. Moreover, the area 
of investigation was extended to heavier nuclei, such as those in the calcium region [111] and to the lead 
region in the work by Kuo and Herling [112], 

The success of these early calculations is demonstrated, in spite of their age, by the frequent use of 
the obtained interactions in various calculations of nuclear properties, either in their original form or in a 
somewhat modified form [113,114]. A recent paper by Warburton and Brown even has the title "Appraisal 
of die Kuo-Herling interaction for nuclei with mass numbers 210-212" [115]. 

Several improvements to the original Kuo-Brown approach can be found in the literature [2], using 
either the partial summations of the folded diagrams as discussed above, or by including renormalized 
particle-hole interactions as advocated by die random-phase approximation or studying the perturbation 
expansion o'der-by-order in the interaction. Following the latter philosophy, Barrett and Kirson [116] 
shoved that third-order contributions played a sizeable role, questioning thereby many of die conclusions 
reached in previous works. Typical examples of third-order topologies are shown in the appendix, figs. 
A. 1 and A.2. To evaluate the Q-box we will expand the denominator of eq. (2.11) such that we obtain a 
perturbative expansion for the Q-box which reads 

PQP ^PHiP + P (H,—5_ ff, + H1-^—Hl—%-Hl + ..)p, (4.14) 
\ o> — no w — no w — no / 

In actual calculations, the interaction Hi is replaced by G — (/. In this work we evaluate the Q-box by 
including all diagrams through third order in the reaction matrix G, displayed in the appendix of this work. 
Note well that we omit higher-order diagrams with Hartree-Fock insertions. Finally, in die calculation of 
the effective interaction for id-nuclei we will only allow intermediate energy state excitations of 2nu in 
oscillator energy when we evaluate the various diagrams. It was demonstrated by Sommcrman el al. [117] 
that when one employs potentials with a weak tensor force, the core-polarization diagram, (diagram 2-2 in 
the appendix), the intermediate state contributions could be approximated by Ihu in oscillator energy. We 
will not check the validity of this statement for the higher-order diagrams included in this work. Rather, 
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we assume this lo be approximately true for the remaining diagrams, and carry out all our evaluation» of 
(he effective interaction with excitations of 2Au only. A more detailed analysis will be presented in (26). 

Tb Aimonstrate UK importance of Ihird-order diagrams, we present in table 42 various contributions lo 
a thifd-ader Q-box for selected model-space configurations in the «i-shell. The results in this table have 

Tabic 4.2: ad-shell two-body contributions to the Q-box for selected configurations obtained with the Bonn 
A potential. G denotes the bare G-malrix. CP is the second-order core-polarization diagram whereas 2nd 
means all two-body second-order diagrams. 3rd means all third-order diagrams whereas Total is the sum 
of all two-body topologies (except folded diagrams) through third-order in G. All entries in MeV. 

JT u it k h G CP 2nd 3rd Total 

01 ds/s d 5 / 2 <*5/2 ii/2 -1.610 -0.849 -1.457 0.391 -2.676 
10 -0.983 . -0.295 -0.779 -0.078 -1.840 
01 rfS/2 rf5/2 1*3/2 ^ 3 / 2 -3.141 -0.581 -0.902 1.004 -3.041 
10 1.945 -0.513 -0.382 -0.006 1.557 
01 ^ 5 / 2 <*5/2 «1 /2 «1 /2 -0.761 -0.325 -0.491 -0.117 -1.369 
10 -0.445 -0.207 -0.457 -0.216 -1.117 
01 •^3/2 <fj/2 d 3 / 2 ^ 3 / 2 -0.327 -0.377 -0.855 0.063 -1.119 
10 -0.662 -0.094 -0.275 -0.669 -1.606 
01 d3/3 ^ 3 / 2 « 1 / 2 «1/2 -0.621 -0.174 -0.310 -0.017 -0.948 
10 -0.305 0.193 0.242 0.173 0.110 
01 ' 1 / 5 «1/2 S l / 2 «1/2 -2.231 -0.055 -0.131 -0.217 -2.580 
10 -3.222 0.030 -0.393 -0.601 ^».216 

been obtained with the Bonn B potential, though die Bonn A and C potentials exhibit a similar pattern, and 
are hence omitted. An equivalent table to the above is also presented in connection with the calculation 
of the effective p/-shell interaction. 

We observe from this table that several third-order contributions arc significant compared to the total 
second-order terms, and in order to be consistent a careful analysis which includes terms through third-
order in the Q-box should be made. In table 4.2 we do not include third-order folded diagrams. If one 
were to calculate the effective interaction through third-order in the G-matrix, such diagrams must also 
be included, and their sign and magnitude are a priori not known. We will not repeat that analysis here, 
as this has been discussed already by us in refs. [4, 106]. In refs. [4, 1061 a clear evidence of non-
convergence of the order-by-order perturbation expansion was found when we employed a h.o. basis. With 
a self-consistent Brueckner-Hartree-Fock basis, the difference between results obtained with a perturbation 
expansion through second- and third-older in the interaction G, were found to be negligible. However, we 
expect the order-by-order expansion to diverge irrespective of sp basis when so-called intruder states are 
present 

4.3.2 F-space overlaps and the FD and LS methods 
Before we proceed to study the convergence behavior of the folded-diagram and Lee-Suzuki expansions, 
let us first show how one can obtain useful information about the P-space eigenvalues from the slopes of 
the eigenvalues as functions of the starting energy u. Using the property P + Q = I, we can rewrite the 
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energy dependent eigenvalue problem as 

( J Z S S B X S M S : ) - <4i5> 
where E is the exact eigenvalue. From eq. (4.15) we obtain 

E(P*\P*) = (P9IPHP + PHQ ITTTXQHP^*) , (4.16) 
u — QnQ 

with u = E and 
(0*10*) = ( P * | HQ- —-iQH I P * ) , (4.17) 

(u - QHQ) 
such that 

( P * | P * ) = T—3F1 • < 4- 1 8> 

This equation states that the slopes at the intersection between the r.h.s. of eq. (4.16) and Die line E — u 
provide information about the vave functions. The slopes jfi should always satisfy 

in order to have (P*|Ptf) < 1. 
Tn fig. 4.3 we show the graphical solutions for the Of, Of and Of states obtained by computing Oie 

quantity 
PHP |*) = PH0P I*) + PQP |*> = EP | * ) , (4.19) 

where we have used the (j-box defined in eq. (4.14). We approximate the one-body diagrams and the 
unperturbed term H0 with the experimental single-particle energies for 1 7 0 , i.e. E J S / 3 = -4.14 MeV, 
£ d = 0.94 MeV and £ , 1 / 3 = -3.27 MeV. In this section we are only interested in demonstrating the 
convergence properties of the LS and FD expansion and relate the results to the discussion in the previous 
subsection. Thence, any realistic potential suits our purpose. Here we take the parameters of the Bonn 
B potential as defined in table A.2 of ref. [101. As can be seen from fig. 4.3, the two lowest eigenstates 
exhibit negative derivates in the region near the graphical solutions, -12.2 and —8.3 MeV for the Of and 
the 0* states, respectively. Correspondingly, the model space overlaps (eq. (4.18)) in the region -20 to 
- 4 MeV for the starting energy is of the order « 0.93 - 0.95 for the Of state and as 0.98 - 0.99 for the Of 
state. We do not attempt to calculate the corresponding numbers near the crossing for the Of state, since 
this would require the eigenvalue to be calculated at positive starting energies, which is not possible since 
the G-matrix is calculated at negative energies only. We are therefore not able to make any statements 
about the wave function overlaps for this state. In our further discussion we will therefore nmit this stale. 

For the Of state, the derivative becomes positive first at -28 MeV (jj£ = 0.285), and the eigenvalue 
diverges as we approach the poles w = QHoQ- However, it is interesting to see that within our approx
imation to the Q-box, the P-space overlap is close to one for the starting energies of interest, i.e. near 
the graphical solutions. This means in turn that the mixing from Q-space states is rather weak within our 
perturbative scheme. As discussed above, the Of state is expected to be of four-particle-two-hole struchui; 
(4p2h). Such a 4p2h contribution is accounted for in our approach through the inclusion of the 4p?h 
diagram. However, this contribution is not sufficient to represent the structure of the 4p2h correlations of 
the Of state. The omission of the latter diagram in our calculations does actually not change (he qualitative 
aspect of the above wave function overlaps, indicating that we have a rather small Q-space component 
in conventional calculations of the effective interaction in the region of the graphical solutions. We may 
then summarize this to say that for a perturbative expansion up to third-order in the G'-malrix, the <3-spacc 
component is weak and one should identify the second eigenvalue of the model calculation with the Of 
experimental state. 
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Dependence on starting energy 

-32 -28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 

Starting energy [ MeV] 

Figure 4.3: The eigenvalues ofeq. (4.16) for the three 0 + states of l s O . 
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From the analysis in the previous section and the above results, we expect that the differences between 
the FD and the LS method, i.e. when comparing the converged results, should be small in the energy domain 
of interest. Further, the wave functions overlaps for both the Of and the 0} stales should be dominated 
by P-space components in the FD and LS results. In 6g. 4.4 we plot the eigenvalues as functions of the 
starting energy for the FD and LS methods. To define the LS and FD effective interactions we have replaced 
the one-body terms with the experimental sp energies, following the subtraction prescription discussed in 
chapter 2. We observe that for starting energies within the range of the experimental values, the FD and 

Dependence on starting energy 

_13 r i i i i t i i i i i i i i 

-16 -14 -12 - 1 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 

Starting energy [ MeV] 

Figure 4.4: The eigenvalues derived with the FD and LS methods for the 0 + slates of 1 8 0 . 

LS methods show only small differences. The results here should therefore be interpreted in the same 
way as those exhibited in fig. 4.2. In that figure we showed that for low-order Q-boxes, the FD and LS 
methods gave essentially the same results. This leads us in turn to state that the convergence criterion for 
the LS method applies only if we are able to define an approximately exact Q-box. In realistic calculations 
this is however not the case, although both series converge rather rapidly, almost irrespective of the choice 
of Q-box. Thus, in calculations of the spectra for, e.g. , B 0 , we cannot choose a starting energy close to 
the Oj state, in order to reproduce that state with the LS method, since the Q-box does not incorporate 
important Q-space configurations. Rather, the LS and FD methods give similar results, and the second 0+ 
state obtained from the calculation should be identified with the experimental O3 state, since this is believed 
to be predominantly a two-particle stale. 

Finally, an important subtlety arises. Let us assume that we are able to define an exact Q-box for the 
two-body interaction. With an appropriately chosen starting energy, we should then be able to reproduce 
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the intruder state in e.g. 1 8 0 employing the LS method. This interaction is then conventionally used in 
shell-model calculations to obtain observable: of systems with more than two vaience nucleons. However, 
for such heavier systems, the degrees of freedom of the intruder state in e.g. l s O may not be present. 
Thus, this two-body interaction obtained with the LS method should not be used in calculations of spectra 
of other «(/-shell nuclei. With the LS method, we should therefore, in principle, recalculate the n-body 
interaction for the actual nucleus with n valence particles. This should be contrasted to the effective 
interaction obtained with the FD method. The latter reproduces only those states which have the largest 
P-space overlaps. If we restrict the attention to the degrees of freedom represented by the model space, 
we can use this two-body interaction in heavier systems as well. 

However, as we just have demonstrated, the two methods yield only small differences at low orders 
in the perturbation. In calculations of spectra for heavier sJ-shell nuclei than l s O one could therefore 
employ either the LS or the FD effective matrix elements. Further, as discussed in refs. [4,104, 105] and 
in chapter 2, the LS methods converges (in terms of the summation of the folded diagrams) faster than the 
FD method, since several terms involving the first derivative of the (j-box arc already included to infinite 
order in the LS expansion after one iteration, i.e. 

—^r-Q = <? + <?i<3 + ( « i )2<3 + . .. 
1 - Qi 

In the FD expansion, a contribution like (Q\)2Q appears first in the second iteration. Thus, in order to 
be consistent with results presented earlier in e.g. refs. 14, 104, 105], we wil! pragmatically employ the 
effective matrix elements obtained with the LS method in our derivation of spectra for various nuclei in the 
mass regions of 4<>Ca and '""Sn. Results for nuclei in the mass region of , 6 0 have already been presented in 
several works [4,104, 106), and will therefore not be reviewed here. In the above references we presented 
extensive studies of both the Lee-Suzuki and the folded-diagram methods, though the applications were 
restricted to particle-particle and hole-hole effective interactions in the sd-shcll. Further, in refs. [4, 106] 
we studied the importance of a self-consistent basis for the convergence of the effective interaction. It was 
seen that a self-consistent BHF basis gave an improved convergence of the effective interaction compared 
with results obtained with a harmonic oscillator basis. Here however, we will focus on recent results for 
isotopes in the mass regions of calcium and tin. 

4.4 Results for selected mass areas 

4.4.1 Nuclei with two or more valence nucleons in the mass region of 4 0Ca 
For6 nuclei with two or more valence nucleons in the mass region of 4 0Ca, we define the model space 
to be represented by the single-panicle states of the p/-shell. The single-particle energies of 4 1Ca are 
e/ , / 3 - f/, /a = 6.5 MeV, ePz/, - £/,„ = 2.1 MeV and ePl/1 - ejT/:> =3.9 MeV. The unperturbed energy 
at which we evaluate the <j-box was set to -16 MeV, approximately twice the energy of the f7/2 state. 
The (7-matrix was defined with (n, = 6,n 2 = 15,113 = 45) and an oscillator parameter b = 2.02 fm. 
The Bonn potentials we use here are the same as those discussed in connection with the definition of the 
G-matrix for finite nuclei in chapter 3. 

Nuclei with two valence nucleons 

In this subsection we first discuss the results obtained through second order in RS perturbation theory, 
which corresponds to setting the terms F0 and Ho equal to the second-order two-body diagrams, since 
we approximate the one-body part with Cie experimental single-particle energies. No folded diagrams are 

•The results for nuclei in the m i » region of < 0 C i futvc been ufcen from M Hjortfi-Sensen, T. Engelend, A. f toll snd R Osoes, 
Perturboave many-body approaches to futile nuclei, Phyi. Report!, in prest. 
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included at this level. Next, we discuss the differences between a second- and a third-order Q-box, with 
relevance to the FD and LS methods. 

In figs. 4.5 and 4.6 we show the low-lying spectra for 1 2 Ca and 4 2 Sc obtained from Ihe Bonn A, B and 
C potentials, by approximating the perturbation expansion to second order in the interaction, see diagrams 
(2-1) to (2-4). The one-body term plus H0 are given by the experimental single-particle energies. 

For " C a we observe from fig. 4 J that all potentials result in spectra which are too compressed if we 
include die bare G-matrix only. It is also worth noting that at this level of approximation, the differences in 
binding energies are negligible, though the tensor force of the various interactions is rather different This 
observation is related to Ihe fact that Ihe strength of the tensor force is less important in the T - 1 channel, 
where the 3Pi-3Ft partial wave gives the dominant contribution to the tensor force. If we incorporate 
Ihe second-order diagrams, diagrams (2-2), (2-3) and (2-4) in Ihe appendix, the renormalized effective 
interaction H^fj introduces enough attraction to give a better reproduction of the data. In the T = 1 
channel, the core-polarization diagram, diagram (2-2) in the appendix, gives the largest contributions (see 
table 4.3 below) for certain diagonal matrix elements. Furthermore, this diagram gets contributions from 
both T = 0 and T = 1 G-matrix elements, which explains why potential A gives the strongest binding in 
Hie ground state. 

In this, and the subsequent figure, we have omitted stales which represent possible intruder states in 
the low-lying spectra. Inclusion of such states may bring in an additional attraction of 0.1 — 0.5 MeV 
[24], thereby degrading the agreement with the data. However, as was the case in the sd-shell. third-order 
contributions may be large, and their sign is not a priori known. 
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Figure 4.5: The spectra for 4 2 Ca obtained with the bare G-matrix (Hwt) and Rayleigh-Schrodinger per
turbation theory through second order in the G-matrix <H^t). All three potentials have been employed. 
Energies in MeV. 

The spectra for 4 2 Sc show that the different strengths in Ihe tensor force are already reflected at the 
level of the bare G-matrix, with potential A being the most attractive. The qualitative pattern for the 
first-order effective interaction pertains to second older as well. 

Finally, in connection with fig. 4.6, we see that the potential with the weakest tensor force, Bonn A, 
results in too much binding energy for the ground state. As shown below, this finding is almost independent 
of the order of the perturbative expansion, rather it seems to be a property akin to the potential itself. 

In order to understand the importance of the third-order contributions, we list in table 4.3 the contri
butions from Ihe two-body diagrams up to third order in the interaction for the Bonn B potential. 

No folded diagrams are included in our third-order diagrams. F " the JT = 01 configurations only 
certain non-diagonal third-order contributions are sizable, and one could therefore be tempted to approx
imate the Q-box with second-order diagrams only. Inspection of table 4.3 tells us however that in the 
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Figure 4.6: The spectra for 4 2 Sc. Notations as in the previous figure. 

liable 4.3: pj-shell two-body contributions to the Q-boxfor selected configurations obtained with the Bonn 
B potential. G denotes the bare G-matrix, CP is the second-order core-polarizalion diagram whereas 2nd 
means all two-body second-order diagrams. 3rd means all third-order diagrams whereas Total is the sum 
of all two-body topologies through third-order in G. All entries in MeV. 

JT Ja h 3c id G CP 2nd 3rd Total 

01 
10 

h/2 h/2 h/2 ST/2 -1.005 
-0.334 

-0.821 
-0.431 

-1.396 
-0.772 

0.008 
-0.245 

-2.393 
-1.351 

01 
10 

h/2 A/2 h/2 h/2 -2.264 
1.407 

-0.295 
-0.610 

-0.620 
-0.524 

0.717 
-0.020 

-2.167 
0.863 

01 
10 

h/2 h/2 P3/2 Pa/2 -0.510 
-0.095 

-0.301 
-0.267 

-0.534 
-0.410 

-0.023 
-0.168 

-1.067 
-0.074 

01 
10 

/V/2 h/2 Pl/2 Pl/2 -0.530 
0.119 

-0.153 
0.069 

-0.278 
0.058 

0.165 
-0.056 

-0.643 
0.120 

01 
10 

h/2 h/2 h/2 h/2 -0.351 
-0.135 

-0.576 
-0.233 

-1.057 
-0.396 

-0.141 
-0.435 

-1.548 
-0.965 

01 
10 

h/2 h/2 P3/2 P3/2 -0.603 
0.011 

-0.120 
-0.090 

-0.284 
0.022 

0.211 
0.018 

-0.676 
0.051 

01 
10 

h/2 h/2 Pl/2 P:/2 •0.231 
-0.045 

-0.171 
-0.115 

-0.333 
-0.162 

0.035 
-0.064 

-0.530 
-0.271 

01 
10 

P3/2 P3/2 P3/2 P3/2 -1.027 
-0.575 

-0.159 
-0.076 

-0.335 
-0.265 

-0.370 
-0.244 

-1.732 
-1.084 

01 
10 

P3/2 P3/2 Pl/2 Pl/2 -1.310 
0.670 

-0.139 
0.009 

-0.245 
0.015 

-0.130 
0.318 

-1.684 
1.030 

01 
10 

Pl/2 Pl/2 Pl/2 Pl/2 -0.100 
-0.823 

-0.073 
-0.140 

-0.174 
-0.380 

-0.193 
-0.545 

-0.468 
-1.747 
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JT = 10 channel, third-order contributions may be large, actually of the size of the bare C-matrix or the 
total second-order contributions. 

In order to discuss the differences between the various orders of the Q-box and the properties of the 
potentials under consideration, we display in table 4.4 the eigenvalues of the low-lying states for both 
isospin channels, obtained by applying the LS method with both a second- and a third-order Q-box. 

Table 4.4: Eigenvalues for the T = 1 and T = 0 systems obtained with the LS method after four iterations. 
The Q-box has been approximated with the inclusion of all non-folded linked-valence diagrams through 
second and third order in the interaction. All entries in MeV. 

2nd-order 3rd-order Expt 
JT Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C 

01 -2.42 -2.35 -2.26 -2.49 -2.43 -2.39 -3.12 
10 -2.13 -1.77 -1.47 -2.65 -2.15 -1.75 -2J7 
21 -0.99 -0.95 -0.92 -1.06 -1.02 -0.99 -1.60 
30 -1.05 -0.90 -0.77 -1.32 -1.10 -0.94 -1.69 
41 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 -0.21 -0.22 -0.23 -0.37 
50 -1.08 -0.98 -0.90 -1.29 -1.15 -1.05 -1.67 
61 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.07 
70 -1.97 -1.87 -1.80 -2.37 -2.21 -2.10 -2.56 

From table 4.4 we see that the Bonn A potential is the one which gives the strongest binding in the 
ground state, irrespective of the approximation used for the Q-box. An LS calculation with a second-order 
Q-box results in the best reproduction of the data, when employing the Bonn A potential. The problem 
of the JT = 10 state we discussed in connection with second-order perturbation theory has vanished. 
However, in order to be consistent, third-order contributions have to be included. In this case, potential A 
introduces too much binding for the JT = 10 state, in line with our observations for «J-shell nuclei [4]. 
However, for , S F , the I f state is the ground state, whereas for 4 2 Sc the ground state is the Ojf' state. With 
the Coulomb interaction switched off, the T = 1 and T = 0 ground states coincide. From these remarks, 
we conclude that nuclear systems like 4 2 Sc may help to better understand which NN potentials ( and 
thereby tensor forces) are to be preferred. If one were to account for so-called intruder states, potential B 
is seemingly the most appropriate candidate for nuclear structure calculations. The latter statement should 
however be accompanied with the important side remark that these results apply to the harmonic-oscillator 
choice for the single-particle wave functions. With a BHF basis, potential A might "im out to be the most 
likely candidate anyway, in analogy to what we found for nuclear matter in chapter 3. 

Calcium isotopes with more than two valence nucleons 

We conclude our discussion on the derived effective interactions /p-shell nuclei by employing the two-
body matrix elements in the calculation of the eigenvalues for nuclei with more than two valence nucleons. 
Here we limit our attention to two isotopes, i.e. "Ca and "Sc . The effective interactions we use are those 
obtained by using the LS method with a third-order Q-box. 

The reason we include "Sc in our discussion, is the tact ttiat for this nucleus with T = 1, the JT = 10 
two-body matrix elements, discussed above in connection with the increased binding provided by a potential 
with a weak tensor force, come into play. For "Ca, which has isospin T = 2, these matrix elements do 
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not occur. It is therefore instructive to compare the spectra obtained with all three Bonn potentials for 
these two nuclei. 

A comparison with the experimental data from [118] including the Coulomb corrections of Richter et 
al. [119] is also added. 

Our results for the low-lying < 4 C a and **Sc spectra are shown in figs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. In 
these figures we also include some of the second-excited slates for a given JT combination, in order to 
understand whether some of these states represent configurations not included in our model space. As is 
well known, near closed shells the interplay between spherical and deformed configurations is important. 
To obtain a complete description of the low-lying spectra, slates representing so-called intruder states should 
be included in the model space. Though, it is a problem of its own to assess how good an approximation 
a spherical basis is. 
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Figure 4.7: The low-lying 4 4 Ca spectra relative to 4 0Ca. The labels A, B, and C refer to the various versions 
of the Bonn potential discussed in the text. See text for further explanation. All energies in MeV. 

In fig. 4.7 we note that all potentials yield results with only minor differences, as already obsei ved 
for 4 2 C a , with potential A yielding the largest binding energy. We also notice that none of the potentials 
reproduce properly the second 0 + , 2 + and 4 + states, indicating that these stales are candidates for intruder 
states. Actually, though the agreement with the data for the spherical slates is rather good, there is still 
enough room for corrections for intnider states. 

For 4 4 Sc, we observe from fig. 4.8 that though the Bonn A potential gives a result which is close to 
the experimental value, (he lowest-lying y = 1 is too strongly bound. The problem we observed in the 
discussion of the JT = 10-channel for 4 2 Sc is also reflected in the spectra of " S c . The correct ordering 
of the states is however restored i f we apply cilher the Bonn B or C potentials, lending support to our 
suggestion that a potential with too weak a tensor force gives JT = 10 matrix elements which are too 
attractive. Thus, as discussed in connection with 4 2 Sc. the nucleus 4 4 Sc may also serve as a probe to 
sort out which NN potentials are to be preferred within the framework of a h.o. basis and the existing 
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Figure 4.8: The low-lying 4 4 Sc spectra relative to 4 0Ca. Legend as in the previous figure. 
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many-body formalism. 
For this nucleus as well we see that the second 3+ state is not reproduced by the p/-model space. 

This state may be an intruder state. Again it is worth noting that the agreement with the data for the 
spherical configurations is good, and for the above two nuclei, the agreement is better than that reached 
by Richter et al. [119] through empirically derived matrix elements. The latter authors ignored admixtures 
from intruder states in their fitting procedure. Accounting for such admixtures could then very well spoil 
their agreement with the data. 

4.4.2 Nuclei with two or more valence nucleons in the mass region of 1 0 U Sn 
During7 the last few years, through the radioactive nuclear beams program, a rich variety of data has 
become available for nuclei far from the stability line. Recently, substantial progress has been made in 
the spectroscopic approach to the neutron deficient doubly magic 1 0 0 Sn core. Experimental spectroscopic 
data are presently available down to lMSn [120,121,122,123). Thus theoretical shell model calculations 
for these nuclei are greatly needed. The starting point for such an analysis is the doubly magic core 
'""Sn. This system has been studied theoretically, using either approaches inspired by the relativistic 
Serot-Walecka [57] model, such as the calculations of Hirata el al. [124] and Nikolaus el al. [49], or 
non-relativistic models used by Leander el al. [125]. In both approaches it is concluded that 1 0 0 Sn is a 
reasonably stable closed shell model core. In several papers Schubart el al. [120,121,122] have calculated 
energy spectra above 1 0 0 Sn within the framework of the spherical shell model. However, their results have 
several deficiencies. The two-body interaction they used had to be scaled by a factor 1.4 in order to give 
a reasonable agreement with experiment. Futhermore, E2 transition rates measured in ""Sn and , 0 6 Sn are 
not reproduced. 

In this subsection we present results for the >n4t<H,io«Sii isotopes using the doubly magic nucleus 
1 0"Sn as core and distributing the valence neutrons over the single-particle orbits in the N = 4 oscillator 
shell (lds/2, 0j7/2, I<<3/2. 2«i/ 2) and the orbital 0hn/2 from the N = 5 oscillator shell. In the work by 
Schubart el al. [120,121,122] the configurations were limited to only two neutrons in the ht ,y 2 orbital for 
the odd Sn isotopes and probably the same approach was used for the even ones. We explore the complete 
degrees of freedom for this orbital which is known to be important for the structure of the heavier Sn 
isotopes [126] particularly in order to produce the pairing correlation found in these nuclei. 

No experimental information is available for the 1 0 1 Sn one-neutron system to establish the single-
particle energies necessary for the shell model calculation. Thus, these must be evaluated theoretically. In 
the present calculation the data are taken trom ref. [122], with E 0 » T / , - f w „ , = 020 MeV, e i d„, -fid,,» = 
2.89 MeV, £ J l l / a - cut„ = 2.80 MeV and Co*,,,, - £ u , / a set to 5.0 MeV. Moreover, since the binding 
energy of 1 0 0 Sn is unknown, and combined with the fact that all three Bonn potentials yield similar relative 
spacings between energy levels for neutron-neutron systems, we adopt here the parameters of the Bonn A 
potential in our evaluation of the C-matrix. 

The Pauli operator used in the evaluation of the C-matrix was defined in chapter 3, (m = 11, nj = 
21, na = 45), so as to prevent scattering into intermediate states with a single nucleon in any of the states 
defined by the orbiials from the 0s state lo the Og^/i slate or with two nucleons in the edg {%9/j excluded) 
or the p/n shells. A harmonic-oscillator basis was chosen for the single-particle wave functions, with an 
oscillator energy hw. u determined through the relation hu = 4 5 j 4 - 1 ' 3 - 2 5 J 4 ~ 2 ' 3 = 8.5 MeV, A being 
the mass number. Here we define the model space lo consist of the orbitals in the sdg shell except the 
0y 9 / 2 orbital which is a hole. Furthermore, as we show below, the inclusion of the OAn/2 orbit to our 
model space is needed in order to obtain a quantitative description of the data. 

Two approximations to H,n will be studied in this subsection. First, we approximate H,;j to be sum 
of the G-matrix plus the second-order core-polarization (3plh) diagram only, see diagram (2-2) in fig. A.2. 
The other approach to the effective interaction used is the Lee-Suzuki method with a third-order Q-box. 

TThe results presented here sre tsken from T. Engeland, M. Hjorul-Jensen, A. Holt end E. Osnei. The structure of the neutron 
deficient Sn isotopet. Phys. Rev. C4S (1993) 535. 
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liable 4.5: Results for loa.iM.ioBg,, obtained with various approaches to the effective interaction. The second 
and third columns show the results obtained with the bare G-malrix and the core-polarization diagram 
without and with Ihe0hup orbital. Third order refers to the LS method including all topologies through 
third order in the G-matrix and with the inclusion of the 0hn/7 orbital. 

G + G 3 pik (G+Gjpn)*,,,, third order Exp. 

J E(MeV) E(MeV) B(MeV) EflfcV) 

l 0 2 S n 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 1.018 1.433 1302 
4 1.409 1.772 1.562 
5 1.487 1.851 1.592 

^ 1.638 2.001 1.724 
2 1.847 2.209 1.911 
0 1.649 2.044 1.943 
4 1.866 2.231 2.005 
4 2.007 2.374 2.137 
c 2.173 2.541 2.289 

8 11.954 11.748 
10 12.048 11.763 

'"Sn 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 1.017 1.366 1.174 1.259 
4 1.505 1.871 1.589 
6 1.588 1.975 1.763 
0 1.375 1.870 1.780 
2 1.469 1.978 1.795 
4 1.68S 2.127 1.876 
2 1.718 2.177 1.903 
4 1.866 2.347 2.165 1.942 
4 1.954 2.536 2.299 
6 2.079 2.544 2.362 2.257 

8 2i456 3Æ63 2!683 
3 2.833 3.384 2.996 3.440 

10 2.977 3.587 3.137 3.980 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1.056 1.432 1.233 1.206 

0 1.084 1.6S4 IJ35 
4 1.461 1.957 1.732 
6 1.620 2.045 1.843 
4 1.609 2.178 1.849 
1 1.515 2.018 1.860 
1 1.779 2.277 2.027 
4 1.844 2.230 2.05° 2.017 
6 1.809 2379 2." 2321 
8 2.459 3.186 2.8cu 3.476 
II 3.067 3.755 3.361 4.128 
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TSble 4.6: The reduced E2 transition rates for selected transitions in 1° 2. I 0«. |ii6 Sn. 

J? —> JJ B(E2) in Wu 
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8f — 4J S.OxlO-2 

6 f — 4 f 0.3 
6f —. 4f 0.6 
6f —.4+ 3.0 
sf—ef 0.4 
8f — «f 4.7 
lOf — 8f 2.3 
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The resulting energy eigenvalues obtaineu with the above mentioned effective interactions are displayed 
in table 4.5 for the even isotopes with mass number A = 102 - 106. The second and third columns give 
the results with the bare G-matrix plus the 3p-lh core-polarizaiion diagram without and with the 0/i n /2 
orbital included, labeled G + Ga,i» and (G + G ^ I A ) » , , , , , respectively. The importance of this orbital is 
seen from the following consideration. If one first focuses on lis; excitation energies of the lowest J = 2 
states compared to the ground state, we find that the G + C 3 p u spectra are much loo compressed compared 
to the (G + GSPLAJA,,,, results, though in the latter case the energy gap seems too large compared to the 
data from 1 M S n and '""'Sn. Also the higher excited states with spins / = 4 - 10 are too low in energy 
compared to available data. One should also keep in mind that the single-particle energy difference between 
the nearly degenerate ( 0 j 7 / 2 , lrf 5/ 3) orbitals and the /» n / j orbital is uncertain - in our case chosen to be 
5.0 MeV. 

As mentioned above, a reliable effective interaction in this region requires higher order terms in the 
perturbation expansion. Our third-order results obtained by the LS method including the / i n / 2 orbital are 
shown in column four. For nuclei in the mass-16 and mass-40 regions, we have already seen that the 
inclusion of third-order diagrams and higher-order folded diagrams lends to reduce the gap between the 
lowest-lying J = 2 and J = 0 states. In many cases these contributions yield a net repulsion. This is 
also seen in table 4.5. The third-order contributions bring the gap between the lowest 7 = 2 and J = 0 
states close to the experimental values. Talmi [127] has pointed out that the 2 + - 0 + energy gap is nearly 
constant over the even Sn /slopes, indicating that generalized seniority is a good quantum number. It is 
gratifying that the realistic effective interactions obtained here approximately exhibit this property. 

States above the first excited 2 + state are far more difficult to interpret and our spectra displayed 
in table 4.5, exhibit many more levels than found experimentally. The second excited state in I 0 4 Sn 
comes at 1.941 MeV whereas the corresponding state in , 0 5 Sn has an excitation energy of 2.017 MeV. 
The theoretical calculation by Schubart el al. [120] reproduces these features reasonably well. On the 
other hand, our calculation produces six additional levels in 1 0 4 Sn and five in 1 0 6 Sn below these energies. 
However, the experimental information is extracted from 7-decay and the non-rotational character of the 
spectra shown in table 4.5 indicates that this is not an Yrast decay and the levels are not necessarily to be 
associated with the Icwest-lying theoretical levels. Thus, a detailed comparison is at present not possible 
and more experimental data would be of great interest. A further test of the results and the properties of 
the model wave functions may be found in the two known 6 + —<• 4+ E2 transitions (122J. Schubart el al. 
were not able to reproduce these transitions with a reasonable effective neutron charge. In table 4.6 we 
give selected B(E2) values calculated with an effective neutron charge of e„ = 1.0 e. The latter value is 
within the range of theoretically calculated effective charges for Sn isotopes [128]. Based on these values 
we may interpret our result in the following way: In 1 0 4 Sn the 4+ stale at 1.942 MeV corresponds to our 
4 j state, the 6 + at 2.257 MeV to our 6% state and the 8 + state at 3.440 MeV to our 8 j state. Similarity, 
in 1 0 6 Sn the 4 + state at 2.017 MeV corresponds to our 4 j state, thr. 6+ at 2.321 MeV to our 6 j state and 
the 8 + at 3.476 MeV to our 8f state at 2.862 MeV. This interpretation is shown in table 4.5. There are 
two measured E2 transitions: In I < MSn the 6 + -> 4 + has the strength of 4.0 Weisskopf units (Wu) and in 
1 M S n the 6+ -* 4+ has the strength of 2.5 Wu. This is comparable 10 our calculated values of 2.1 Wu 
and 3.0 Wu, see table 4.6. 

In comparison with the calculations by Schubart et al. [120, 121, 122] our result shows that a shell 
model calculation with a realistic effective interaction gives reasonable results without any parameter 
adjustments. The known E2 transitions can also be accounted for in the model. 

4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter we first reviewed the convergence properties of the folded-diagram expansion of Kuo and 
co-workers [IJ and the iterative scheme of Lee and Suzuki [18] in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Next, in close 
analogy with the nuclear matter results presented in chapter three, we have studied in section 4.4 the 
behavior of various nucleon-nucleon potentials in a nuclear medium. Two main conclusions arise from the 
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analysis in this chapter. 
« Firstly, the behavior of these perturbative expansions was first studied within the framework of an 

exactly solvable model. Next, we investigated the convergence properties by applying the above two 
methods to a test nucleus, 1 8 0 . Our conclusions here are: 
(a) The exactly solvable model allows us to define an exact Q-box. With an exact Q-box we were 
able to demonstrate that, if we choose a starting energy close to a given eigenvalue, either P- or 
Q-space eigenvalues, the LS expansion converges to that eigenvalue. The FD method converges 
always to that eigenvalue which has the largest P-space overlap. 
(b) Still within the exactly solvable model, we have shown that if one chooses a Q-box of low order 
in the interaction, the FD and LS methods give almost similar results, irrespectively of the choice of 
starting energy. Thus, the convergence property of the LS method is no longer valid. At low orders 
in the interaction, the FD method (if it converges), always gives a result close to the eigenvalue with 
the largest P-space overlap. With increasing order of the interaction, the Q-box incorporates more 
Q-space degrees of freedom and the LS and FD methods give unstable results. 
(c) In realistic calculations. Mice those for l s O exposed in section 4.3, we can only define an approx
imate Q-box, up to third order in the interaction in the present case. It is then seen that the FD and 
LS methods yield almost the same results, in agreement with the findings obtained from the simple 
model. Since the FD method converges to those states which have the largest P-space overlap, 
the structure of the LS wave function should therefore also have a large P-space overlap. We can 
therefore not apply the convergence criterion of the LS method in realistic calculations, or stated in 
another way, we cannot choose a starting energy close to an intruder state in order to reproduce this 
state with the LS method. Thus we cannot say anything about the structure of the eigenstate when 
we employ the LS method. Thus, of the two methods, the FD method is to be the preferable one in 
nuclear structure calculations since it converges to those eigenvalues which have the largest P-space 
overlap, a desirable property since we in general can only employ a rather small shell-model space. 
However, in most calculations with a low order Q-box , the difference between the LS and FD 
effective matrix elements are rather small, and one can therefore pragmatically use the LS effective 
matrix elements in nuclear structure calculations, as done in section 4.4. 

• Finally, the study of various nucleon-nucleon potentials in various nuclear media and the applications 
of the many-body theory give the following conclusions: 
(d) Potentials with a weak tensor force yield sufficient attraction to generate a realistic interaction 
for the valence nucleons in the p/-shell. Similar conclusions where also found in e.g. ref. [4J for the 
fir-shell. These observations are then in line with our nuclear matter results discussed in chapter 3. 
Recent investigations by Clajus etal. [1291 of the nucleon-nucleon tensor force in the three-nucleon 
system do also favor a potential with a weak tensor force, though a recent reanalysis of the phase 
shifts by Henneck [44], seems to favor a tensor force8 which is stronger than that exhibited by the 
Bonn potentials used here. Thence, the application of a given force in i nuclear medium, as done 
here, may then discriminate between various potential models. Actually, as we showed for 4 2 Sc 
and 4 4 Sc, the Bonn A potential which has the weakest tensor force, did not reproduce properly the 
J = 1 states. For the other potentials, this problem was not encountered. However, for nuclei 
which depend on the neutron-neutron ( or proton-proton) interaction only (such as "Ca), the Bonn 
A potential gives the best reproduction of the binding energy. These results are also in line with our 
findings for set-shell nuclei, see e.g. ref. [4]. 
(R) We also calculate the spectra for Sn isotopes with a third-order Q-box employing the Bonn A 
potential. A good agreement with the experimental data was found. 
(0 We found that it is necessary to include third-order contributions in the definition of the Q-
box, since several of these contributions may be as large or even larger than the total second-order 
contribution. Third-order contributions were seen to be important in order to reproduce the spectra 
of Sn isotopes. 

'Recall that the itrength of the tenior force ii not an observable. 



Chapter 5 

The nucleon self-energy and the 
optical-model potential 

5.1 Introduction 
When1 a nucleon enters a nucleus, there is a sizable probability that the target wii! be excited and thence the 
incoming nucleon will be abs&bed from the clastic channel. The effect of this absorption can be accounted 
for by way of an imaginary part W of the mean field describing the interaction between a nucleon and a 
nucleus. This mean field is actually what defines the optical-model potential. 

The imaginary part vanishes, or is rather small in the energy domain that corresponds to energies 
near the Fermi level. Certain nuclear states at these low energies can directly be identified with a sp 
configuration. However, for excitation energies large relative to the Fermi energy, one can no longer 
establish such a correspondence between an sp configuration and a given nuclear energy level. The sp 
strength, for a definition see ref. (13), is then shared among many levels. Typical examples of such a 
behavior can be found in the works of refs. [130, 131, 132,133J. The strength function of e.g. the ds/7 

hole state in 3 9Ca is shown to be highly fractionated in the energy region 4 -10 MeV [132], mainly because 
the single-hole state couples to the collective phonon motion in the 4 0Ca core [134]. The main fraction 
of the strength function is however located near some selected energies, to be referred to as quasiparticle 
energies. The energy domain in which most of the sp strength remains located is called the quasiparticle 
spreading width T [13]. This spreading width is related to the imaginary part of the optical potential. 

The same processes which lead to an imaginary part for the self-energy (see e.g. the diagrams (b) and 
(c) displayed in fig. S.l) also modify the real part of the nucleon-nucleus potential. This modification of 
the real part is related to the imaginary part by a dispersion relation, involving the imaginary part at all 
energies. 

These properties of the imaginary part of the optical-model potential, demonstrate that the optical 
potential, and thereby the self-energy of the nucleon, can be considered as a key point for investigations 
in nuclear structure. Microscopic calculations of the optical potential, the nucleon self-energy and related 
quantities like quasiparticle strength functions, have been carried out in nuclear matter [46, 135]. A main 
advantage of studies in nuclear matter originates from the fact that the sp wave functions for this infinite 
system are plane waves. For a microscopic calculation of finite nuclei one has to consider different sp 
wave functions for bound states and for the continuum, which leads to complications in the calculation. 
Therefore, in finite nuclei, phenomenological methods like the one exposed ad extenso in ref. [13], see 
ref. [136] as well, have been much favored. Recently, however, a technique has been developed [93] to 
evaluate the real pan and imaginary part of the optical potential within a microscopic approach directly for 

'The results presented in this chspter are Uken from M. HjorthJensen, M Bonomeo, H. Mather end A. Polls, hobarcontributions 
to the imaginary part ofthe optical model potential for finite nuclei,Hvc\. Phys. A551 (1993) 380. 
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finite nuclei. This method allows for a direct calculation of the optical potential with all kinds of mixed 
representations for both particle and bole slates. 

Since the optical-model is used for nucleon energies up to a few hundred MeV. it is of interest to 
study the imaginary part at such energies. Furthermore, as we have discussed already above, the dispersion 
relation between the real and imaginary component of the self-energy relates the imaginary part also at 
such large energies to the tea! part at low energies. Therefore it is of interest to study the imaginary part 
also at these energies. At such energies, also the A(3,3) isobar is of importance. This resonance has 
spin and isospin 3/2 and mass 1232 MeV, which is about 300 MeV higher than that of the nucleon. The 
dominant role of the A isobar as compared to other resonances of the nucleon can be understood because it 
is the lightest pion-nucleon resonance. It is also a rather important mechanism in describing pion-nucleon 
scattering [37]. 

The main purpose of this chapter is then to evaluate contributions from isobar degrees of freedom to 
the imaginary part of the optical-model potential for finite nuclei, extending thereby the method outlined 
in ref. [93]. Pertinent to the method we will apply to evaluate the imaginary part, is the calculation of the 
contributions from diagrams (b) and (c) in fig. S.l . For a given energy u and orbital quantum numbers 
of the incoming nucleon, we obtain an imaginary contribution which depends on both energy and on the 
incoming (kp) and outgoing momentum (ka). The imaginaiy part is then non-local in the momentum kaj. 

As a testing ground, we apply our formalism to 1 6 0 and restrict the investigations to orbital angular 
momentum J = 0 for die incoming nucleon2. Further, we will limit our attention to results through 
second-order in perturbation theory, and without including folded diagrams. A generalized folded-diagram 
approach for the optical-model potential is reviewed in ref. [1]. 

This chapter is organized as follows; the theoretical framework is revisited in the next section. To 
get in contact with empirical studies of the imaginary part, it is preferable to have a local representation. 
Such a local approximation will be discussed in (he subsequent section together w<'h a presentation of our 
results. Conclusions are drawn in the last section. 

5.2 Theoretical framework 
5.2.1 Evaluation of the imaginary part of the optical potential 
l b construct an effective interaction appropriate to the evaluation of the optical-model potential, perturbative 
many-body techniques are normally employed, see e.g. ref. [S]. The diagrams displayed in fig. S.l are 
examples of terms through second-order in perturbation theory. Diagram (a) is the Hartree-Focfc term, 
which is independent of the energy u of the incoming nucleon. The energy-dependence is accounted for 
by the second-order contributions, with the two-particle-one-hole (2plh) and the three-particle-twc-hole 
(3p2h) diagrams shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The diagram in (b) of fig. 5.1 yields an imaginary 
contribution for positive energies only It describes the "decay" of a state with one additional particle 
outside the nucleus into a 2plh configuration of the system. The diagram displayed in (c) gives rise to 
an imaginary part only for energies smaller than the Fermi energy. It describes the admixture of lp2h 
configurations to one-hole states. For systems such as the present with one extra particle, these admixtures 
show up as 3p2h configurations. Therefore, we will sometimes identify this diagram as a 3p2h term. 
Essential to the evaluation of the imaginary part, is to use a basis of sp states which is appropriate for 
bound hole states and for particle states in the continuum. In this wort then, similar to what has been 
done in refs. [93, 137], we choose hole states, defined by the quantum numbers nlj, to be represented 
by harmonic-oscillator (h.o.) wave functions, whereas particle states are described by plane waves, with 
quantum numbers kjaja, orthogonalized to the bound states. For the bound stales this is a fairly good 
approximation, whereas for the lowest-lying particle slates, e.g. IsOd-shell states in the oxygen region, a 
plane wave representation may be too crude an approximation. For the present investigation, however, 

3 The reaulu for orbiul momenta f = 1 end / = 2 can be found in M. Bomimeo, M. HjoruYJenien. H. Mother and A. Polll, two 
manutcripu in preparation. 
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^A/vYjr„ npi P2Ah «hi PAh2 

( a ) ( b ) 

if 

( c ) 

Figure 5.1: Diagrams arising in the evaluation of the optical-model potential. Diagram (a) is the Harme-
Fock contribution, whereas diagrams (b) and (c) are the two-particle-one-hole and three-particle-two-hole 
contributions, respectively. The wavy line stands for the nuclear reaction ma'^x G. 

this drawback is not crucial since we will focus our attention to the effects of short-range correlations 
and isobar excitations in the NN interaction, both of which populate particle stales at high energies. No 
attempts are made to treat the coupling to the very low-lying 2plh and 3p2h slates. Attempts at such a 
treatme1" -an be in found refs. [138, 139,140]. 

In u_ ; to evaluate the contributions to the real and imaginary part of the self-energy shown in fig. 
S.I, we will need the Gjv^-matrix3 discussed in chapter three. Explicitly, we will need matrix elements 
where both particles are in scattering states 

{klKL{J)SJT\ GNN | ( t« / . i . ) ( t ,W.) /T>, 

with plane wave two-particle slates represented by \(kJ„ja)(ktltji)JT) and given by eq. (3.80), or matrix 
elements of the mixed form 

(klKL(J)SJT\ GNN \(nJ.j.Hktltjh)JT), 

which can be obtained by noting that 

\(«.IJ.)(kMt)JT, = jklåk.Rn.1. ( a t . ) |(t . /<J.)(itW»)/T>, 

or matrix elements of the form 

( ( n . l . j . ) ( t t / , i t ) / T | GNN \{nJc}c)(kild3d)JT). 

With these preliminaries, we are now able to set up the expressions for the Hartree-Fock, 2plh and 
3p2h diagrams displayed in fig. S.l. 

Thus, starling from the formal expression for the HF term 

HF-. 1 
2(2;„ + 1) 

^ ^ ^ « ^ I J r i G w \(0h)JT), (5.1) 

where h labels all intermediate hole slates (the 0«- and Op-shells for 1 6 0 ) we obtain 

H FUflpkfka) = — i — - V ) T J ' t 1 {(kJeJøn^MJnCNNUkpløigfnl^UT). (5.2) 

W + l> „ h U j h J T 

3 We wilt hereafter label the NN G-matrix at GNN in orter to distinguish it from that with one or two isoban, Gf/& or G&£-
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Note well that the incoming and outgoing particles are described in terms of plane waves. 
The expressions for the 2plh diagram is, (see eq. A.2) in the appendix, 

P = 2 2(2j> + l ) ^ f h ^ u, + e,.-ep,-ep, + ir, (5.3) 

x ((ah)JT\ GNN \(pm)JT) t,(piP2)JT\GNN \(/3h)JT), 

where the sum over A, p t and pj runs over all possible quantum numbers of the intermediate stales. The 
energy of the incoming nucleon is given by u. The G/VM-matrix in this expression is given in terms of 
anti-synunetrized matrix elements and the additional factor of 1/2 accounts for the fact that we have two 
particles starting at the same NN-interacn'on line and ending at the same interaction. The limit n —> 0 
is implicitly assumed. Since the G/vAr-matrix in the above expre jn is given in the laboratory frame, 
depending on whether we use h.o. or plane wave functions, the two-particle states are given by one or the 
other of the transfonnations in eqs. (3.77) or (3.81). As we will describe particle slates by way of plane 
waves, the summation over discrete particle states in eq. (S.3) has to be replaced by two integrals over the 
momenta p t and pi. Use of the transformation in eq. (3.81) and the relation 

u ±ii) 

P referring to the principal value, give for the imaginary part of eq. (5.3) [93] 

x {(tJpj^hli,jh)JT\GNN \klKL(J)SJT) 

x (klKL(J)SJT\ GNN l{kglgj0nhlhh)JT) 

(5.4) 

X ^ ^ + E j - , ^ - ^ ) . 

The subscript NN refers to the fact that no isobars are included as intermediate states. The single-hole 
energy f/> is given by the eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator. Only positive energies u contribute, as 
can be deduced from the 6 function in eq. (S.4). Similarly, the 3p2h contribution is formally given in a 
coupled representation as 

3„2ft= ' ' V V Pf -
2 2(2^ + 1 ) ^ ^ _ u _ f ( 1 + £ A i + f h j + i , ( 5 5 ) 

x ((ap)JT\GNN |(A,A 2)/r> ((hth2)JT\GNN \(i3p)JT). 

Applying the transformations in eq. (3.80) one obtains for the imaginary part of the 3p2h diagram 

Wi 
*Wi> + 1>t,i,jT*mt.sjJ 

x ((kjfiji,kplpjp)JT\ GNN \nlNHJ)SJT) QnlNL 

(5.6) 

x (nlNL(J)SJT\GNN \(k0løgkplpip)JT) 
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which gives non-zero values for negative energies only. The energy E„NIL refers lo the total energy of the 
two holes in the center of mass and relative coordinates system, represented by h.o. eigenstates and Q„INL 
is a factor to account for the occupation probability of the intermediate two-hole state (see ref. [137]). 

The expressions for the imaginary part of the optical-model potential given in eqs. (S.4) and (5.6) 
are both non-local and depend on the energy of the incoming nucleon. These expressions ignore the 
requirement that the intermediate particle-states must be orthogonal to the hole states. This has been taken 
into account employing the approach which is discussed in ref. [137], 

5.2.2 Isobar contributions 

The inclusion of isobars in the calculations of the 2plh and the 3p2h diagrams is easily accomplished by 
replacing GNN in eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) by either GATA or GAA. defined in eqs. (3.82) and (3.83). Fig. 5.2 
shows the 2plh and 3p2h diagrams modified so as to include either one or two isobars as intermediate 

a yw\ 
A n X 

l/wv 
(a) 

Figure 5.2: The second-order contributions to the imaginary part of the optical-model potential with the 
inclusion of one or two isobars as intermediate slate's). The two-particle-one-hole diagrams in (a) and (b) 
include one and two isobars, re pective'.y. Diagram (ct is the three-particle-two-hole diagram modified so 
as to include one isobar as an intermediate state. 

The modified imaginary part of the 2plh diagram is then given by 

w?Mhhk,kaU) = - - . „ ' . . E E E h'dk(KUiPf 
J-WH + ') „ . , J T , r l s r J J nkUjk JT ILSJ 

x {kJeJpnikhJTlGNa. \klKL(J)SJT) 

x (klKL(J)SJT\ GNA \k0løj0nklhhJT) 

x*6{u, + £„ - (M 4 - M„) - g ^ - 5 ^ ) , 

(5.7) 
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and 

x (kjøjeriklkh JT\ GAA \ktKL(J)SJT> ( 5 g ) 

» « ( » + *» - 2(M A - MJV) - ^ - £ • ) , 

with one intermediate isobar state in (a) of fig. 5.2 and two intermediate isobars in (b) of the same figure, 
respectively. The sp energy of the isobar A is taken as pure kinetic energy plus the mass shift M& - Mtt. 
Above we have defined /iri& = """M1 • T , l e conWbution from isobars to the 3p2h diagram in (c) of fig 
5.2 is 

W?&<hhhk«")= 2 , 2 j „ + n E E E JtldkiJf 

W + l > \,j, JT nNILSJJ 

x (kJ^k&UjAJTl GN* \nlNL(J)SJT) ( g g ) 

x {n!NL(J)SJT\GN& {køløjøktl&jtJT) 

XT£(£„A i, - (Afa - Ms) - j j ^ - - w). 

Note that since we treat nucleons and isobars on the same footing, standard rules for the evaluation of 
Feynman-Goldstone diagrams [1] can be used. Exchange terms are then explicitly included in eqs. (5.7-5.8) 
and (5.9) through the definition of anti-symmetrized matrix elements GUN. GVA and G a a . 

Till now we have assumed that the self-energy of the isobar was set to zero. A calculation [141] which 
also includes a finite A self-energy, using the parametrization of Oset and co-workers [102], resulted only 
in small differences between the results with and without a finite self-energy. The authors of ret. [141] 
found that the widths and position of maxima for the various isobar contributions, are not so different in 
the above two cases, and it was claimed that the largest uncertainty in the evaluation of isobar contributions 
to the 2plh and 3p2h terms lies in the choice of coupling constant /„AT4- Actually, our choice of / . « a 
and the experimental value gives rise to a difference of « 40% in the evaluation of eq. (5.7). The 
difference between a calculation which accounts fev a finite isobar self-energy and one with E A = 0, is 
therefore couched by the choice of coupling constants. Moreover, the quantities we are looking for, e.g. 
the occupation probabilities and the real part of self-energy, are given in terms of integrals over the energy, 
and the total integrated straights are roughly the same. 

5.2.3 Contributions to the real part 
After calculating the imaginary parts for the nucleon self-energy terms displayed in fig. 5.1, one may also 
calculate the corresponding real parts by means of the dispersion relations [137] 

V2Pil,{)i>lt>*f>kaU) = — I — ; du', (5.10) 
* J-oo ill —U 

where P means a principal value integral. Since W^p

N

k is different from zero only for positive values 
of w' and as its diagonal matrix elements are negative, this dispersion relation implies that the diagonal 
elements of Vjpu will be attractive for negative energies u. This attraction should increase for small 
positive energies. It will decrease and will change sign only for large positive values for the energy of the 
interacting nucleon. A similar dispersion relation holds for the real (V3pj/,) and imaginary part <.W3p]i,) of 
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the 3p2h contribution ((c) of fig. 5.1) to the self-energy 

„ r - i i . i * P rV&^hhk^J) 

Since W$LN

h is positive (at least its diagonal matrix elements) and different from zero for negative energies 
u ' only, it is evident that V^it i s repulsive for positive energies and decreases with increasing energy. 
Only for large and negative energies it will become attractive. 

As the starting point we calculate the Brueckner (7-matrix by solving eq. (1.1) in nuclear matter 
assuming a certain density (if=1.4 f m - 1 ) and starting energy (-10 MeV), using the angle-average Pauli 
operator discussed in section 3.3. If one now calculates the Hartree-Fock contribution to the nucleon self-
energy for this G-matrix, also 2plh terms as displayed in fig. 5.1 are included in the Hartree-Fock term 
within the nuclear matter approximation. (Note that the Hartree-Fock term does not give any imaginary 
component since it is calculated for a (7-matrix with negative starting energy). When calculating VzpiA from 
the dispersion relation above for finite nuclei, one is obviously double counting part of the contribution 
from two-particle intermediate states, and thus has to subtract the second-order term calculated in the 
nuclear matter appn ich as it is contained in the Hartree-Fock term: 

*WP +1 ) n h U j k J T I L S J J J 

x (kJgUnM.JTl GUN \klKL(3)SJT) 
(5.12) 

x {.-IKl(J)SJTl GNN folpjpnilHJHJT) 

XQ(k,K) (»„„-£;-£)", 
with the starting energy UNM and the Pauli operator Q as it has been used in the Bethe-Goldstone equation 
defined for BHF calculations in nuclear matter. This correction to the real part of the self-energy due to 
intermediate NN states will be considered in our discussion of the results ir the next section . 

One may now also feel tempted to calculate the real contributions to 'fie nuclcon self-energy, which 
arise from the isobar A contributions of fig. 5.2 employing dispersion relations in straight analogy to those 
of eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). Also in this case one has to realize that the corresponding terms are essentially 
contained in the bare NN (7-matrix already, as the NN potential has been adjusted to describe the empirical 
twc-nucleon data. Since we did not calculate such terms in the NN interaction explicitly, we are unable to 
evaluate the correction term corresponding to eq. (5.12) using isobars as intermediate slates, and therefore 
do not calculate the real contributions to the self-energy arising from A excitations. 

5.3 Results and discussion 
53.1 The real part of the self-energy 
In the present investigation we have employed the potential Bonn B defined in table A.2 of ref. [10]. 

Thus, the main difference between the version of the OBE potential used in (137], defined in [142] and 
hereafter referred to as HEA. and in the present work is the update of the meson parameters. The more 
recent versions of the Bonn potential typically contain a weaker tensor force. This is due to a stronger 
coupling constant for the p meson and due to a more stringent cut-off in the *-exchange. As a consequent 
the OBE potential defined in [1421 and used in [137] yields a O-state probability in the deuteron of 5.7 
% , whereas the Bonn B potential used here leads to a slightly smaller value of 5.1 % . This small 
difference in the strength of the tensor component has remarkable consequences in the nuclear structure 
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Table 5.1: sp energies for the bound 0st/2 and / j j / 2 states of 
l 6 0 calculated in various approximations for the self-energy. Results are given for Ihe Harlree-Fock ap
proximation, the Hartree-Fock approximation after subtracting the 2plh contribution of nuclear matter (Vt 

ofeq. (5.12)). which is denoted as HF-2plhnM, the HF approximation including the 2plh term infinite 
nuclei (HF+2pJh) with subtraction ofeq. (5.12). and the complete result: HF+2plh+3p2h. with eq. (5.12) 
subtracted as well. While the upper half of this table shows results obtained with potential B of 110). the 
lower half of this table displays the results of [1371 which were obtained with an old version of the Bonn 
potential [142]. 

t [MeV] HF HF-2plhjvM HF+2plh HF+2plh+3p2h 

Bonn B 

OSl/2 -36.92 -12.05 -42.56 -34.30 
lSl/2 -0.17 - -1.64 -1.04 

OBEPHEA 

OSl/2 -36.50 -2.30 ^0.40 -33.06 
lSl/2 -0.32 - -1.09 -0.61 

calculation. As a first result wc discuss the sp energies obtained for the bound s 1 / 2 states of 1 6 0 , employing 
different approximations for the real part of the self-energy. The energies which arc obtained from the 
Bonn B potential are listed in the upper half of table 5.1 and can be compared to the corresponding results 
obtained with the old Bonn potential (1371 in the lower half of this table. The sp energies obtained in the 
Hartree-Fock: approximation agree with each other within 0.4 MeV. For this comparison one should keep 
in mind thai the Hartree-Fock contribution to the self-energy has been calculated for a G-matrix calculated 
in nuclear matter at a starting energy of -10 MeV, which is close to zero. This agreement reflects the fact 
that the G-matrices at such starting energies are not so different from the corresponding scattering matrices 
T at positive starting energies, see e.g. the discussion in chapter three. Moreover, the T-matrices for both 
potentials were fitted to essentially the same phase shifts. 

The origin for this attractive sp potential, however, is quite different for the two potentials under 
consideration. This can be seen from the second column of table 5.1, which gives Ihe results for the 
Hartree-Fock approximation to the self-energy after subtracting Ihe second-order term of (b) in fig. 5.1 
as calculated in Ihe nuclear matter approximation (see eq. (5.12)). While this second-order term was 
responsible for around 25 MeV in the expectation value for the lowest BI/7 sp energy using Ihe Bonn 
B potential, the same diagram yields 34 MeV attraction in the case of the OBE potential HEA. This 
demonstrates that a potential with a stronger tenser component (old OBE potential) leads to a larger 
second-order contribution to Ihe attractive sp potential than a potential with a weaker tensor force. A 
potential like Bonn B therefore exhibits a more attractive contribution of first order to produce a self-
energy with the same attraction. II is worth noting, however, that also for the Bonn B potential a very 
unrealistic self-energy would be obtained if we subtract Ihe ladder diagrams as they are contained in the 
G-matrix. 

The third column of table 5.1 displays the sp energies if in addition to Ihe Hartrec-Fock term, the 
2plh term, as evaluated in the nuclear matter approximation, is subtracted (sec discussion of section 52) 
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and replaced by the corresponding term calculated directly for the finite nucleus. For both potentials the 
inclusion of the 2plh term directly for the finite nucleus yields more attraction than in the nuclear matter 
approximation, presumably because the Pauli operator is overestimated in nuclear matter at saturation 
density as compared to the light nucleus l e O. In this approximation the energy-dependence of the 2plh 
term is properly taken into account The 2plh contribution is less attractive for the negative energies of the 
strongly bound sl/2 state of "O than it is for states around the Fermi level. Since the 2plh contribution 
is larger for the OBE potential HEA than it is for Bonn B, one obtains more attraction after inclusion of 
(he 2plh (erm for the Bonn B potential than for the old HEA potential. 

The 3p2h term reduces the absolute value of the *i/a state by around 7 to 8 MeV. This effect is smaller 
than the effect of the 2plh terms if we compare these values to the total effect of 2plh terms obtained 
from the differences between the results displayed in columns 2 and 3 of this table. Certainly, this effect, 
which is ignored e.g. in the Bnjeckner-Hartree-Fock approximation is non-negligible. In particular this is 
remarkable because of the strong energy-dependence of this term at the low energies of the bound «1/3 
states. The importance of the 3p2h term is reduced for the self-energy at positive energies. This can be 

Woods -Saxon Strength 
_ Hartree-Fock 

plus 2plh 
plus 3pSh 

Energy [MeV] 

Figure 5.3: Strength of a Woods-Saxon potential which has been fitted to reproduce the phase-shifts obtained 
for the real part of the self-energy at various energies. Results are given for VHF (short dashes), VHF+Hpi* 
(compensating for double-counting, long dashes) and VHF + vipih + VspjA (solid line). All results in this 
and subsequent figures were obtained for «, f2 stales of{eO, employing the Bonn B potential defined in table 
A.2 of [101. 

seen from fig. 5.3. In order to analyze the self-energy for »i/ 3 states at positive energies, we follow the 
procedure discussed in (137]. For each positive energy we define a local potential of Woods-Saxon shape, 
which yields the same scattering phase shift as the non-local self-energy calculated at this energy. Keeping 
the parameters for radius (3.1 fm) and surface-thickness (0.4 fm) fixed, we obtain from this procedure al 
each energy a value for the depth of this local parametrization for die self-energy. These values for the 
depth of the potential are presented in fig. 3 J as functions of the energy. 

Already for the Hartree-Fock approximation (line with short dashes in fig. 5.3) one observes a strong 
energy-dependence of the local panmetrization. As it has been discussed already in [137] this energy 
dependence reflects (he non-locality of the Hartree-Fock term. The 2plh contribution yields an attractive 
contribution to the self-energy, which increases with energy in the interval of energies (w below 100 MeV) 
displayed in the latter figure. The 3p2h term is repulsive and, as already mentioned above, gets less 
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important with increasing energy. 

5.3.2 NN contributions to the imaginary part of the self-energy 
In section 52 we outlined how to evaluate the various contributions to the imaginary part of the self-energy, 
which are due to NN correlations (see eqs. (5.4) and (5.6)). For each contribution we obtain for a given 
partial wave, defined by the angular momenta / and ;', a result depending on two momenta k and k' and 
the energy of the incoming nucleon u; W(jlkk'u). Since we are more accustomed to a self-energy or sp 
potential defined in r-space, it is useful to consider the Hankel transformation of this quantity 

W(jlrr'u) = — H k2dk I k'*dtfjl(kr)j,(k,T)W(jl*V<*), (5.13) 
* Jo Jo 

where ji(Jbr) refers to the spherical Bessel-functions. As an example of a non-local representation of such 
an imaginary contribution we show in the lower part of fig. 5.4 the imaginary part due to 2plh excitations 
at an energy u = 100 MeV as a function of r, keeping r1 fixed. From this figure, which displays quite a 
typical example, one can see that these non-local potentials show a maximum around r = r' with a typical 
width, a measure of the non-locality, of around I fm. The width tends to decrease for higher energies 
u. Therefore, as a first approximation, one can describe the non-local potentials by a local potential, for 
which this width goes to zero, by defining 

W'°C(JITV) = / dr'W(jlrr'u), (5.14) 
Jo 

where we have set / = lf and j = jp. Such local representations are displayed in the upper half of fig. 
5.4 for various energies u. The shape of these local representations can be compared with a Woods-Saxon 
potential. At high energies (see solid line in fig. 5.4) the curves obtained from eq. (5.14) are quite close 
to a Woods-Saxon shape, whereas at low energies one finds an enhancement at the surface. We see then 
that the absorption due to excitations of 2plh configurations is a volume absorption at high energies while 
a sizable surface contribution can be found at smaller value of u. Despite these surface contributions we 
finally try to describe the imaginary parts in terms of a local Woods-Saxon potential by requiring that for 
a given energy v the non-local function W(k, k'u) treated as a real part of a potential yields the same 
phase shifts for small momenta k of the scattered nucleon as a Woods-Saxon potential [137]. Note that 
this analysis only yields a local equivalent potential for small values of the momentum it as a function of 
the energy variable u. Keeping the value for the radius of the Woods-Saxon potential fixed to the value 
obtained from the analysis of the real part (see preceding section), one obtains for each energy u a depth 
for this adjusted Woods-Saxon potential. The absolute value for this depth is represented by the solid line 
in fig. 5.5*. In this figure it is the total imaginary part (2plh+3p2h) which is plotted. At positive energies 
u the imaginary part is due to Zplh excitations and teaches its maximum at around 500 MeV. This is 
similar to the results obtained previously (137) for the old Bonn potential except that for the new OBE 
potential employed in the present investigation, the imaginary part is weaker by about 20%. This reflects 
again the fact that the modem potential, due to its weaker tensor component, leads to a slightly smaller 
correlation effects (see also discussion in the previous section). At negative energies down to -200 MeV 
one observes an imaginary component due to 3p2h excitations. 

In the simple shell-model picture for a closed-shell nucleus like "O the occupation probabilities for the 
sp stales are one for the hole states below the Fermi energy and zero for the particle states above. Since in 
our calculation we consider the effects of 2plh and 3p2h correlations, the occupation probabilities deviate 
from the naive shell-model picture. If we define the sp wave functions for the hole stales, obtained from a 
diagonalizalion of the real part of the self-energy by |#y) and the corresponding energy by En (see table 
5.1). the occupation probability Nt, can be estimated from (13. 1371 

"•-['--'i>n-TJ:r")-
*Obttrvc thai in thii figure and in fig. 5.6 u well we alio include the rendu (ram the ifottmr Mflyti». 
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Figure 5.4: The non-locality of W^JJ, is displayed in the lower half of this figure. For that purpose the 
function Wg&ir.r1). defined in eq. (5.13), is plotted for a fixed value of r1 = 1.5 fin (T>=23 fin, dashed 
line) as a function of r. Results in the lower half are obtained for an energy u - 100 MeV. The upper 
part of the figure contains the local representation defined in eq. (5.14). The different curves correspond to 
different energies as explained in the figure. For further details, see fig 5 J. 
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Figure 5.5: Strength of tht Woods-Saxon parametriiatton obtained for the various contributions to the 
imaginary part of the self-energy. A more detailed discussion is given in the text and in ref. 11371. The solid 
line refers to contributions due to AW correlations, while the dashed line is obtained from A excitations 
only. Contributions at negative energies are due to 3p2h terms and those at positive energies due to 2plh 
configurations. For further explanations, see fig. S3. 

The integrand in this equation gives a measure for the depletion of the bole state due to the admixture 
of 2plh excitations at energy w. In the upper half of fig. S.6 (dashed line) we exhibit the absolute value 
of this integrand as a function of the energy u for the «,/j state in l s O . The maximal contribution is 
obtained at energies around 200 MeV, but also the admixtures at higher energies cannot be ignored. This 
is also demonstrated in the lower half of the figure, where the result of the integral in eq. (S.1S) is given 
as a function of the maximal energy taken into account Talong into account excitations up to 6 GeV, 
the occupation probability for the »,/ 3 state in l c O turns out to be 0.917. which can be compared to the 
value of 0.899 obtained for the old OBE potential [137]. At energies as high 6 GeV, the non-relativistic 
approach for the energies of (he nucleon is not valid any more. However, in order to be consistent with 
the propagators used in solving the scattering problem for the NN potential considered here, we stick to 
the non-relativistic form for the energy of the intermediate states. 

5.3.3 Isobars contributions to the imaginary part 

Before we discuss the features of the isobar contributions to the imaginary part of the self-energy, already 
displayed in figs. 5 J and S.6, we will first demonstrate the sensitivity of these results on specific assump
tions. In chapter three we defined one type of meson propagator for the VV& and V&o. potentials. These 
were 

' 1 1 \ 
r + - r 5 - T - T T ^ — — — : ) . (5.16) 2 \r, . 2 + k 2 

for VNH. and 
ml + k 2 + m,(m& - mN)j 

1 
m 2 + k 2 + m,(m& - m/f)' (5.17) 
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Depletion ot a 1/2 hole 

Energy [UeV] 

Figure 5.6: The upper half of this figure shows the integrandfor the integral in eq. (5.15). used to evaluate 
the occupation number for the 0 »i/j state in l 6 0 , as a function of the energy u. The lower part of this 
figure shows the result for this integral as a function of the maximal energy taken into account. The dashed 
line refers to NN contributions only, whereas the solid line contains the effects due to A excitations as well. 
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for Vaa. The standard choke |37|. which ignore» maim retardations, is 

1 
n'+k* 

(5.18) 

for both VNa nid V A A . Similar expressions apply lo the /> meson u well. 

Role of different propagators 

J 

<o-450M»V 

600 700 800 

Momentum k [MeV] 

Figure 5.7: Results for diagonal matrix elements ofW^f^k, k,u) as a function of the nucleon momentum 
k for the meson propagators given by eqs. (5.16) (dashed line) and (5.18) (solid line). All results were 
obtained for an energy w = 450 MeV. 

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results on the choice of the meson propagator in the 
transition potential we compare in rig. 5.7 the results for the diagonal matrix elements ( tø = ka) of W^,fk 

as defined in eq. (5.7) for both choices. One observes that for the meson propagators defined in eq. (5.18), 
ignoring any retardation effects, the matrix elements are typically larger by around 10% at small momenta 
than those which account for retardation. The effect of the meson propagators is less important for larger 
momenta, as pointed out by Niephaus el al. [96) as well. As to be expected, the retardation effects in the 
meson propagator are more important for the A A contributions. This can be seen from fig. 5.8. There 
we show the diagonal matrix elements of W ^ ? A defined in eq. (5.8) at a fixed momentum ka = kp for 
various energies u. For the small momenta considered in this figure the effect is as large as 30 % for all 
energies. The differences are reduced only for higher momenta kø = ka (not shown in the figure). In the 
following we wil l always consider meson propagators as defined in eqs. (5.16) and (5.17). 
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/or (Ae ««on propagators given by eqs. (5.17) (dashed line) and (5.18) (solid line). Two momenta have 
been selected, i.e. k = 50 MeV (upper figure) and k = 100 AfeV (lower figure). 
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As a next point we want to demonstrate the importance of NN correlations in calculating the itanttton 
potentials CAT a and G 4 a 

The main contributions to VV£f 4 stems from channels with relative orbital momentum I = 0 and 
/ = 2 (see eg. the turn in eq. (5.7)) with 'So-'Do yielding a sizable contribution, though one needs 
partial wave* up to I = 2 in order to obtain a stable result The results for VVÆf, obtained with either 
the G« a-matrix or the bare transition potential show only small differences (ss 5 - 10%). indicating that 
short-range correlations accounted for by way of the Gyva-matrix are not so important. The short-range 
correlations are not so important since we consider matrix elements for anti-symmetric NN stales. Due to 
Pauli effects and isospin conservation, there exist no matrix elements between NN and N A stales where 
both are in a partial S-wave (see table 3 2 as well). A similar conclusion was reached by Dickhoff a at. 
[97]. For VV^fi we do however expect short-range correlations to be significant, see e.g. table 32 tor 
possible partial waves. In fig. 5.9 we display results for W £ f » obtained with the use of the Gaa-matrix 
(upper part) and the bare transition potential V&A (tower part) for various maximal values of the relative 
orbital momentum i defined in the sum of eq. (5.8). In the upper pari we display results for ail f values 
except for l m c I = 3 as these results almost coincide with those for („ ,„ = 4. The latter justifies the partial 
wave approximation made in table 3.2. In the lower part, we restrict the attention to ' m „ = 0 and 2. 
since the qualitative behavior is the same as that of the upper part We first notice in the upper part of fig. 
5.9 that the main contributions to W ^ f k stem from ( = 0 and for I = 2. see table 3.2 for partial waves 
which adhere. Secondly, the l m „ = 0 result in the upper part shows a steady increase for increasing 
energy, reflecting the fact that short-range contributions become predominant at higher energies. To clarify 
the latter point, the reader should observe that the momenta of the intermediate states (the isobars in this 
case) in eq. (5.8) are related to the incoming energy and momentum through energy conservation (the 6 
function in eq. (5.8)) and momentum conservation at each vertex in (b) of fig. 5.2. Clearly, the larger the 
incoming energy/momentum, die larger the momentum of the intermediate states, and [hereby the shorter 
the range. Finally, the bare potential results in the lower part demonstrate the importance of accounting 
for short-range correlations. The l m a t — 0 contribution is three to four times larger than the corresponding 
one in the upper part, obtained with a GA&-matrix. Furthermore, the difference between the f m „ — 2 and 
'mar = 0 results in both parts is almost the same. All the results discussed in the following are obtained 
for G-matrices which account for correlation effects. 

In order to demonstrate the non-locality of the imaginary components WNA and WAA we perform 
an analysis in straight analogy to the one for WNN in eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) above. Results for the 
non-locality are displayed in the lower half of fig. 5.10 for an energy v=400 MeV. This energy is around 
100 MeV above the threshold for N A excitations but below the A A threshold. Also in this case we 
obtain sizable matrix elements up to a non-locality \r - / | as 1 fin as in the case of NN correlations. 
The potentials are getting much more local at higher energies. The upper half of fig. 5.10 shows the local 
representation of the isobar contributions to W defined according to eq. (5.14). One finds that also in this 
case a parametrization in terms of a local Woods-Saxon potential is quite appropriate, although one observes 
some surface enhancement at lower energies, as observed in subsection 5.3.2 as well. In analogy to what 
was done in the previous subsection, we define a Woods-Saxon parametrization for the isobar contributions 
to W by requesting as above that this local parametrization yields the same phase shifts as the non-local 
W " A + W A A . The result for die depth oi this local equivalent Woods-Saxon parametrization is displayed 
in fig. S.5 (dashed line). One finds that the 2plh contributions show a first maximum at energies between 
400-500 MeV. The depth slightly decreases at higher energies before it increases again above the threshold 
for A A excitations around 600 MeV. The global maximum occurs around 900 MeV and is larger than 
the maximum due to NN correlations (solid line in the same figure). At energies below -300 MeV one 
finds a small contribution to the imaginary part due to 3p2h excitations. Inspecting this figure, cse should 
however keep in mind that the depth displayed characterizes the imaginary part W for various energies, 
but at small values of momentum ib (see discussion in 5.3.2 as well). 

As in the case of the NN correlations also the admixture of A excitations yields a depletion of the 
occupation probabilities for the hole states. This can be calculated by adding to die matrix elements of W in 
eq. (5.15) the contributions due to the A excitations. The effect of these contributions is made visible in fig. 
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Figure 5.9: Results for VV£fh(fc,Jfc,w) asa function of incoming nucleon energy w employing the meson 
propagator ofeq. (5.17) for various values of the maximum relative orbital momentum I in the sum ofeq. 
(5.8). The role played by short-range correlations is demonstrated in this figure by comparing the results 
for various I values employing the G&&-matrix (upper figure) and the bare transition potential VA& only 
(lowerfigure) in the evaluation ofW^Jih-
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Figure 5.10: The non-locality of W?p$h + Wfp$h calculated at u=400 MeV is displayed in the lower half 
of this figure. The upper half displays the local representation of the A contributions to W calculated at 
energies u=400 MeV (dashed line) andu=700 MeV (solid line). For further explanations, see fig. 5.4 
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S.6 (compare dished line for nucleon correlations only with solid line including effect of NN couebtions 
and A excitations). We and thai the admixture of A excitations reduces the occupation probability for the 
«1/3 state in "O from 0.917 (for NN correlationi only, see above) lo 0.89I if A excitations are taken into 
account as well 

5.4 Conclusions 
The self-energy for nucleons in a finite nucleus has been investigated considering the contributions of 
terms up to second order in (lie G-matrix to the real and imaginary pan of die self-erergy. Employing a 
basis for Ins sp states, in which hole states are described in terms of botnd wave functions and particle 
states in terms of plane waves orthogonalized to the bound stales, allows to consider a complete specOum 
of particle slates. It is then possible to study the effects of correlations, which lead to intermediate stales 
of high energy such as the short-range nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations or the virtual isobar excitations 
(NA and A A), for a finite nucleus. As an example we presented results of calculations for the st/3 stales 
in 1 6 0 . 

The study of the effects due to NN correlations employing a modem version of an OBE potential [10) 
yields results very similar to those obtained with an older version of the Bonn potential [137]. Due to a 
weaker tensor force in the more recent version of the NN interaction, the correlation effects are reduced 
by typically 20%. This can be observed in the imaginary parts of the optical model potential and in the 
explicit energy dependence of the 2plh contribution to the real part The same difference also shows up 
in the depletion of the occupation probabilities for the hole states. Other features like the non-locality of 
the different contributions to the self-energy are very close to those observed in [137]. 

In the present chapter we furthermore study the contributions to the imaginary part of the nucleon 
self-energy arising from A excitations. Large contributions are observed due to NA and in particular 
also AA excitations. It is demonstrated that especially the results obtained for AA excitations are very 
sensitive to the treatment of short-range correlations. A maximum of the absorption due to A excitations 
is obtained around 900 MeV (see fig. 5.5). 

Also, the inclusion of A excitations leads to a depletion of the occupation probabilities. This depiction 
(around 2.5 %) is smaller than the one due to short-range NN correlations (around 8.5 % for a realistic 
NN interaction with a weak tensor force). Here one has also to keep in mind that our estimates are very 
sensitive to the choice of e.g. the NA coupling constants and cutoff masses (A, = 1.2 GeV and A, = 1.3 
GeV). Moreover, it ought to be remarked that the inclusion of isobars accounts for one specific source for 
the depletion. Other channels, like excitations of other resonances or meson production not described in 
terms of resonances, need to be included. In this chapter we have limited our attention to the isobar, in 
order to assess its significance. 



Chapter 6 

Overview and perspectives 

Throughout this work we have put emphasis on the connections between the free interaction between 
various baryons and the many-body theory appropriate for selected nuclear systems. Of special interest 
was the connection between the tensor force of trie nucleon-nucleon interaction and properties of nuclear 
systems, like the binding energy per particle in nuclear matter, the importance of short-range correlations 
in the calculation of the nucleoli self-energy or the reproduction of nuclear spectra. In all these systems, 
it was seen that potentials with a weak tensor force, i.e. strong cancellation between the contributions 
from T and p mesons, introduced more attraction in both nuclear matter and finite nuclei. The effects of 
short-range correlations were also diminished as compared to results obtained with potentials with a s(rong 
tensor force. 

Further, in addition to the study of 'he tensor force component in a nuclear medium, relativistic effects 
were reviewed in the nuclear matter and neutron matter analyses. At densities greater than the saturation 
density of nuclear matter, relativistic effects become of importance, and are reflected in an increased 
repulsitivity in (he spin-orbit term of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Actually, these effects were seen to 
be of importance in order to reproduce the empirical nuclear matter data, a feature which is not accounted 
for by nor.-relativistic approaches. For neutron stars, the relativistic equation of state became too stiff, 
predicting thereby masses and radii outside the accepted values. However, mechanisms which could soften 
the equation of state were discussed in chapter 3. Relativistic effects were studied only for nuclear and 
neutron matter, sinoj the nuclei studied in chapter 4, could be described by the degrees of freeciom of 
selected valence nucleons. The density of these valence nucleons is rather smali, and relativistic effects 
negligible, a fact confirmed by the analysis of MUther et al. [103]. However, for hole states, the density 
is larger, and the above rclativistic effects become important, as demonstrated in (he recent work of Zheng 
et al. [144]. 

With the above comments in mimi, following the many-body approach discussed in this work, we wish 
to draw the attention to some of our results and outline some selected perspectives for future works' 

• In section 3.4 we showed that a relativistic equation of state (EOS) resulted in a predicted mass 
Wmo» ~ 2.37A/0 and radius which were larger than the estimated values. However, several mech
anisms which serve to soften a given equation of state (EOS) were discussed in that chapter. One 
possible extension of the relativistic EOS discussed in chapter 3, is the inclusion of a proton fraction 
in the calculations of the EOS. This can rather easily be done within the framework of our formalism, 
through suitable changes in the Pauli operator which define either the standard Brueckner-Hartree-
Fock (BHF) procedure, or the model-BHF procedure. Other processes which could soften the 
equation of state are also the conversion of nuclcons to hyperons. A relativistic calculation which 
takes into account these particles as well can also be formulated, however, the uncertainty in the 
construction of a nucleon-hyperon potential is much larger than in the corresponding nucleon-nucleon 
potential. This is mainly due to the fact that there is little data to constrain the various parameters 
of the model lagrangians, see e.g. ref. [39J and references therein. 
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• In chapter 4 we r«ii-i.i*~i effective inteiactions for nuclei in the man regions of "O. "Ca and 
1 0 0 Sn. all nuclei with equal numbers of protons and neutrons. The effective two-body interaction 
was in turn used to calculate spectra of nuclei with more than two valence nucleon. In this chapter 
we observed that potentials with a weak tensor force yield sufficient attraction to generate a realistic 
interaction for the valence nucleons in the p/-shell. Similar conclusions where also found in e.g. 
ref. (4] for the «x-sbell. These observations are also in line with our nuclear matter results in 
chapter 3. Furthermore, since the strength of the tensor force is not an observable, we suggest that 
the application of a given force in a nuclear medium, may discriminate between various potential 
models. Actually, as we showed for "Sc and 4 4 Sc, the Bonn A potential which has the weakest 
tensor force, did not reproduce properly the J = 1 stales. For the other potentials, this problem 
was not encountered. However, for nuclei which depend on the neutron-neutron (or proton-proton) 
interaction only (such as 4 4Ca), the Bonn A potential gives the best reproduction of the binding 
energy. These results are also in line with our findings for «d-shcll nuclei, see e.g. ref. [4]. We also 
calculated the spectra for Sn isotopes with a third-order Q-box employing the Bonn A potential. A 
good agreement with the experimental data was found. 

An effect which would be of interest to study in connection with the tensor force, is the inclusion 
of effective three-body forces, as done in ref. [ 146]. Another extension of the theory is to evaluate 
effective interactions for nuclei with different proton and neutron cores, such as 4 8 Ca, 9 0 Zr or 2 0 8 Pb . 
Relativistic effects in the evaluation of effective hole-hole interactions ought also be carefully studied. 

• In chapter S we evaluated the self-energy for a nucleon with orbital angular momentum / = 0 in a 
nuclear medium, 1 6 0 in our case. A novel methods which allows for a correct description of bound 
and scattering states was employed. The obtained non-local self-energy was in rum used to obtain 
an optical-model potential. The contributions from isobar A degrees of freedom to the imaginary 
part of the nucleon optical-model potential were also studied in chapter S. To evaluate the imaginary 
part of the optical-model potential, we included the contributions from terms to second order in the 
Brueckner G-matrix with and without the inclusion of isobars A. The contributions to the imaginary 
part are given by the two-particle-one-hole (2plh) and three-particle-two-hole (3p2h) diagrams. The 
latter contributes at negative energies only and the contribution from isobar intermediate states is 
rather small. The 2plh diagram receives significant contributions from isobars at energies near the 
resonance and above the threshold for the excitation of AA states. In particular the importance of 
AA configurations was found to be rather sensitive to the treatment of short-range correlations. 
However, since the density of scattering states is very low for this nucleus, it would be of interest 
to extend the method exposed in chapter 5 to heavier systems, such as 4 0 Ca and 2 0 8 Pb , where much 
more experimental and theoretical data are available. A proper comparison with the data is essential 
in order to assess the validity of our model. In addition, it is of interest to extend our many-body 
formalism to include terms of higher order in the perturbation expansion. Several third-order terms 
were shown to be important in the calculations of shell-model effective interactions in chapter 4. 
Another topic of interest, is the application of the method exposed in chapter 5 to the evaluation 
of the self-energy of the isobar A, as done in ref. [147]. Further, much attention has been devoted 
recently to the study of baryons with a strangeness content [143], such as the A and £. and their 
behavior in a nuclear medium. Of importance here is the evaluation of the self-energy for these 
baryons, since the self-energy is intimately related to the decay width. 
Finally, the possibility to calculate the G-matrix in a muted basis, i.e. both bound and scattering 
states, may offer a viable approach to a microscopic description of exotic nuclei like "Li , where the 
two outer neutrons are loosely bound [I4SJ. 

• Here we have limited the attention to effective interactions, though the extension to the calculation 
of effective operators is straightforward [26, 148]. Of particular interest is the study of the nuclear 
renormalization of the axial coupling constants. 
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Experiment» on deep inelastic muon [149.150) sn] neutrino scattering on nuclei 1151J indicate that 
the axial current of the nucleon has an isoscalar component in addition to the conventional isovecW 
component. In the case of a free nucleon the isoscalar axial current it «undated with the pretence 
of a M component in the nucleon wave function. Although the empirically obtained values for the 
isotcalar axial current coupling constant Gf have large uncertainty limits, both types of experiment 
give values for Gf that agree in sign and magnitude. Another type of experiment that should be 
able to yield information on Gf are measurements of the parity violating observables associated with 
electron-nucleus scattering [152]. This then raises the question as to which degree the value of Gf 
will be renormalized from the free nucleon value in the nuclear medium. 
The analogous nuclear renormalizations of the isorrctor axial charge and current coupling constants 
form an interesting and nontrivial topic. On the one hand secona order configuration mixing of the 
nucleon states and exchange current effects are known to cause a quenching of the axial current 
coupling constant, j J T , the magnitude of which is about 30%, in id shell nuclei [153]. On the other 
hand the value of the axial charge yjj, which equals j j 7 - for free nucleons, is strongly enhanced by 
up to 100% in heavy nuclei [154, 155] by exchange current effects [56, 156]. The main difference 
between the exchange current contributions to the effective isoscalar and isovector axial charge 
coupling constants is the absence of any long range pion exchange current contribution to the former. 
In the nuclear matter calculations of ref. [157], we showed that the charge and current coupling 
constants of the effective isoscalar axial current density of a nucleon in a nucleus differ appreciably 
from the corresponding free nucleon values. The exchange current correction implied by the short 
range components of the nucleon - nucleon interaction leads to a large enhancement of 40-50% of 
the isoscalar axial charge coupling constant at nuclear matter densities, the precise value depending 
on the potential model employed. An obvious extension of the above results, would be to calculate 
the corresponding effective operator for various finite nuclei, in order to test the dependence on the 
different nuclear media. 



Appendix A 

In this appendix we review first the rules for calculating Fcynman-Goldstone diagrams in an uncoupled 
representation. Thereafter we lis! the one-body and two-body diagrams included in our evaluation of the 
Q-box together with examples on how to evaluate diagrams in the coupled rep- jseniation, e.g. two particles 
coupled to a final angular momentum J. Further examples can be found in chanter 5 for the expressions 
of the Hartree-Fbcx (diagram 1-1 in fig. A.l), the two-particie-one-hole (2plh) (diagram 1-3 in fig. A. I) 
and the three-particle-two-hole (3p2h) (diagram 1-4 in fig. A. I) diagrams. 

A.l Diagram rules 
The diagrams rules in the uncoupled scheme are rather simple to obtain through use of Wicks theorem and 
the symmetry properties of the interaction V or G. These rules are rather well-known, see [1], and we 
will simply state them in the following. 

• Insert an energy denominator 

" - ( E ^ P - E ^ ) ' 
between successive interaction. Here u is the starting energy and J2 £p and J2 e» represent the sum 
over intermediate particle and hole sp unperturbed energies between two interactions. 

• For each interaction there is an anti-symmetrized matrix element 

(ab\ V \cd)AS = (ab\ V \af) - (ab\ V \dc) , 

or in terms of the C-matrix 

(ai| G \cd)AS = <od| G |cd) - {ab\ G \dc). 

If not stated differently, throughout this work we will always employ anti-symmetrized matrix ele
ments, and thence skip the label AS. 

• By applying Wicks theorem we obtain for each diagram an overall factor 

where nh is the number of hole lines in a diagram, ni is the number of closed loops, ne is ihe numbers 
of crossings of different external lilies as they trace through the diagram and ncxh is the number of 
external hole lines which continuously trace through a diagram. Finally, ncp is the number of pairs 
of lines which start at the same interaction and end at the same interaction, such as the intermediate 
particle states in the 2plh diagram of chapter S, or the two intermediate hole states in the 3p2h 
diagram in the same chapter. 
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and (5.5). 

The 2plh diagram reads 
I y . (on|CbiP»)<PiPi|C|g*) , A 2 , 

where we lave n» = 1, n ( = 1. n„» = 0 «nd n, = 0 giving rite to a factor + l . Finally, we tave two 
intermediate ntjtjcle Una which Hart and end at the same interaction, yielding n,, = 1. 

Similarly, the 3p2h reads 

(op|C|n,ft,)(n,MC|ft») ( A J ) 

where we heve n» = 2. n, = 1. n „ » = 0 and ne = 0 giving rise to a factor - 1 . Finally, we have two 
intermediate hole lines which start and end at the same interaction, yielding n , , = 1. 

For both expressions, we sum freely ov»r the quantum numbers of the intermediate stales, expressed 
through the labels pi j / i and Ai.jp. 

A.2 List over Goldstone diagrams 

The one-body and two-body linked-vatence diagrams through third order included in the evaluation of the 
Q-box are shown in figs. A.1 and A.2, respectively. Each topology is a sum of one to four diagrams, the 
one given in figs. A.1 and A.2 plus all those that can be obtained through the exchange of the external 
pairs of lines. Many of the third-order two-body diagrams give rise to non-heimitian contributions to the 
effective interaction. However, these diagrams are generally followed by similar diagrams, and the sum 
of the first diagram and its "companion" results in a hermitian contribution. The first of these diagrams is 
then labeled with an (A) and the second with a (B) in figure A.2. 

The analytical expressions in an angular momentum representation for many of the diagrams employed 
in our definition of the Q-box can be found in the works of Barrett and Kirson [116J and Kassis [158), 
though, here we have used a method described by Kuo el al. [159J. By the use of this method, the 
analytical expressions are in general simpler compared to those obtained in the m—scheme, and moreover, 
they are less lime-consuming from a computational point of view. 

To illustrate the advantages of this method we present the analytical expression of the two-body third-
order TDA diagram. Following Kuo el al. [159], this diagram can be recoupled to give the diagram (b) 
in fig. A.3. Using the transformation properties of Racah or 6; coefficients, the expression for the TDA 
diagram is then given by 

>A» + %J.M»+ ««.), J J L S * * £ •" H l I r } 
(_y»+>,+i+J+.r'+T+7" 

* T¥> * (w + Cl" ~ e" ~ £ i ) ( < " + ei" ~epi ~c'^ 

x ((or -> y)J'T\C(v,) tø* - . h2)J'T') ((A2 -- B ) ; T | C W |(p, - A,)J'T) 

x ( ( n i <-Pl)J'r\Gfa)\{l3-,6)J'r) (A.4) 

where u = er + a and the energy variables are ui = u + ei,, - et, «2 = w + Efti + e*a -£«—£< and 
u>3 = <•» + £ » , - E o - e i . 

http://Ai.jp
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Figure A.l: One-body Goldstone diagrams without a spectator valence line included in the evaluation of 
the Q-box. 
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Fig. A.l - continued 

The cross-coupled matrix elements in the above equation are defined as 

« a - i)JT\ G|(/3 - 6)JT) = (-)»+><+'«' . /(l + « > . / , ) ( l + « i , y , ) i f 

• E { t i ' } { l l f } 
x(ir + i)(2r +1) ((aø)j'r \ c |(t7);r) 

The two-body wave function |(a/3) J) (omitting isospin) in the above equation is given as 

Ha0)J) = \(aP)JM)= £ C„-XMIO°™»)0>"V)>. 

(A.5) 

where j 0 | / 3 and m„,ø are the quantum numbers defining an sp state and C is a standard Ctebsch-Gordan 
coefficient defined according to the Condon-Shortley phase convention. Both the two-body wave function 
and the sp wave function transform under rotations as a spherical tensor. In fig. A.4 we show in terms of 
diagrams the meaning of the coupling orders ((<* - . 7) JT\ G |(/3 - • 6)JT, and ((ap)JT\ G \{y6)JT). 

We finally note that, compared to the expression presented by Barrett and Kirson [116], diagram 
15 in their appendix, the number of summations is reduced by a factor of two. and the number of 6j 
coefficients are reduced from eight to two in eq. (A.4). Furthermore, the cross-coupled matrix elements 
can be calculated once and for all and read in oy the main program together with the G-matrices. 

We conclude this work with the inclusion of two further examples of diagrams evaluated in a coupled 
basis, i.e. the diagrams (a) and (b) in fig. A.5. These are one-body diagrams, with a hole line tracing 
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Figure A.3: The TDA diagram fa) can be recoupled as shown in (b). 
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Figure A.4: The two-body matrix element coupled according to {(a —> y)JT\ G |(/3 —» 6)JT) is shown in 
(a) while (b) represents the matrix element ((o/»)7T| G\(yS)JT). 
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Figure A.5: One-body diagrams with external hole lines. 

through the diagrams, thus giving a factor of —1. The expression for diagram (a) is 

(°)= E E X ^ j T 2 p W £ A + ^ ' ~*P' -f«)( f*+«*»-«»-«!>.))"' 

x {(a - . A)JT|G(w,) | (PI -» fcO-T) « p 2 - h3)JT\G(u,2) |(A, ~ p , )JT) 

x «A - /jyri G(W 3) |(A, - P 2 ) / r > , 

with the starting energies given by 

<"1 = £*, + Eft 

"3 = Ek, +£ft + Ep - C a , 

Similarly, diagram (b) in the same figure reads 

JTJ'T'h,h,/,,p,P3 " " 

x {(p 1p 2)J'T'|G(u J,) KnsAsJJ'!") «A 2A 3)./'r|G(u>3) l(A,p 2)J'T') 

x ( ( e * . - ep i ) («*»+«»»-«P i -£p») ) ' 1 . 

with 
^i = ehl + C/s 

"a = en, + £"kj + £hs - £ P l • 
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